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History Syllabus Extract
History is the continuous, systematic study, through research, of events over time,
that are of importance to communities, societies, countries and ultimately, the human
race. The CAPE History Syllabus seeks to enhance the interests, capabilities, skills
and attitudes of students to enable them to develop as autonomous human beings
capable of acting as rational and ethical individuals, and as responsible members of
their community. The selection, structure and content of themes and modules have
been informed by a desire to promote an understanding of the historical as well as
the contemporary relationships among the nations and societies on the Atlantic
shores. The syllabus has been organised to enhance the in-depth study of themes
that will enable persons to acquire and practise the skills of a historian.
The syllabus is arranged into two Units, each made up of three Modules. While each
Unit is independent of the other, together they form a holistic vision of the Caribbean
and the Atlantic region as a theatre in which some foundations of the modern world
were established.
Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Module 1

–

Indigenous Societies

Module 2

–

Slave Systems: Character and Dismantlement

Module 3

–

Freedom in Action

Unit 2: Atlantic World and Global Transformations
Module 1

–

Atlantic World: Interactions

Module 2

–

Atlantic Development: Identity and Industry

Module 3

–

International Relations: Conflict and Liberation
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Introduction

T

he Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) is designed to provide certification of
the academic, vocational and technical achievement of students in the Caribbean who, having
completed a minimum of five years of secondary education, wish to further their studies. The
examinations address the skills and knowledge acquired by students under a flexible and articulated
system where subjects are organised in 1-Unit or 2-Unit courses with each Unit containing three
Modules. Subjects examined under CAPE may be studied concurrently or singly.

The Caribbean Examinations Council offers three types of certification. The first is the award of a certificate
showing each CAPE Unit completed. The second is the CAPE diploma, awarded to candidates who have
satisfactorily completed at least six Units, including Caribbean Studies. The third is the CAPE Associate
Degree, awarded for the satisfactory completion of a prescribed cluster of seven CAPE Units including
Caribbean Studies and Communication Studies. For the CAPE diploma and the CAPE Associate Degree,
candidates must complete the cluster of required Units within a maximum period of five years.
Recognised educational institutions presenting candidates for CAPE Associate Degree in one of the nine
categories must, on registering these candidates at the start of the qualifying year, have them confirm in the
required form, the Associate Degree they wish to be awarded. Candidates will not be awarded any possible
alternatives for which they did not apply.
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History Syllabus
◆ RATIONALE
Through the advanced study of history, students should acquire the skills and knowledge that will extend
the scope of their general education and provide a foundation for the professional study of history. The
course of study prescribed in this syllabus seeks to enhance the interests, capabilities, skills and attitudes of
students to enable them to develop as autonomous human beings capable of acting as rational and ethical
individuals, and as responsible members of their community and, as such, will contribute to the development of the
Ideal Caribbean Person, as outlined in The Caribbean Education Strategy (2000).
The discipline of history consists of three aspects – its content, its organising principles, and its methods of
enquiry. The syllabus seeks to promote these aspects of the historian’s craft and has been organised
accordingly. Its content emphasises the historical experience of the peoples of the Caribbean in the context
of the Atlantic region.
The concept of an Atlantic region is central to the syllabus. It emphasises the geo-political as well as socio-economic
relations among the societies on all the shores of the Atlantic, of Africa with Europe, of Africa with the Americas and
the Americas with Europe; but the syllabus does not ignore the interaction between the Atlantic World and other
geographical regions such as Asia. The syllabus also takes into account the roles played by indigenous peoples, Africans,
Europeans and Asians and other nineteenth century immigrants of both genders, in the creation of Caribbean societies.
It recognises that a degree of instability characterised the Atlantic World because of the unequal power relations that
developed with colonialism.
The selection, structure and content of themes and modules have been informed by a desire to promote an
understanding of the historical as well as the contemporary relationships among the nations and societies
on the Atlantic shores. The syllabus has been organised to enhance the in-depth study of themes that will
enable students to acquire and practise the skills of the historian.
The aims and objectives of this syllabus are identified with reference to the diverse methods of historical
enquiry. The historian raises questions, identifies problems, gathers evidence, collates and interprets
information, makes informed judgements and reports conclusions. The objectives of the Units and Modules
are designed to enable students to develop the skills of the historian, and to prepare them for
participation in the life of their community. Students will develop independent and critical thinkers in the context of
historical enquiry and in keeping with the UNESCO Pillars of Learning.
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◆ AIMS
The syllabus aims to:
1.

develop an understanding of the Caribbean world by locating it within the larger history of the
Atlantic region;

2.

develop knowledge and understanding of the historical linkages between the peoples of the
Caribbean and peoples in other areas of the world;

3.

assist students to view themselves as citizens of states and as persons sharing a common Caribbean
culture;

4.

stimulate an interest in the past and an appreciation of the processes of change and continuity,
similarities and differences;

5.

enable the recognition of social, political and economic contradictions, paradoxes, and ambiguities;

6.

enable an understanding of contemporary beliefs and value systems;

7.

encourage the development of a sense of moral responsibility and commitment to social justice,
gender equity and respect for people of different ethnicities;

8.

produce students who will be able to understand a world characterised by rapid scientific and
technological changes;

9.

prepare students for tertiary education in the study of history and other disciplines.
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◆ SKILLS AND ABILITIES TO BE ASSESSED
The skills and abilities that students are expected to develop on completion of this syllabus have been grouped under two
headings:
(i)

Knowledge and Comprehension;

(ii)

Enquiry and Communication.

Knowledge and Comprehension
The ability to:
-

understand the themes, topics, periods, individuals, ideas, events and processes covered by the syllabus;

-

identify and assess different approaches to, interpretations of, and opinions about the past;

-

understand a range of historical concepts and theories as they apply to historical knowledge;

-

differentiate between historical facts, opinions and biases, and between different historical perspectives;

-

understand historical phenomena in terms of change and continuity.

Enq u i r y a n d C o m m u n i c a t i o n
The ability to:
-

analyse and evaluate various historical sources;

-

identify and use various methods of historical investigation, engaging both primary and secondary sources;

-

apply historical methods to historical questions, problems and issues;

-

communicate the conclusions of historical enquiries in appropriate formats, clearly and
logically.
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◆ PRE-REQUISITES OF THE SYLLABUS
Any person with a good grasp of Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC) Caribbean History Syllabus or the
equivalent, should be able to pursue the course of study defined by this syllabus.

◆ STRUCTURE OF THE SYLLABUS
The syllabus is arranged into two Units, each made up of three Modules. While each Unit is independent
of the other, together they form a holistic vision of the Caribbean and the Atlantic region as a theatre in
which some foundations of the modern world were established.
Unit 1, The Caribbean in the Atlantic World, contains three Modules, each requiring at least 50 hours.
Total time is expected to be 150 hours.
Module 1

-

Indigenous Societies

Module 2

-

Slave Systems: Character and Dismantlement

Module 3

-

Freedom in Action

Unit 2, Atlantic World and Global Transformations, contains three Modules, each requiring at least 50
hours. Total time is expected to be 150 hours.
Module 1

-

Atlantic World: Interactions

Module 2

-

Atlantic Development: Identity and Industry

Module 3

-

International Relations: Conflict and Liberation

◆ APPROACHES TO THE SYLLABUS
While the Modules are presented within the syllabus in a linear manner, it must be emphasised that any Module may be
studied first, or two Modules may be studied simultaneously. Moreover, aspects of Modules may be studied concurrently,
constrained only by the capacity of educational institutions and by students’ needs and interests. For example, Haiti,
which appears in Unit 1, Modules 2 and 3, can be taught concurrently.
Teachers are reminded that Modules are not tied to traditional school terms. It is recommended that a Module should
require approximately 10 weeks, at 5 hours per week.
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◆ UNIT 1: THE CARIBBEAN IN THE ATLANTIC WORLD
MODULE 1: INDIGENOUS SOCIETIES
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

appreciate the various achievements of the indigenous American societies in science, technology, art, culture,
politics, economy, and ecology before the arrival of Africans and Europeans;

2.

understand the nature of the interactions among indigenous peoples, Africans and Europeans.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Students should be able to:
1.

analyse the social, political and economic activities of indigenous American cultures using the available
evidence, including archaeological findings;

2.

evaluate the arguments found in secondary sources on contacts between indigenous peoples of the Caribbean
and other peoples before 1492 in the light of archaeological evidence;

3.

analyse the nature of West African contact with Europe up to 1492;

4.

assess the consequences of Spanish settlement in the Caribbean up to 1600;

5.

explain the factors responsible for the conquests of the Aztecs and Incas by Spain in the sixteenth century.

CONTENT
Theme 1:

Social, Economic and Political Acti vities
Comparative analysis of TWO indigenous groups, ONE from each of the following
categories:

Not e :

Category 1

-

Aztec, Inca, Maya

Category 2

-

Kalinago, Taino, Tupi

Comparative analysis should be made of social, economic and political activities.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 1: INDIGENOUS SOCIETIES (cont’d)
Theme 2:

Atlantic Connections
(a)

Contacts before 1492; evidence of West African and Nordic movements to the Americas;
European and West African contacts.

(b)

Spanish settlements in the Caribbean up to 1600 and mainland conquest in Mexico and
Peru up to 1550: emphasis should be placed on economic activities, mortality, encomienda,
slavery, resistance and warfare.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

Encourage students to visit Museums and Archives to examine the material culture of indigenous peoples.

2.

Organise class debate on contacts before 1492.

3.

‘Trial’ of a European conquistador for crimes of genocide in the New World.

4.

Visits to Kalinago villages, Maya and other archaeological sites – to appreciate their cultural achievements.

5.

View documentaries on indigenous peoples.

6.

Do map work to illustrate the impact of Spanish intervention in the Americas up to the sixteenth century.

7.

Conduct interviews with the descendants of indigenous peoples.

8.

Compile a glossary of concepts used within the Module.

RESOURCES
Andrews, K.

The Spanish Caribbean: Trade and Plunder 1530 – 1630, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1978.

Rouse, I.

The Tainos, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 1: INDIGENOUS SOCIETIES (cont’d)
Steward, J. H.

Handbook of the South American Indians, Washington D.C.: The Smithsonian
Institute, 1946-1959, (6 vols).

Shepherd, V. and
Beckles, H. (eds.)

Caribbean Slavery in the Atlantic World, Kingston: Ian Randle Press, 2000.

Van Sertima, I.

They Came Before Columbus, London: Random House, 1977.

Video Productions
i.

Columbus and the Age of Discovery - An Idea Takes Shape.

ii.

Columbus’ World: This videotape looks at China, the Spice Islands, Cairo, Venice and
Genoa and Istanbul and examines the world of the fifteenth century.

iii.

Vikings Saga (1995): This videotape explores the saga of the Norsemen like Eric the Red
who explored Greenland and as far as eastern Canada.

iv.

In Search of Columbus: This videotape follows the path of Columbus’ fourth and final
voyage and explores how different nations and cultures perceived Columbus.

v.

The Columbian Exchange: This tape examines the interchange of horses, cattle, corn,
potatoes and sugar cane between the Old World and the New, and the lasting impact of
this interchange on the peoples of both worlds.

vi.

The Incas Remembered: This videotape looks at the Inca building techniques, agriculture and
architecture - The Jarvis Collection.

These videotapes can be obtained from Films for the Humanities and Sciences, Inc., Box 20533, Princeton
New Jersey, 28543-2053, USA. WGBH Educational Foundation, Boston. Also search Amazon.com
(videos)
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UNIT 1
MODULE 2: SLAVE SYSTEMS: CHARACTER AND DISMANTLEMENT
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

understand the character of Caribbean society during the period of enslavement;

2.

appreciate the significance of the struggles against enslavement;

3.

understand the process of abolition.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Students should be able to:
1.

explain the issues relating to the institution of slavery:
(i)
(ii)

its philosophical and institutional foundations;
the character of chattel slavery;

2.

evaluate the impact of the institution of slavery on race, gender, demography and ethnic relations;

3.

assess the measures used by enslaved peoples to survive, and to contribute to the overthrow of slave systems;

4.

explain the process by which Haiti achieved political independence;

5.

evaluate the reasons for the physical and legislative dismantlement of slave systems in the Caribbean, including
the abolition of the Trans-Atlantic trade in African captives and the “Decline Thesis” of Eric Williams.

CONTENT
Theme 1:

Experiences and Strategies of Survival of Enslaved Peoples
(a)

Demography, family, gender, reproduction, mortality.

(b)

Economic cultures: huckstering, food production and marketing, susu, partner,
boxhand.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 2: SLAVE SYSTEMS: CHARACTER AND DISMANTLEMENT (cont’d)
(c)

Theme 2:

Characteristics of slave systems and other systems of unfree labour in the
Caribbean.
(i)

Chattel slavery.

(ii)

European indentureship.

Disintegration of Slave Systems
(a)

(b)

Factors responsible for the disintegration of slave systems
(i)

Rebellions: - Analysis of ONE of the following anti-slavery rebellions:
Berbice 1763; Barbados 1816; Virginia 1831; Jamaica 1831- 1832.
- Causes, organisation, suppression, consequences and role of gender.

(ii)

The Haitian Revolution, 1791 - 1804: factors contributing to its success.

(iii)

Other strategies of resistance (for example, marronage and non-violent
resistance).

(iv)

Debate on Decline Thesis.

(v)

Abolitionist movements in Europe: Ideology and Strategies.

Final dismantlement of the slave systems, 1807 - 1886
(i)

The abolition of the Trans-Atlantic Trade in Africans.

(ii)

The passing of Emancipation Acts (British or French or Spanish).

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

Use archival documents on rebellions of enslaved peoples to expose students to primary sources and to illustrate
their usefulness in understanding the rebellions.

CXC A4/U2/04
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UNIT 1
MODULE 2: SLAVE SYSTEMS: CHARACTER AND DISMANTLEMENT (cont’d)
2.

Organise a parliamentary debate on the Bill to abolish the institution of slavery in the British-colonised
Caribbean, including all vested interests.

3.

Conduct government press conferences in France and Haiti in the aftermath of the 1804 declaration of
independence.

4.

View documentaries on rebellions of enslaved peoples.

5.

Discuss sources generated by enslaved peoples which illustrate their struggle against enslavement (for example,
Montejo’s narrative).

6.

Use the early “Slave Codes” to understand chattel slavery.

7.

Discuss selected writings of travel writers, contemporary historians and the enslaved (for example, ‘slave
narratives’) on the economic activities of the enslaved.

8.

Compile a glossary of concepts used within the Module.

RESOURCES
Fick, C.

The Making of Haiti. The Saint Domingue Revolution From Below, Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Press, 1993.

James, C. L. R.

The Black Jabcobins, Toussaint L’Ouverture and the San Domingo Revolution,
New York: Random House, 1963.

Shepherd, V. and
Beckles, H. (eds.)

Caribbean Slavery in the Atlantic World, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers,
2000.

Thompson, A (ed.)

In the Shadow of the Plantation: Caribbean History and Legacy, Kingston: Ian
Randle Publishers, 2002.

Williams, E.

Capitalism and Slavery, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1944. Reprinted 1995 (with an introduction by Colin Palmer).

Video Production
“Britain’s Slave Trade” (Contact Channel 4, UK) The 4 part documentary.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 3: FREEDOM IN ACTION
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

understand the evolution of new institutions and relationships in the post-slavery period;

2.

appreciate the social and demographic changes in post-slavery societies;

3.

understand the process of nation building in the Caribbean.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Student should be able to:
1.

explain how the former enslaved and new immigrants established new identities and social relations in the
nineteenth century;

2.

analyse the attempts by Haiti’s revolutionary leaders to create a free society between 1804 and 1825;

3.

evaluate the strategies employed by the people of the British-colonised Caribbean to establish independence
movements and regional integration organisations;

4.

evaluate the impact of the Cuban Revolution on Cuba and Cuba’s international relations between 1959 and
1983;

5.

explain why the French-colonised Caribbean territories have not yet achieved independence.

CONTENT
Theme 1:

Transformations in Caribbean Societies to 1900
(a)

(b)

Popular protests and enfranchisement
(i)

Labour Protest: Analyse the causes and consequences of ONE of the following:
1862 Labour protest in St. Vincent; 1865 Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica;
1876 Confederation Riots in Barbados.

(ii)

Peasantry: Economic activities and contributions of the freed people to the
development of society.

Chinese, Indians and Portuguese: Settlement and Citizenship.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 3: FREEDOM IN ACTION (cont’d)

Theme 2:

(i)

Social and Economic experiences (for example, indentureship and postindentureship activities).

(ii)

Resistance.

Nationalism and Nation Building
(a)

(b)

(c)

Haiti 1804 – 1825
(i)

Social and economic reconstruction.

(ii)

International relations.

Cuban Revolution: regional and international impact 1959 - 1983
(i)

Fidel Castro’s rise to power.

(ii)

Cuba’s Socialist transformation up to 1970.

(iii)

Regional and international impact up to United States invasion of Grenada in
1983.

Independence, assimilation and integration movements in the British and French- colonised
Caribbean
(i)

Nationalism since the 1930s.

(ii)

Integration movements: Federation, CARIFTA, CARICOM.

(iii)

French Departments.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities

Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

Organise brief student presentations (5-7 minutes) on working and living conditions in the nineteenth century.

2.

Use statistics on Haiti in 1820 to demonstrate the state of the Haitian economy at that time.
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UNIT 1
MODULE 3: FREEDOM IN ACTION (cont’d)
3.

View video on “The Cuban Missile Crisis”.

4.

Organise class debate on the advantages and disadvantages of assimilation and independence in the second
half of the 20th century.

5.

Invite guest speakers who are specialists in the areas covered in this Module.

7.

Conduct interviews with participants in nationalist, integrationist and independence movements.

9.

Compile a glossary of concepts used within the Module.

RESOURCES
Beckles, H. and
Shepherd, V. (eds.)

Caribbean Freedom, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1994.

Heuman, G.

The Killing Time: The Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica, London: MacMillan,
1995.

Laurence, K. O.

A Question of Labour: Indentured Immigration into Trinidad and British Guiana
1875 - 1917, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1994.

Rodney, W.

A History of the Guyanese Working People, 1881-1903, Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1981.

Thompson, A. (ed.)

In the Shadow of the Plantation, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 2002.
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◆ UNIT 2: THE ATLANTIC WORLD AND GLOBAL
TRANSFORMATIONS
MODULE 1: ATLANTIC WORLD: INTERACTIONS

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

understand the establishment of European activities in Africa and the Americas after 1450;

2.

appreciate how Atlantic ideologies, revolutions and independence movements shaped the Atlantic world.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Students should be able to:
1.

explain the factors that encouraged European settlement and rivalry in the Americas;

2.

assess the impact of the Atlantic trade on West African societies and economies between 1450 and 1800;

3.

evaluate the relationship between the ideas of the European Enlightenment, the American War of
Independence and the French Revolution;

4.

evaluate the causes of the American War of Independence and the French Revolution and their consequences
for the Atlantic up to1800.

CONTENT
Th e m e 1 :

At l a n t i c S e t t l e m e n t s t o 1 8 0 0
(a)

European settlement and rivalry in the Americas.

(b)

Changing West African responses to European contact:
(i)
(ii)

Th e m e 2 :

trade in gold and other commodities;

trade in African captives.

At l a n t i c R e v o l u t i o n s a n d I n d e p e n d e n c e M o v e m e n t s t o 1 8 0 0
(a)

Concept of European Enlightenment: ideas and significance.

(b)

American War of Independence: causes and consequences up to 1789.

(c)

French Revolution: causes and consequences up to 1799.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 1: ATLANTIC WORLD: INTERACTIONS (cont’d)
Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

Organise class debate presenting two contrasting positions on the impact of the trans-Atlantic trade in African
captives on West Africa.

2.

Conduct a political meeting in which two early settlers present views on the challenges of colonisation.

3.

Discuss the preamble of the American constitution with reference to their Declaration of Independence.

4.

Discuss documentaries on the French and American Revolutions, illustrating their respective causes and
consequences.

5.

Conduct “Conferences” in which students put forward an agenda to show why the status quo should be
retained in United States (1776) and in France (1789).

RESOURCES
Jones, M. A.

The Limits of Liberty, 1607 – 1980, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995.

Reich, J.

Colonial America, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1994.

Rodney, W. A.

How Europe underdeveloped Africa, London: Bogle-L’Ouverture, 1972.

Thornton, J.

Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 14001680, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992.

Video Production
The French Revolution - Warwick History Videos.
This video can be obtained from The University of Warwick, Coventry CU7AL, United Kingdom.
Teachers are advised to order the VHS NTSC version.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 2: ATLANTIC DEVELOPMENT: IDENTITY AND INDUSTRY
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

understand how slavery in the Atlantic world and the trans-Atlantic trade in African captives contributed to the
Industrial Revolution in England and the Atlantic economy;

2.

appreciate the importance of European imperial and commercial expansion in the nineteenth century in Asia,
Africa and Latin America;

3.

understand the process of industrialisation in the United States;

4.

appreciate the struggles by Latin American colonies to achieve and consolidate their independence.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Students should be able to:
1.

assess the economic linkages between the Industrial Revolution in England and the Atlantic economy;

2.

evaluate the factors that contributed to the emergence of the United States as an industrial power and the
consequences of this development up to 1900;

3.

evaluate the principles underlying Manifest Destiny and its implications for United States continental expansion
in the nineteenth century;

4.

analyse United States interventions in the Caribbean and Latin America up to 1917;

5.

explain the process of
nineteenth century.

independence and national development in EITHER Brazil OR Venezuela in the

CONTENT
Th e m e 1 :

In d u s tri a l R ev o l u ti o n s a n d C o l o n i a l i s m
(a)

The Industrial Revolution in England: Atlantic causes and global consequences.

(b)

Industrialisation and economic growth in the United States of America.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 2: ATLANTIC DEVELOPMENT: IDENTITY AND INDUSTRY (cont’d)
Th e m e 2 :

Am e r i c a n N a t i o n h o o d a n d D e v e l o p m e n t
(a)

Concept of Manifest Destiny and Imperial Identity in the United States of America up to
1917.

(b)

Independence and national development up to 1900: EITHER Brazil OR Venezuela.

Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

Develop tables and charts showing the growth of industry in England, the United States and Brazil or
Venezuela, with reference to causes and consequences.

2.

Present a State of the Union address in 1898 in which the “President” outlines the necessity to intervene in
Cuba.

3.

Organise class debate on the advantages and disadvantages of United States imperialism in Latin America
and the Caribbean up to 1970.

4.

Compile a glossary of terms, identified by teacher and developed by students.

RESOURCES
Bethell, L.

The Independence of Latin America, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987.

Curtin, P.

The Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex, New York: New Cambridge
University Press, 1990.

Degler, C. M.

Out of Our Past: The Forces that Shaped Modern America, New York: Harper Row,
3rd edition, 1984.

Jones, M.

The Limits of Liberty, 1607-1980, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995.

Williams, E.

Capitalism and Slavery, Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press,
1944. Reprinted 1995 with an introduction by Colin Palmer.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 3: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: CONFLICT AND LIBERATION
GENERAL OBJECTIVES
On completion of this Module, students should:
1.

understand the nature and significance of European conflicts and the emergence of totalitarianism;

2.

appreciate the political relations within which the twentieth-century world order developed.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
Students should be able to:
1.

analyse the factors that led to the outbreak of World Wars I and II;

2.

explain the factors responsible for the Russian revolution in 1917 and its consequences up to 1924;

3.

evaluate Nazism in Germany up to 1945;

4.

evaluate the strategies of constitutional decolonisation in India and the liberation movements in South Africa.

CONTENT
Th e m e 1 :

Th e m e 2 :

Gl o b a l C o n f l i c t a n d T o t a l i t a r i a n i s m
(a)

World Wars I and II.

(b)

The Russian Revolution up to 1924.

(c)

Nazism in Germany up to 1945.

De c o l o n i s a t i o n a n d L i b e r a t i o n
(a)

India: Gandhi and the nationalist movement.

(b)

South Africa: Mandela and the national liberation movement.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 3: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: CONFLICT AND LIBERATION (cont’d)
Suggested Teaching and Learning Activities
Teachers are encouraged to engage students in activities such as those listed below as they seek to achieve the objectives
of this Module.
1.

View documentaries and films on World Wars I and II, Russian Revolution, Nazism, Apartheid and India’s
Independence movement to understand their dynamics.

2.

Organise short (5 –7 minutes) presentations by students on leading personalities in the Module.

3.

Use primary documents (reports, speeches, articles, constitutions) in class discussion.

4.

Use newspaper articles to better understand resistance to Apartheid up to 1990.

5.

Conduct press conferences EITHER to understand why the ‘older order’ in Russia before 1917 OR in South
Africa before 1990 should be dismantled.

6.

Use maps on Europe to identify the political changes between 1938 and 1941.

7.

View documentaries and films on World Wars I and II, Russian Revolution, Nazism, Apartheid and
Independence Movement in India.

8.

Construct graphs and charts to show demography, land ownership patterns, and immigration in South Africa.

9.

Encourage students to create a glossary of concepts used in Module.

RESOURCES
Bullock, A.

Hitler: A Study in Tyranny, London: Odhams, 1964.

Carr, E. H.

The Russian Revolution: From Lenin to Stalin, London: Macmillan, 1979.

Fischer, L. (ed.)

The Essential Gandhi: His Life, Work and Ideas, London: Vintage Books, 1983.

Kemp, T.

Industrialisation in the Non-Western World, New York: Longman, 1989.

Segal, R.

The Black Diaspora, Boston: Faber and Faber, 1993.

Taylor, A.J.P. (ed.)

History of World War 1, London: Octopus Books, 1974.

Taylor, A.J.P.

The Second World War: An Illustrated History, London: Penguin Books, 1975.
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UNIT 2
MODULE 3: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: CONFLICT AND LIBERATION (cont’d)
Video Productions
i.

Nelson Mandela and the struggle to end Apartheid (30 mins.)
This videotape can be obtained from
Educational Media Film and Video Ltd.
235 Imperial Drive Rayner’s Lane,
Harrow Middlesex HA27HE

ii.

The Outbreak of the First World War - Warwick History Videos, The University of Warwick,
Coventry CU7AL, United Kingdom

iii.

Long Night’s Journey into Day: Reveals a South Africa trying to forge a lasting peace in the
post-apartheid period through ‘truth and reconciliation’. (Iris Films, 2600 Tenth St.; Suite
413, Berkely, California 94710, USA. Tel 510-845-5414).
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◆ OUTLINE OF ASSESSMENT
Each Unit of the syllabus will be assessed separately. The scheme of assessment for each Unit will be the same. Candidates’
performance on each Unit will be reported as an overall grade and a grade on each Module of the Unit. The scheme of
assessment will comprise two components, one external and the other internal.
School candidates are required to do the external assessment in addition to which they are to do the School-Based Assessment
for the first Unit for which they register. Candidates may opt to carry forward their School-Based Assessment score to any
subsequent Unit or Units taken.
The School-Based Assessment score may be carried forward for one or more Units taken, provided any subsequent
examination is within 2 years of taking the first Unit. Those candidates may opt to do the School-Based Assessment of the
second Unit taken and not carry forward their score from the first Unit taken.
Private candidates are required to do the external assessment and the Alternative to School-Based Assessment for Private
Candidates.
EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT

(80%)

Written Papers
Paper 01
1 hour 30 minutes
(54 marks)

Forty-five multiple-choice questions, fifteen on each
Module. All questions are compulsory.

(30%)

Paper 02
2 hours 40 minutes
(90 marks)

Section A: Module 1
Section B: Module 2
Section C: Module 3

(50%)

Each section consists of one document-based question and
two essay questions.
Candidates must answer THREE questions, ONE from
EACH module.
Candidates must answer ONE document-based question
and TWO essay questions.
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SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT

Paper 03A
(36 marks)

(20%)

A research paper, requiring the candidate to demonstrate the skills of the historian.

Alternative to School-Based Assessment
Paper 03B
1 hour 30 minutes
(36 marks)

(20%)

A written paper consisting of questions testing the skills of the historian.

MODERATION OF SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT
All School-Based Assessment Record Sheets and samples of assignments must be submitted to CXC by May 31 of the year
of the examination. A sample of assignments will be requested by CXC for moderation purposes. These samples will be
re- assessed by CXC Examiners who moderate the School-Based Assessment. Teachers’ marks may be adjusted as a
result of moderation. The Examiners’ comments will be sent to schools.
Copies of the candidates’ assignments must be retained by the school until three months after publication by CXC of the
examination results.

ASSESSMENT DETAILS
External Assessment
There will be a combined question paper and answer booklet for Paper 01.
Paper 01 (1 hour 30 minutes – 30% of Total Assessment)
1.

Nu mb e r o f Qu e s t i o n s
This paper consists of forty-five multiple-choice questions covering all three Modules.

2.

Sy l l a b us C o v e r a g e
Knowledge of all topics is required. The intention is to test candidates’ knowledge and comprehension across
the breadth of the syllabus.
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3.

Qu e s t i o n T y p e
Questions on this paper are multiple-choice questions.

4.

Ma r k A l l o c a t i o n
One mark will be awarded for each correct multiple-choice response.
The maximum number of marks available for this paper is 54 and this paper contributes 30% to the total
mark for the Unit.

Paper 02 (2 hours 40 minutes – 50% of Total Assessment)
1.

Nu mb e r o f Qu e s t i o n s
This paper consists of nine questions with three questions on each Module. Candidates are required to answer
three questions, one from each Module.

2.

Sy l l a b us C o v e r a g e
Three questions will be set on each Module and will test candidates’ in-depth understanding of the themes
across the syllabus.

3.

Qu e s t i o n T y p e
Each section consists of one document-based question and two essay questions. Each document- based question
consists of several parts based on three extracts related to a particular theme. Candidates must answer three
questions, one from each Module. One of the three questions must be a document-based question.

4.

Ma r k A l l o c a t i o n
Each question will be worth 30 marks. The maximum number of marks for this paper is 90. The paper
contributes 50% of the total marks of the Unit.

SCHOOL-BASED ASSESSMENT (20% of Total Assessment)
School-Based Assessment is an integral part of student assessment in the course covered by this syllabus. It is intended to
assist students in acquiring certain knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are associated with the subject. The activities for
the School-Based Assessment are linked to the syllabus and should form part of the learning activities to enable the student to
achieve the objectives of the syllabus.
During the course of study for the subject, students obtain marks for the competence they develop and demonstrate in
undertaking their School-Based Assessment assignments. These marks contribute to the final marks and grades that are
awarded to students for their performance in the examination.
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The guidelines provided in this syllabus for selecting appropriate tasks are intended to assist teachers and
students in selecting assignments that are valid for the purpose of School-Based Assessment. The guidelines
provided for the assessment of these assignments are intended to assist teachers in awarding marks that are
reliable estimates of the achievement of students in the School-Based Assessment component of the course. In
order to ensure that the scores awarded by teachers are not out of line with the CXC standards, the Council
undertakes the moderation of a sample of the School-Based Assessment assignments marked by each teacher.
School-Based Assessment provides an opportunity to individualise a part of the curriculum to meet the
needs of students. It facilitates feedback to the student at various stages of the experience. This helps to build
the self-confidence of students as they proceed with their studies. School-Based Assessment also facilitates the
development of the critical skills and abilities emphasised by this CAPE subject and enhances the validity of the
examination on which candidate performance is reported. School-Based assessment, therefore, makes a
significant and unique contribution to both the development of relevant skills and the testing and
rewarding of students for the development of those skills.
The Caribbean Examinations Council seeks to ensure that the School-Based Assessment scores are valid and
reliable estimates of accomplishment. The guidelines provided in this syllabus are intended to assist in doing so.

Paper 03A: The Research Paper
The School-Based Assessment will consist of one research paper for each Unit of the syllabus. This
research paper contributes 20% of the final grade.
Candidates will be expected to select the topic from within the Unit and develop their own research proposals
with guidance from their teacher.
Candidates must submit proposals for approval by the teacher before undertaking the research. The
research paper may be presented entirely in writing or may be a combination of writing and other media
(for example, video or audio recordings).
The research paper should provide evidence of the candidate’s mastery of the skills used by the historian in
conducting investigations of historical questions, problems or issues.
The research paper should be 1500 words in length, excluding tables, direct quotations, footnotes, references
and appendices. A total of 10 per cent of the candidate’s score will be deducted for any research paper in
excess of 1500 words (excluding tables, direct quotations, footnotes, references and appendices). If a
deduction is to be made from a candidate’s score, the teacher should clearly indicate on the assignment
the candidate’s original score before the deduction is made, the marks which are to be deducted, and
the final score that the candidate receives after the deduction has been made.
The research paper should be neatly hand-written or if typed, it must be double-spaced. Students must use
a consistent style of referencing throughout their research paper; for example, Modern Languages
Association (MLA) Handbook.
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School-Based Assessment Criteria
Through their research papers candidates will be required to demonstrate the ability to:
i.

identify a topic relevant to the syllabus, and develop an appropriate
thesis;

(3 marks)

ii.

critically evaluate and interpret primary and secondary sources;

(4 marks)

iii.

place the topic investigated in its historical setting and relate the topic
to the wider historical context;

(6 marks)

iv.

support the thesis with relevant arguments and facts;

(6 marks)

v.

synthesise the results of the research;

(7 marks)

vi.

communicate effectively the results of the research in accordance with
the conventions of the discipline.

(6 marks)

communicate information in a logical manner using correct grammar.

(4 marks)

vii.

Teachers will mark the research paper out of a total of 36 marks.

School-Based Assessment Mark Scheme
The mark scheme for Papers 03A is given below.

ABILITIES
(i)

MARKS

To identify a topic relevant to the syllabus, and to develop an appropriate thesis.
-

3 marks

excellent statement of the problem and appropriate, relevant thesis
3 marks

-

satisfactory statement, relevant thesis

-

moderate statement, marginally relevant thesis

2 marks

(ii)

To critically evaluate and interpret primary and secondary sources.

1 mark
4 marks

-

appropriate use of a minimum of four sources, including primary sources
where relevant

4 marks

-

appropriate use of three sources

3 marks

-

appropriate use of two sources

2 marks
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ABILITIES

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

MARKS

appropriate use of only one source

1 mark

To place the topic investigated in its historical setting and relate it to a wider
historical context.

6 marks

-

clear linkage between the topic investigated, its historical setting and
wider historical context

5 - 6 marks

-

some linkage between the topic investigated, its historical setting and
wider historical context

3 - 4 marks

-

minimal linkage between the problem investigated and its historical
setting

1 - 2 marks

Support the thesis with relevant arguments and facts.

6 marks

-

the conclusion of the study is fully supported by the evidence presented

5 - 6 marks

-

the conclusion of the study is partially supported by evidence presented

3 - 4 marks

-

the conclusion of the study is minimally supported by evidence
presented

1 - 2 marks

To create a synthesis.

7 marks

-

presentation of logical arguments and coherent findings

6 - 7 marks

-

presentation of arguments and findings with a few minor inconsistencies

4 - 5 marks

-

presentation of arguments and findings with several inconsistencies

2 – 3 marks

-

presentation of flawed arguments and inconsistent findings

1 mark

To communicate effectively the results of the research, in accordance with
the conventions of the discipline.

6 marks

-

demonstration of an excellent writing style and sound knowledge of
conventions for writing a research paper

5 - 6 marks

-

demonstration of a good writing style and sound knowledge of
conventions for writing a research paper

3 – 4 marks

-

demonstration of a weak writing style and limited knowledge of
conventions for writing a research paper

1 – 2 marks
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ABILITIES
(vii)

MARKS

To communicate information in a logical manner using correct grammar

4 marks

-

communication of information in a logical way using correct grammar

3 - 4 marks

-

communication of information in a fairly logical way with few
grammatical errors

2 marks

-

communication of information in a partially logical way with several
grammatical errors

1 mark

For exceeding the word limit of 1500 words, deduct 10 per cent of candidate’s score
TOTAL
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36 Marks

◆ REGULATIONS FOR PRIVATE CANDIDATES
Candidates who are registered privately will be required to sit Paper 01, Paper 02 and Paper 03B.
These candidates will:
i.
ii.
iii.

select ONE topic from any of the six themes in the Unit for which they are registered;
conduct research in accordance with the School-Based Assessment Criteria described on
pages 25 - 27;
write Paper 03B.

Paper 03B will be 1½ hours duration and will consist of questions related to the candidates’ research and
designed to assess their ability to:
i.

evaluate primary and secondary sources;

ii.

relate the topic to a theme in the syllabus;

iii.

place the topic in the wider historical context of the Unit;

iv.

synthesise the results of the research citing references in accordance with the conventions
of the discipline.

This paper will be marked out of a total of 36 marks and will contribute 20% to the overall assessment of
the candidates’ performance on the Unit.

◆ REGULATIONS FOR RESIT CANDIDATES
Resit candidates must complete Papers 01 and 02 of the examination for the year in which they re-register.
However, resit candidates may elect not to repeat the School-Based Assessment component of the examination
provided they resit the examination no later than two years following the first attempt. Candidates may elect
to carry forward their School-Based Assessment score on more than one occasion during the two years following
the first sitting of the examination.
Resit candidates must be entered through a school, a recognised educational institution, or the Local
Registrar’s Office.
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◆ ASSESSMENT GRID
The Assessment Grid for each Unit contains marks assigned to paper and to Module, and percentage
contribution of each paper to total score.

PAPERS

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Paper 01
1 hour 30 minutes
(Multiple-choice)

18

18

18

54

(30)

Paper 02
2 hours 40 minutes
(Document-based and essay)

30

30

30

90

(50)

Paper 03A and 03B
(Research Paper and Alternative Paper)

12

12

12

36

(20)

TOTAL

60

60

60

180

(100)
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TOTAL

(%)

◆

APPENDIX I
ADDITIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (To provide extra resources for Teachers. Note that books that
already appear as resources for each Module are not repeated here)
Amin, S.

Unequal Development, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1976.

Andrews, K.

Trade, Plunder and Settlement: Maritime Enterprise and the Genesis of the
British Empire, 1480 – 1630, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984.

Atmore, A. & Oliver, R.

The African Middle Ages 1400 – 1800, New York Press: Cambridge
University, 1981.

Bailyn, B.

The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1967.

Bailyn, B.

“Political Experience and Enlightenment Ideas in 18th Century America”,
American Historical Review, 67, (1961).

Beckles, H.

Natural Rebels: A Social History of Enslaved Black Women in Barbados, New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1989.

Beckles, H.

A History of Barbados: From Amerindian Settlement to Nation-state, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1990.

Bethell, L.

Spanish America after Independence, New York: Cambridge University Press,
1987.

Blackburn, R.

The Overthrow of Colonial Slavery, 1776-1848, London & New York: Verso
Press, 1988.

Brereton, B.

“Post-emancipation Protest in the Caribbean: the Belmana Riots in
Tobago, 1876”, Caribbean Quarterly, 30, 3 and 4, (1984).

Canny, N.

“The Ideology of English Colonisation: From Ireland to America”,
William and Mary Quarterly, (1973).

Carter, H.

“Food Riots and Labour Protest in Post-slavery Barbados: An Analysis of the
1863 Riots.” Paper presented to the 28th Annual Conference of Caribbean
Historians, April 1996.

Charlesworth, N.

British Rule and the Indian Economy, 1800-1914, London: Macmillan, 1982.

Cottrell, P. L.

British Overseas Investment in the 19th Century, London: Macmillan, 1975.

Craton, M.

Testing the Chains- Resistance to Slavery in British West Indies, Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1982.
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Dabydeen, D. and Samaroo,
B. (eds.)

India in the Caribbean, London: Hansib, 1987.

Davies, K. G.

The North Atlantic World in the 17th Century, Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1976.

Davis, R.

Rise of the Atlantic Economies, London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973.

Drescher, S.

Capitalism and Anti-Slavery: British Mobilization in Comparative Perspective,
New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987.

Drescher, S.

Econocide: British Slavery in the Era of Abolition, Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1977.

DuBois, W.E.B.

The World and Africa, New York: International Publisher, 1968.

Edwards, P.

Equiano’s Travels, London: Heinemann, 1977.

Ferguson, J.

The Story of the Caribbean People, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers,
1999.

Frank, A.G.

Crisis in the World Economy, New York: Homes & Meirer Publishers,
1980.

Henry, Z.

Labour Relations and Industrial Conflict in Commonwealth Caribbean Countries.
Trinidad: Columbus Publishers, 1992.

Hobsbawm, E.

The Age of Revolution: Europe 1789-1848, London: Cardinal, 1988.

Hobsbawm, E.

Industry and Empire, London: Weidenfield and Nicholson, 1965.

Hulme, P.

Colonial Encounters: Europe and the Native Caribbean 1492-1797, New York:
Routledge, 1992.

Kadish, D.Y. (ed.)

Slavery in the Caribbean Francophone World, Athens, Georgia: University
of Georgia Press, 2000.

Kemp, T.

The Industrialisation in 19th Century Europe, London: Longman 1985.

Knight, F.

The Genesis of a Fragmented Nationalism, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1985.

Knight, F. (ed.)

General History of the Caribbean: The Slave Societies of the Caribbean: Vol.
111, Paris: UNESCO Publishing, 1997.
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Knight, F. & Palmer, C. (eds.)

The Modern Caribbean, Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina
Press, 1989.

Lane, A. (ed.)

The Debate Over Slavery: Stanley Elkins and his Critics, Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1971.

Lewis, G. K.

Main Currents in Caribbean Thought: The Historical Evolution of Caribbean
Society in its Ideological Aspects, 1492-1900, London: Heinemann, 1983.

Look Lai, W.

Indentured Labour, Caribbean Sugar: Chinese and Indian Migrants to the British
West Indies, 1838 – 1918, Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1993.

Lovejoy, P. & Rogers, N. (eds.)

Unfree Labour in the Making of the Atlantic World, Essex: Frank Cass &
Co. Publishers, 1994.

Marshall, W. K.

“Vox Populi”, The St. Vincent Riots and Disturbances of 1862,” In Barry
Higman, (ed.) Trade, Government and Society in Caribbean History, 1700 –
1920, Kingston: Heinemann, 1983.

Moore, C (ed.)

African Presence in the Americas, Trenton, New Jersey: Africa World Press,
1995.

Moore, B. & Wilmot, S. (eds.)

Before and After 1865, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1998.

Morgan, E.

The Birth of the American Republic, 1763 – 1789, Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1977.

Oostindie, G. (ed.).

Ethnicity in the Caribbean, London: MacMillan, 1996.

Perkin, E. J. and
Walton, G. M.

A Prosperous People: The Growth of the American Economy, Englewoods
Cliff, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1985.

Porter, B.

Lion’s Share: A Short History of British Imperialism, 1850-1970, New York:
Longman, 1984.

Ramesh, R.

United States Investment in Latin America and the Caribbean, London:
Hodder & Staughton, 1985.

Rubin, V. and Tuden, A.
(eds.)

Perspectives on Slavery in the New World Plantation Societies, The New York
Academy of Societies, 1971.

Seecharan, C.

‘Tiger in the Stars’: The Anatomy of Indian Achievement in British
Guiana, 1919-1929, London: MacMillan, 1997.
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Sheller, M.

Democracy after Slavery: Black Publics and Peasant Radicalism in Haiti
and Jamaica, London: MacMillan, 2000.

Sheridan, R.

Sugar and Slavery, Kingston, Jamaica: Canoe Press, 1994.

Shepherd, V.A. (ed.)

Women in Caribbean History, Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1999.

Shepherd, V.A.

Transients to Settlers: The Experience of Indians in Jamaica, Leeds: Peepal
Tree/Warwick University, 1994.

Shepherd, V.A.

Maharani’s Misery: Narratives of a Passage from India to the Caribbean,
Kingston: The Press, UWI, 2002.

Shepherd, V.A.
Brereton, B. & Bailey, (eds.)

Engineering History: Caribbean Women in Historical Perspectives
Kingston: Ian Randle Publishers, 1995.

Van Sertima, I.

African Presence in Early America, New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers,
1992.

Walvin, J.

Questioning Slavery, New York: Routledge, 1996.
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CARIBBEAN EXAMINATIONS COUNCIL
ADVANCED PROFICIENCY EXAMINATION

SPECIMEN PAPER
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
FOR
HISTORY
UNIT 1

READ THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY.
Each item in this test has four suggested answers lettered (A), (B), (C), (D). Read each item you are
about to answer and decide which choice is best.
Sample Item
Which of the following forms of protest used by the enslaved in the British Caribbean in the 18th century
was the LEAST common?
Sample Answer
(A)
Petitioning the Crown
(B)
Sabotaging of equipment
A B C D
(C)
Staging armed revolts
(D)
Poisoning of livestock
The best answer to this item is “Petitioning the Crown ”, so answer space (A) has been blackened.
There are 21 items in this specimen paper. However, the Paper 01 test consists of 45 items. You
will have 90 minutes to answer them.

Copyright © 2008 Caribbean Examinations Council ®.
All rights reserved.
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Which of the following activities was common
to the Maya and Kalinago?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

2.

(B)
(C)
(D)

Pizarro
De Soto
Cortez
Ovando

Which of the following characteristics of the
Aztec civilization led to their conquest by the
Spanish?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Which of the following was NOT a
consequence of Spanish settlement in the
Caribbean up to 1600?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

7.

8.

Maya
Inca
Kalinago
Tupi

The first trans-Atlantic trade in captured
Africans was conducted by the
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

9.

Decline in population of the
indigenous peoples
Development of indigenous
agriculture
Introduction of new diseases
Enslavement of the indigenous
peoples

Which group of indigenous peoples were
known as the “Tropical Forest Peoples”?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Machu Picchu
Taxcoco
Cuzco
Tenochtitlán

The Spaniard who was responsible for the
conquest of the Aztecs was
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

5.

find precious metals and other exotic
commodities
obtain slaves for the plantations in
the Americas
find a new trade route to the East
expand their colonial empires

Which of the following cities was the centre
of the Inca civilization up to the early
sixteenth century?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

4.

Building boats
Constructing stone temples
Building causeways
Constructing floating gardens

The Portuguese and Spanish were active in
West Africa before 1492 in order to
(A)

3.

6.

Arabs
Moors
North Africans
West Africans

Which of the following was the
MAJOR factor which led to African chattel
slavery in the Caribbean in the second half of
the seventeenth century?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Africans were already enslaved.
There was a greater supply of
African labour for the plantations.
Africans were already exposed to
tropical conditions and diseases.
European indentured servants
refused to work alongside blacks.

Fatalism
Diligence
Militance
Unity
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The high mortality rate on plantations during
slavery was due to ALL of the following
EXCEPT
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

14.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

immorality among enslaved women
unhygienic living conditions
inadequate medical facilities
excessive punishment
15.

11.

Which of the following territories chose full
freedom instead of apprenticeship in 1834?

Which of the following is the LEAST
accurate reason for the enthusiastic growing
of provisions by enslaved persons?

Which of the following actions were used to
obstruct the development of the peasantry in
the British Caribbean?
I.

(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)

12.

To secure skilled jobs and supervisory
positions
To improve their diet through
cultivation, sale and purchase of
provisions
To source funds for manumissions
To obtain time for planning rebellions

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Toussaint L’Ouverture
Jean-Jacques Dessalines
Alexander Pétion
Henri Christophe

IV.

Refusing to issue licences to work
outside estates
Signing long labour contracts
Evicting squatters from plantation
lands
Selling Crown Land at high prices

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I and II only
II and III only
III and IV only
I, III and IV only

II.
III.

Which of the following leaders governed
Haiti from 1802 to 1806?
16.

Which of the following was NOT a response
of the Jamaican planters to peasant
development between 1838 and 1870?
(A)

13.

Which of the following strategies were used
by the anti-slavery movement in the campaign
against African enslavement in the
Caribbean?
I.
II.
III.
IV.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Informing the public through
propaganda campaigns
Campaigning for parliamentary
reform
Commuting of indentureship
Defending the rights of liberated
Africans
I and II only
I and III only
II and III only
II and IV only

(B)
(C)
(D)

17.

Antigua
Jamaica
Grenada
Guyana

The abolition of the Jamaican House
of Assembly
The abolition of the market system
An increase in land taxes
The passage of laws requiring
peasants to obtain licences

What fear MOST prompted planters to use
indentured labourers in the British Caribbean
in the nineteenth century?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A shortage of workers
Competition from Spanish colonies
Insurrection from the former
enslaved
An uncertain economic future
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What reason BEST explains the resistance
shown by indentured workers in the British
Caribbean after slavery?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

20.

They were not allowed a free return
passage.
They were made to serve a period of
industrial residence.
Their wives were taken by planters.
They were subjected to poor living
and working conditions.

Which of the following statements MOST
accurately reflects the path taken by
French territories in the Caribbean on their
movement to decolonization?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

19.

They changed their individual
constitutions.
They sought greater autonomy from
France.
They sought assimilation with
France.
They became French Commonwealth territories.

Which factor was MOST detrimental to the
Haitian economy between 1804 and 1810?
21.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The U.S. trade embargo
The use of forced labor
The decline of molasses exports
The subdivision of the plantations

What was the MAIN social consequence of
the emergence of the peasantry in the
Caribbean between 1838 and 1860?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The destruction of the tenantry
system
The formation of free villages
The diversification of the economy
The pursuit of professional occupation
by peasants

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS TEST.
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READ THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY.
Each item in this test has four suggested answers lettered (A), (B), (C), (D). Read each item you are
about to answer and decide which choice is best.
Sample Item
One important result of the French Revolution was that
Sample Answer
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

France enjoyed a lengthy period of peace and prosperity
the church was restored to its former role and power
in the French government
political power shifted to the bourgeoisie
France lost its spirit of nationalism

A

B

C

D

The best answer to this item is “politcal power shifted to the bourgeoisie ”, so answer space (C) has
been blackened.
There are 21 items in this specimen paper. However, the Paper 01 test consists of 45 items. You will
have 90 minutes to answer them.
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All of the following were Spanish responses
to British attacks in the sixteenth century
EXCEPT
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

2.

3.

the Armada
the convoy system
the asiento
improved fortifications

The MOST prominent political ruler of the
eighteenth century Enlightenment was
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

5.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

6.

Catherine the Great
Joseph II
Frederich the Great
Louis XVI

Spain
France
England
Russia

(B)
(C)
(D)

7.

Item 4 refers to the following statement.

(B)

The French Revolution lost direction and
turned to violence and injustice.

(C)
(D)

Much of this violence occurred as a result of
the work of the
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Civil Constitution of the Clergy
Revolutionary Tribunal
Ancien Régime
Directory

8.

changing the relationship between
people and their government
supporting the divine right theory
debating the role of the church in
society
promoting increased power for
European monarchs

Which of the following factors contributed
to the outbreak of the French Revolution?
(A)

4.

1773
1776
1781
1783

Writers of the Enlightenment were
PRIMARILY interested in
(A)

The ‘philosopher’ Voltaire was influenced by
the political freedom and balanced
government of
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

In what year did Britain surrender to the
American forces at Yorktown thus signaling
the end of the American War of
Independence?

Large-scale emigration of the
bourgeoisie
The abolition of slavery in the
colonies
Increasing demands for voting rights
by the working classes
Financial crises affecting the
government

The expansion of markets was an essential
feature of the Industrial Revolutions. Which
territory benefited MOST from the
possession of a large overseas empire in the
eighteenth century?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Holland
USA
Britain
France
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

10.

raw materials from New England
the profits from the slave trade
the investments of absentee sugar
planters
large colonial populations

% Contribution to World
Manufacturing
1870
1900
1913

All of the following raw materials were used
in the British Industrial Revolution EXCEPT
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

11.

Item 12 refers to the following table which
shows the percentage contribution of different
countries to world manufacturing between
1870 and 1913.

All of the following factors facilitated the
British Industrial Revolution EXCEPT

rum
cotton
sugar
indigo

12.

All of the following persons acquired great
private fortunes as a result of American
industrialization EXCEPT
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

United States
of America

23

30

35

Great Britain

30

20

15

Germany

17

22

25

Other
Countries

30

28

24

Which of the following captions MOST
reflects information that can be inferred from
the table?
(A)

(B)

John D Rockerfeller
John P Morgan
Andrew Carnegie
Samuel Gompers

(C)

(D)

13.

The rise of the USA as a world
economic power between 1870 and
1913
The decline of the USA in
manufacturing between 1870 and
1913
The rise of Britain as a world
economic power between 1870
and 1913
The rise of Germany as a world
power between 1870 and 1913

“I will never allow my hands to be idle nor
my soul to rest until I have broken the chains
laid upon us by Spain.”
This statement was MOST likely made by a
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Portuguese explorer
Latin American nationalist
Roman Catholic bishop
British trader of enslaved Africans
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The Manifest Destiny was articulated by
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

19.

James Monroe
Thomas Jefferson
John Quincy Adams
Henry Teller

How did the South African Indian Council
show that they rejected segregated political
structures in South Africa during Apartheid?
(A)
(B)

15.

Which of the following was an immediate
effect of World War I?

(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

16.

20.

Mussolini’s invasion of Ethiopia
Hitler’s invasion of Poland
The Japanese invasion of Manchuria
The German invasion of the
Rhineland

The legal provision which allowed for the
Cabinet in Germany to pass laws and treaties
without legislative backing for four years was
known as the

What international issue is widely considered
as the ‘apex of appeasement’?
(A)
(B)
(C)

What was the FINAL crisis that led to the
outbreak of World War II?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

17.

The creation of new nations in Europe
The rise of Fascism in Europe
The outbreak of World War II
The growth of nationalism in the
colonies

(D)

21.

Gestapo Laws
Nuremburg Laws
Enabling Act
Völkisch Act

(A)

(C)

(D)
18.

What was the MAIN reason for the state of
unrest in India in the 1920s?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The invasion of Poland
The invasion of Ethopia
The abandonment of the Versailles
Treaty
The decision to allow Hitler into
Czechoslovakia

Which statement BEST describes the
relationship between World War I and the
Russian Revolution?

(B)
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

They signed the Xuma-Dadoo Pact of
1946.
They recommended the launch of a
Defiance Campaign in 1952.
They boycotted the elections of
November 1981.
They formed the South African
Coloured People’s Organization.

World War I created conditions within
Russia that helped trigger a
revolution.
World War I postponed the Russian
Revolution by restoring confidence
in the Czar.
The Russian Revolution inspired the
Russian people to win World
War I.
World War I gave the Czar’s army
the needed experience to suppress
the Russian Revolution.

Attempts at reformation of the Indian
government
Hindu-Muslim antagonism
Conservative diehards in the Indian
parliament
Disunity among the Indians and the
British
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MAY/JUNE 2004
DETAILED COMMENTS
Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
PAPER 01- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on Indigenous Societies and their encounter with the Iberians.
Question 1
This question required candidates to explain two ways in which the agricultural activities were different for two groups of indigenous peoples from different categories
listed in the syllabus. Some responses were fairly informed but too many neglected to
explain the differences, listing them instead. Also, candidates provided general information about settlements and crops without contrasting them as required by the question.
Candidates need to pay special attention to approaching questions requiring comparisons.
Question 2
This question asked for a description, with examples, of two types of evidence that
support Nordic presence in the Americas in the pre-Columbian period. Many responses highlighted archaeological evidence, though not always with clear examples,
and less included sagas and legends of Nordic explorations. Some candidates failed
to differentiate between types of evidence and wrote at length about archaeological
evidence and others incorrectly included evidence of African presence. This could
suggest incomplete preparation of this topic in the syllabus.
Question 3
This question required four reasons why Spanish colonisation in the sixteenth century was successful despite the resistance of the indigenous Americans. Most of the
response were well informed, reflecting good preparation for this aspect of the syllabus. Nonetheless, the fact that some candidates confused motives for colonisation
with reasons for its success, indicates that candidates need to be more vigilant in
reading questions.

-3Module 2
This Module focused on the nature and decline of slave society.
Question 4
This question asked for four reasons for the high mortality rate among enslaved
Africans in the Caribbean during the eighteenth century. Several relevant reasons were
provided, such as poor and inadequate diet, harsh treatment, contagious diseases,
severe work regime and high infant mortality. However, some candidates were unfamiliar with the word “mortality” and misread the question and so included the conditions of the middle passage as well. The importance of carefully reading the question
cannot be overemphasized.
Question 5
This question required candidates to explain two reasons why either the British or the
Spanish invaded St Domingue in 1793. Some responses reflected the concern about
the spread of revolutionary ideology to other slave colonies and how St. Domingue
would be a fine addition to the British empire. Few students understood Spain’s
desire to regain the western end of Hispaniola or how intervention in St. Domingue
provided the opportunity to settle old scores with France. Many of the responses
indicate that this aspect of the Haitian revolution that relates to Touissant and other
black leaders’ various dealings with other European powers has been neglected.
Question 6
This question asked for an outline of four factors that undermined the sugar economy
in some British Caribbean territories between 1776 and 1834. While there were several good responses that included the impact of the American War of Independence,
poor estate management, soil exhaustion, growing competition and falling sugar prices,
some students disregarded the time frame of the question and included issues after
1834 such as the Sugar Duties Act. Candidates are again encouraged to pay particular
attention to dates in questions since they provide the context of the answer.
Module 3
This Module focused on post-slavery adjustments and nation building.
Question 7
This question required the candidates to outline four reasons for tensions between

-4the African and Portuguese communities in British Guiana during the nineteenth century. Some candidates were clearly familiar with relevant issues such as the competition for labour, cultural and racial tensions, as well as the conflict between the groups
in retail business matters. However, some candidates disregarded the time frame and
mentioned conflict over slave trading practices. Candidates are urged to focus on
what is asked.
Question 8
This question required students to explain two difficulties that hindered the development of independent Haiti up to 1826. Candidates were most familiar with the issues
of political instability and international isolation while others mentioned social conflict
between the blacks and mulattoes and the impact of the revolutionary war on the
economic infrastructure. However, other candidates confused the time frame and
included issues that related to the period before independence in 1804. It is clear that
candidates need to be guided as to how to approach questions focusing on the
relevant time frame.
Question 9
This question asked for an outline of four reasons why the Revolutionary Government of Fidel Castro survived, despite the hostility of the United States of America.
The responses were fairly well informed and the candidates emphasized Cuba’s relationship with the Soviet Union and Castro’s strong support among the masses who
benefitted from social programmes. Others mentioned that the exodus of Castro’s
major opponents also aided his consolidation of power, as did strong controls against
internal dissent.
PAPER 2 - Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts on the theme of Spanish
settlements and Empire in the Americas, and the candidates were asked five
questions(a-e) related to the theme as developed in these extracts. Many responses
were fairly well informed with candidates demonstrating a good understanding of
why Spaniards settled in the Americas and how the indigenous population resisted
the Spanish presence. Since candidates still tend to list relevant formation without
considered explanations, candidates are reminded that the CAPE level requires higher
skills of analysis and explanation than at CSEC.
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Question 2
This question required an examination of the factors that assisted the development of
advanced social and political structures of one mainland indigenous group in the
Americas in the pre-Columbian period. This was a popular question but several of
the answers were unfocused and descriptive, providing outlines of the achievements
of the respective group, rather than explanations for the foundations of these advances. Very few responses discussed issues such as the availability of land resources, surplus agricultural production that allowed for specialization in labour and
the development of social and political infrastructure, architecture, and large powerful
armies that extended empire and enforced tribute collection. Essentially, candidates
lacked an analytical approach and relied on listing information.
Question 3
This question asked for an evaluation of the evidence of West African presence in the
Americas in the pre-Columbian period. Generally, the responses were informed but
not always sufficiently analytical. While it is clear that candidates have been exposed
to relevant information, too many answers described the various pieces of evidence
without any serious attempt to evaluate them. The importance of analytical skills
cannot be over emphasized.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts that focused on Europan
abolition, and the candidates were asked five questions (a-e) on the respective themes
in the documents. The responses suggested that candidates were fairly well informed
on the economic criticism of slavery put forward by abolitionists, but were less
prepared to handle the actual stages and process of the abolitionist movement in
Britain. Accordingly, questions (c) and (d) attracted inadequate responses. Teachers
should ensure that students approach this theme more analytically and thoroughly.
Question 5
This question required the candidates to discuss the similarities and differences between the systems of labour that characterized the encomienda and European
indentureship. Several of the responses were disappointing because candidates confused European and Indian indentureship and they failed to approach the question
comparatively, tending to list the features of each system of labour. Candidates must
give special attention to how to approach questions.

-
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Question 6
This question required candidates to select any one of four slave rebellions mentioned in the syllabus and to discuss the extent to which ineffective leadership may
have been responsible for its failure. The problem of analysis and interpretation of the
question surfaced again for several responses demonstrated knowledge of the course
of events, but few addressed the core of the question that required a discussion of
how the outcome may have been influenced by the leadership. One would have hoped
that by this level, the candidates would have demonstrated better analytical skills.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts on the peasantry in the
British Caribbean, with five questions (a-e) related to the extracts. This was the most
popular question and many candidates were familiar with the issues that influenced
the emergence of the peasantry after 1838, though the answers to questions (c),
dealing with the economic strategies of the peasant family, and (d), that referred to the
governments’ hostility towards the peasantry, were sometimes uninformed.
Question 8
This question required the candidates to discuss the view that Indian immigration
transformed Caribbean society and economy between 1845 and 1900. Generally, the
candidates were better informed about the social impact of Indian immigration than
the economic one. In keeping with comments above, one was struck by the extent to
which candidates have not progressed beyond the CSEC level thereby providing
information without demonstrating developed analytical skills. This is an area that
candidates are urged to pay particular attention to.
Question 9
This question asked for a discussion of the view that the efforts at political and
economic integration in the British Caribbean between 1958 and 1980 had mixed
results. The responses suggested more familiarity with the ill fated West Indies Federation between 1958 and 1962 than with the economic stages represented by CARIFTA
and CARICOM. Even then, factors that undermined the West Indies Federation such
as rivalry among political leaders, uneven economic and political development, disagreements about the powers of the federal government and disagreements about the
freedom of movement were not properly explored This reflects a general lack of full
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syllabus coverage and candidates are reminded that the structure of the examination
requires that they attempt questions from the three Modules.
Unit 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
PAPER 01- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on interactions of the Atlantic World.
Question 1
This question asked for an outline of four factors that encouraged European settlements in the Americas up to 1763. There were several informed answers that indicated good familiarity with issues such as political and religious persecution, economic hardships in Europe, prospects of wealth, both agricultural and mineral. It is
encouraging to see that candidates’ horizons have been stretched beyond the narrow
confines of the Caribbean in approaching this topic.
Question 2
This question required two explanations of the causes of the American Revolution.
The answers were very mediocre with candidates failing to clearly explain another
cause beyond the imposition of onerous taxation such as the Stamp Act. It is important that candidates be exposed to a broader perspective on this theme, appreciating
that other issues such as the cost of defense in light of the decline of the French and
Indian threat after 1763, British restrictive trade practices and restrictions on territorial expansion also weakened ties between the North American colonies and England.
Question 3
This question required an outline of four consequences of the French Revolution.
There were good responses that highlighted the overthrow of absolutism, the abolition of slavery in the French colonies and the establishment of the republican form of
government. Still, some responses focused on the causes or course of the revolution
that suggests that the topic is not being fully covered. Candidates are reminded that
full coverage of the syllabus is required.
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Module 2
This Module focused on issues of identity and industry in the Atlantic World.
Question 4
This question required an outline of four factors that contributed to the economic
transformation of the United States of America between 1865 and 1900. Several
responses were focused and informed which strongly indicates that this part of the
syllabus was covered.
Question 5
This question asked for an outline of four arguments used in the late nineteenth century to justify the United States’ acquisition of territory overseas. Some candidates
failed to focus on overseas acquisition and wrote instead about Manifest Destiny and
internal expansion in the nineteenth century. Candidates need to ensure that close
attention is paid to the question asked.
Question 6
This question required an explanation of two factors that led to the independence of
either Venezuela or Brazil. Although there were good responses, particularly on Brazil, some students seemed unaware of the respective independence dates since they
mentioned issues that were more relevant to the mid and later nineteenth century. This
may well indicate that this theme in the syllabus is still neglected.
Module 3
This Module focused on global conflict and liberation movements in the 20th century.
Question 7
This question asked for an outline of two immediate consequences of World War 1.
The responses focused primarily on the devastation caused by the war and the Treaty
of Versailles. Few mentioned the emergence of Japan as an important imperial power
in China and the Pacific or the emergence of the USA as a world power. Still, some
candidates, either from misinterpreting the question or from ignorance, focused on
the causes of World War 1. The importance of paying close attention to the question
must be emphasised.
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Question 8
This question required the candidates to outline four strategies used by Mohandas
(Mahatma) Gandhi in his campaign for Indian independence. Candidates were well
prepared for this area, emphasizing his gospel of non-violence and acts of civil disobedience, his broadening of the base of the Indian National Congress Party and his
opposition to communal hostilities. It is very encouraging to see that teachers and
candidates are covering well this aspect of the syllabus that was not previously covered by the Cambridge ‘A’ Level syllabus.
Question 9
This question asked for an outline of four features of the economies of the poorest
nations in the South. Many of the responses were poor and unfocused, indicating that
students were not well exposed to this aspect of the syllabus. Candidates are reminded that full coverage of the syllabus is required.
PAPER 2 - Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts on the theme of European settlement and rivalry in the Americas, and candidates were asked five
questions(a-e) related to the theme as developed in these extracts. The responses
were generally satisfactory. However, the responses to section (c) were often confused with some candidates writing about measures used by Spain to protect her
monopoly instead of how Spain’s rivals challenged this monopoly. Also the mediocre responses to (e) asking for comments on what the documents suggested about
the nature of European rivalry in the Americas up to1763 suggest that candidates
have not analyzed the relevant details and ideas with which they are familiar. Candidates are reminded of the importance of analysis and context above the mere accumulation of information.
Question 2
This question required an essay assessing the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on
West Africa up to 1800. This was a very popular question and several of the responses were quite competent, reflecting that candidates had been well exposed to
the material. Nonetheless, since some essays were either descriptive or repetitious,
without really assessing the points introduced, candidates are reminded to pay atten-
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tion to how essay questions are approached.
Question 3
This question asked the candidates to explain the political principles of the European
Enlightenment. The candidates who attempted this question handled it reasonably
well. However, some incorrectly concentrated on the impact of the ideas rather than
on the principles underlying them. Candidates are reminded of the importance of
proper essay writing skills.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts on industrialization in
the United States of America and the candidates were asked five questions (a-e) on
the respective themes in the documents. While candidates were familiar with the material, few offered analytical answers and many paraphrased the extracts. Questions
(b) and (e) that required more analytical answers were not well done. This could
suggest that candidates are learning details without internalizing their significance.
Therefore, candidates are encouraged to spend more time on the correct approach
to document questions and on developing analytical skills.
Question 5
This question required an essay that examined the impact of the Industrial Revolution
in Britain on the Atlantic economy. Several responses were unfocused because candidates wrote about the impact of the industrial revolution in Britain and neglected its
impact on the Atlantic economy. This strongly suggests either poor essay writing
skills or that this part of the syllabus is inadequately covered. Again, candidates are
reminded of the importance of covering the topics in the syllabus and in developing
good essay writing skills.
Question 6
This question asked the candidates to discuss the factors that influenced industrial
development in either Venezuela or Brazil, from independence up to 1900. Brazil
featured in most of the few responses, and too many of these neglected the time
frame of the question, writing instead on the factors that led up to independence. It is
clear that this part of the syllabus is still only partially covered and candidates are not
being exposed to the post-independence developments.
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Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of four short documentary extracts on apartheid in South
Africa, with five questions(a-e) related to the extracts. There were some well informed responses, but sections (c) and (d) were not well done because candidates
did not know fully why the ANC adopted the armed struggle after 1960 and what was
the ANC’s attitude towards white South Africans. It is clear that candidates have to
be more exposed to the core issues surrounding the struggle against apartheid.
Question 8
This question required candidates to comment on the view that it was Lenin’s leadership that was mainly responsible for the Bolsheviks’ success in 1917. The responses
were informed as to the details of the context of the revolution, but few weighed the
relative factors and the examiners were left to assess the importance of Lenin’s
leadership. Again, candidates need to address the skills of essay writing.
Question 9
This question asked for the students to comment on the view that Nazism triumphed
in 1933 because German society was experiencing deep crises. This was a popular
question and several of the candidates demonstrated that they had been exposed to
some of the relevant information, but poor essay writing skills affected their performance. Accordingly, narrative and not analysis was more common.
Internal Assessment: Unit 1 and Unit 2
Presentation of Paper
There was continued improvement in the presentation of the research papers, with
many of them being typed and therefore more reader friendly. Also, it is clear that
candidates were properly guided in the use of footnotes and bibliography, though
there were still instances where these important conventions of the historical method
were not followed. Accordingly, candidates are reminded that the relevant requirements are clearly set out in the syllabus and a percentage of the total marks will be
allocated to conforming to those requirements. The problem of an over- reliance on
CSEC textbooks persists and candidates’ are reminded that more recent publications that relate to various aspects of the syllabus are available. In this regard, it is the
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responsibility of candidates to access school and other libraries that invest in resource materials and various recent publications.
Moreover, the use of primary materials are strongly encouraged. The length of the
papers remained a problem, the result of unfocused introductions which contributed
to the disregard for the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words. These matters
must be monitored as candidates must avoid rambling and descriptive papers. In
addition, effective from the 2005 examination, a penalty of 10 per cent of the canddiate’s
mark will be deducted from any paper that exceeds the word limit by more than ten
per cent of the maximum word limit.
Content and Discussion
Candidates and teachers also have the important task of ensuring that the topics for
the research paper are relevant to the themes in the syllabus. Also, topics must not
be too general and unfocused because candidates will be hard-pressed to stay within
the word limit and to present well-structured papers. Still too many papers were
descriptive and not sufficiently analytical and there was clear evidence that some
projects were rushed. Nonetheless, many candidates deserve to be congratulated for
displaying good research skills and teachers for providing good guidance.
Administrative Forms
Most teachers submitted the relevant Record Cards: The Internal Assessment Mark
Sheet and Moderation Form, as well as the Research Paper Cover Sheet which were
completed in accordance with CXC requirements.
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DETAILED COMMENTS
Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Paper 01- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This module focused on Indigenous Societies and their encounter with the Iberians.
Question 1
This question required candidates to describe two features of the political system of
either the Aztec, Inca or Maya. The responses were fairly informed and highlighted features such as extensive empires, large bureaucracies, tribute systems and
theocracies.
Question 2
This question asked for two types of evidence that indicate the presence of Europeans in the Americas before Columbus arrived in 1492. Some candidates provided examples of evidence without categorizing them, such as physical
(archaeological) or folklore (legends). Further, candidates wrote on the presence of
Africans, suggesting that they were only partially prepared for this theme in the
syllabus.
Question 3
This question required an explanation of two factors that contributed to the Spanish
conquest of the Aztecs and the Incas in the sixteenth century. Several responses were
generally well informed as to relevant issues such as superior weaponry, diseases and
indecisive and divided leadership that weakened responses of the indigenous peoples.
However, candidates lost marks because they included motives for the conquest or
the methods used by the Spaniards to consolidate their domination in the
post-conquest period.
Module 2
This module focused on the nature and decline of slave society.
Question 4
This question asked for three reasons why chattel slavery was more widely used than
European indentureship in the English and French Caribbean in the second half of the
seventeenth century. Several of the possible explanations were mentioned, such as
the increased demand for labour in the context of expanding plantation agriculture,
the permanence of chattel slavery over indentured contracts, the inability to compete
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for indentured labour with other areas of settlement in the Americas, and African
familiarity with tropical disease. However, some candidates confused European and
Asian indentureship and teachers are encouraged to ensure that candidates pay close
attention to the respective time lines for these two systems of indentureship.
Question 5
This question required candidates to select any one of four slave rebellions
mentioned in the syllabus and to outline the objectives of the rebellion selected and
give two reasons why the rebellion selected was eventually suppressed. Candidates
were clear on the objectives, and there were some well informed responses as to the
failure of the rebellion selected, such as superior military technology and resources,
ethnic divisions among the enslaved peoples, divided leadership and inadequate
planning. Nonetheless, some candidates neglected the structure of the questions,
failing to identify a specific rebellion and wrote generally about slave rebellions.
Question 6
This question asked for two economic explanations as to why sugar planters in the
older British Caribbean colonies experienced difficulties between 1800 and 1834.
There were many disappointing responses as some candidates incorrectly focused on
post-slavery economic problems, neglecting such issues as outdated agricultural
techniques, natural disasters, soil exhaustion and competition from newer colonies.
Teachers are reminded to encourage candidates to pay closer attention to dates in
questions.
Module 3
This Module focused on post-slavery adjustments and nation building.
Question 7
This question required the candidates to outline three contributions made by the
black peasantry to the economic development of the Caribbean in the nineteenth
century. This question was fairly well done and many candidates focused on the
diversification of the economy, by way of the production of a variety of cash crops,
the expansion of internal and inter-island marketing, the production of crops that
reduced dependence on food imports, the utilization of land and the generation of
employment opportunities beyond the plantations. Unfortunately, some candidates
focused on the broader contributions of the peasantry to social development, schools,
villages and churches which were irrelevant to the question.
Question 8
This question asked candidates to outline three ways by which employers exercised
control over Indian indentured labourers in the Caribbean during the nineteenth
century. The majority of responses correctly emphasized issues such as the
withholding of low wages for minor offences, the use of the pass system to restrict
mobility, the use of corporal punishment and the extension of indentureship for
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infringements of the contract. Some candidates who were not sufficiently conversant
with these issues wrote instead on the factors in India that promoted immigration and
the social impact of Indians on their new societies.
Question 9
This question required two explanations of issues that undermined the West Indies
Federation by 1962. Generally, the answers were disappointing and neglected issues
such as freedom of movement, insular jealousies and petty personal rivalries, uneven
constitutional development and inadequate communication in the region.

Paper 02 - Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of Spanish
settlements in the Americas in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The candidates
were asked four questions (a-d) related to the theme as developed in these extracts.
Some responses were fairly well informed with candidates demonstrating a good
understanding of the issues raised by the extracts. However, some candidates failed
to offer explanations [a (ii) and c] and instead listed possible relevant information.
Teachers are reminded that higher levels of analysis and explanation are required at
this level and candidates should be adequately exposed to how to approach document‑based questions.
Question 2
This question asked for an essay which examined the different levels of achievement
in agriculture among two indigenous groups from the respective categories in the
syllabus before the arrival of the Europeans in 1492.
Too many responses were descriptive and not analytical and some of the candidates
confused the respective groups. Further, some responses were unfocused, dealing
with different aspects of the societies and neglecting their agricultural practices.
Others dealt with relevant aspects but did not develop their essays. Essentially, these
candidates were familiar with the material but lacked an analytical approach.
Accordingly, teachers are reminded that the CAPE syllabus requires skills of
analysis, and a listing of information is insufficient.
Question 3
This question required candidates to assess the credibility of the evidence of West
African presence in the Americas before the arrival of Columbus. Generally, the
responses were informed and balanced, though levels of analysis were not consistent.
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Accordingly, candidates knew the various sources of evidence of an African
presence, but were challenged to assess their credibility.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts that focused on the
experiences of Africans during slavery, and the candidates were asked four questions
(a‑d) on the respective themes in the documents. The responses were mostly
appropriate except for those for question (c). Most candidates simply gave the
stereotypes in Document III and did not challenge them based on their study of the
themes in the Module. For example, whereas that extract mentioned the “mental and
physical indolence” of the enslaved, several of the male and female enslaved were
highly skilled, and despite the cultural differences between African-born and Creole
slaves, there was no basis for the suggestion in the document about their different
“physique”. Further the existence of Creole-led rebellions in the 19th century challenged notions that Creole slaves were “ever cheerful, lighthearted and ready for a
joke”. Clearly, candidates need to read the extracts more carefully and are to comment on the accuracy and significance of the extracts and not merely to repeat or paraphrase them. Essentially, teachers should ensure that candidates approach the documents more analytically.

Question 5
This question required the candidates to assess the importance of the role of
the enslaved in Haiti to the successful movement towards emancipation and
independence in 1804. Several of the responses were disappointing as the candidates narrowly focused on the activities of the slaves (their commitment to freedom,
the organizational basis of the revolt provided by voodoo and marronage, the bold
leadership of Toussaint, Christopher and Dessalines), without weighing the
importance of other factors that were crucial to the outcome. More balanced essays
would have also addressed issues such as the division among the slave holding
groups, the French abolition of slavery in 1793, the decimation of Leclerc’s troops by
yellow fever and the support of mulatto regiments for independence. Candidates need
to be exposed to the range of issues surrounding the themes in the syllabus and to be
encouraged to be more analytical in their approach.
Question 6
This question asked for an assessment of the strategies used by the British
Abolitionists against the institution of slavery. It is clear from the responses that candidates were generally familiar with the issues related to the abolition process, but
several did not provide a good assessment of the strategies used in the campaign in
Britain. Either students did not pay sufficient attention to the question asked or were
challenged to provide an assessment.
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Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the Cuban Revolution
with four questions (a-d) related to the extracts. The responses were generally
informed but some of the responses suggested that candidates have not fully
considered how the Revolution affected the relations between Cuba and the USA.
Question 8
This question required the candidates to select one of the three workers’ rebellions
listed in the syllabus and to discuss how the selected rebellion represented “a conflict
between the old order and new circumstances”, that is between the traditional
structures inherited from slavery and the new expectations of the freed people.
Generally, candidates neglected the stimulus statement and wrote about the causes
and consequences of the respective rebellion, without manipulating the details to
focus sharply on the question asked, though the narratives presented touched on some
relevant issues. This raises again the issue of proper essay writing and analytical
skills and teachers are encouraged to address this. Further, it is remarkable how
candidates continue to confuse the Sam Sharpe Rebellion (1831) with the Morant
Bay Rebellion.
Question 9
This question asked for an evaluation of the view that internal instability and external
hostility undermined the new Haitian state between 1804 and 1825. The responses of
the candidates focused more on internal issues such as political divisions and rivalry,
the conflict between blacks and mulattoes and the destructive impact of the wars of
independence, and did not address external isolation and hostility from slave owning
countries and the indemnity that Haiti had to pay for France’s recognition of her
independence. Also, some candidates focused on the pre-1804 period, suggesting that
the topic was not covered.
Unit 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
PAPER 01 - Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This module focused on interactions of the Atlantic World
Question 1
This question was concerned with factors in Europe that encouraged migration to the
Americas and factors in the Americas that attracted European immigrants up to
1763. The responses were fairly well informed. Candidates mentioned religious
persecution, political upheavals and economic conditions in Europe that encouraged
people to cross the Atlantic, drawn by the vast land resources in the Americas, the
prospect of religious toleration and the presence of other resources such as fur, fish
and timber, as well as the reports of mineral wealth.
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Question 2
This question required two explanations as to why some West Africans supported
the slave trade. Several answers highlighted the profit that African political and
mercantile elites gained from the trade and how the trade facilitated territorial
expansion and the expulsion of rivals. Some also mentioned that trading in slavery
and slave trading existed in West Africa prior to the Atlantic connection. Generally,
the answers reflected that this part of the syllabus was well covered.
Question 3

This question asked for an outline of three principles of the European Enlightenment.
The responses were mixed. Some underlined the pre‑eminence of reason, the rights
of man, freedom of thought and the concept of equality before the law. A few offered
no responses or provided irrelevant ones. While there is evidence that this theme is
now better covered than formerly, there is still room for improvement and teachers
are reminded that full coverage of the syllabus is required.
Module 2
This module focused on issues of identity and industry and the Atlantic World.
Question 4
This question asked for the outlining of three ways in which the Atlantic trade
contributed to the Industrial Revolution in Britain. Many responses were focused
and informed and strongly indicate that this part of the syllabus was covered. The
responses emphasized how the Atlantic trade was a source of raw materials such as
cotton and sugar which fostered manufacturing and refining industries in Britain, as
well as how the Atlantic trade provided important markets for industrial products
such as textiles and metalware and stimulated the growth of the shipbuilding
industry.
Question 5
This question asked for an outline of two factors that stimulated the growth of
industry in the United States of America in the second half of the nineteenth century,
and for an outline of one social or economic consequence of that growth. The
responses were generally well informed and it is clear that the candidates were well
prepared for this part of the syllabus. Among the points outlined for growth was the
provision of cheap labour by European immigrants, the abundance of natural
resources, inventions in science and technology and improvements in communication
and transportation. Among the consequences was the growth of an urban working
class, the decline of own account manufacturing and the rise of the factory system,
the widespread use of child labour, as well as the presence of women in the factory
work force and the emergence of big business.
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Question 6
This question required an outline of three factors that affected the economic
development of either Brazil or Venezuela in the nineteenth century. There were
good responses, particularly on Brazil, that highlighted significant overseas capital investments in railways, expansion in manufacturing and agriculture and the
influx of European immigrants after the abolition of the slave trade. However,
others incorrectly focused on the first two decades of the century, during the
respective successful independence movements without looking at the
post-independence period. Generally, it seems that this theme in the syllabus is still
being neglected.
Module 3
This module focused on global conflict and liberation movements in the 20th
century.
Question 7
This question asked for explanations of two factors that facilitated the Bolsheviks’
rise to power in Russia in 1917. There were generally informed responses, indicating
that this topic had been covered. However, some candidates wrote on the general
background such as the political failings of the Czar, rather than the failures of the
provisional government, and highlighted earlier conflicts such as the Russo-Japanese
war, instead of focusing on the social and economic crisis in Russia in 1917.
Teachers need to emphasize to candidates the importance of paying close attention to
the time frame of the question asked and not to confuse related developments over an
extended period of time.
Question 8
This question required the candidates to explain two factors that favoured Adolf
Hitler’s attainment of political power in Germany in 1933. This question was generally well done. The most frequent factors mentioned were the weakness of the
Weimar Republic, worsened by social and economic crises, the electoral appeal of
Nazism in the context of hostility to the Versailles Treaty and Hitler’s charismatic
appeal to German pride after 1918.
Question 9
This question asked for brief descriptions of three measures used by the apartheid
government of South Africa after 1960 to suppress the African National Congress
(ANC). There were some informed responses that highlighted the detention of ANC
leaders, the outlawing of ANC and other radical organizations, the vicious
suppression of protests and the attacks on ANC bases inside and outside of South
Africa. However, too many candidates neglected the focus of the question and wrote
generally on the tactics of suppression such as laws that reinforced apartheid. It is
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vital that candidates pay close attention to the question.
Paper 02 - Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of the
French Revolution and the candidates were asked three questions (a‑c) related to the
theme as developed in these extracts. The responses were generally mixed and not as
focused as one would have hoped from a familiar topic. The responses to section (a)
suggested that candidates were not fully aware of the extent of the financial crisis
that led the King in 1789 to summon the Estates General which had not met since
1614. Too many responses to section (b) listed, instead of explaining the grievances
affecting the social groups, and too many candidates responded to section (c) without
paying sufficient attention to the time period between 1789 and 1791. Essentially, the
students’ approach to the document questions indicate that while they are familiar
with the relevant details and ideas, they have not analyzed their significance nor fully
understand the context of the issues involved. When preparing candidates for the
documents, teachers are reminded to stress analysis and context above the mere
accumulation of information.
Question 2
This question required an essay explaining how imperial rivalries in the Americas
contributed to wars between European powers during the period 1702 to 1763. For
the most part, candidates were unaware of the relevant information and either wrote
generally about rivalry or rehashed CSEC level information about privateers and
illegal trading in the 17th century.
Question 3
This question asked the candidates to discuss the factors that led to the American
Revolution of 1776. This was a very popular question and was fairly well handled.
However, some candidates wrote very descriptive essays, especially listing the various taxes that provoked the ire of the colonists, without linking this issue to the
broader principle of representation and governance.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the Atlantic causes of
the Industrial Revolution in Britain and the candidates were asked three questions
(a‑c) on the respective themes in the documents. Candidates were familiar with the
material and the responses to sections (a) and (c) were informed. However, the
responses to section (b) were generally poor because several candidates literally
interpreted the metaphor of “mine” and “riches” in Document II and wrote fancifully
about the mineral wealth in Jamaica in the 18th century. Further, few candidates
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seemed to have an understanding of the dynamic nature of the relationship between
Britain and her colonies and so were unable to instance the two ways that Jamaica
benefited from this link, that is, guaranteed markets for plantation products and
security against external threats and internal slave rebellions. Teachers are
encouraged to spend more time guiding candidates on how to approach the document questions and to ensure that candidates are exposed to the full dynamic of issues around mercantilism. Indeed, while Britain reaped the benefits of mercantilism,
Caribbean planters also profited from the Atlantic connection.
Question 5
This question required an essay that explained the concept of Manifest Destiny and a
discussion of how this concept influenced the United States of America’s foreign
policy in continental North America and the Caribbean and Latin America up to
1917. The responses were fairly satisfactory and most set out the essence of the
concept. However, responses were generally weaker on discussing continental
examples, perhaps reflecting the reliance on related CSEC themes. Teachers are
reminded of the importance of developing good essay writing skills and to cover the
syllabus fully.
Question 6
This question asked the candidates, with reference to either Brazil or Venezuela, to
assess the claim that Latin American independence movements were influenced by
European ideas and political developments, as well as by new circumstances in the
Americas. As is customary in this theme, Brazil featured in most of the few
responses and many were familiar with the European‑based developments that
assisted the independence movements. However, candidates were alarmingly
ignorant of the new circumstances in the Americas, such as the Munroe Doctrine, the
British trading interest in Brazil and the influence of the independence movement in
Spanish America, that assisted as well. The distinct impression is created that
students are still not exposed to this topic, and even when they are, they are not
considering the broad dynamics of the issues.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the Russian
Revolution, with four questions (a-d) related to the extracts. While some candidates
handled the material fairly well and were informed, others demonstrated a
disturbingly high degree of unfamiliarity with the issues in sections (c) and (d) that
dealt with how the Bolsheviks consolidated their power after October 1917 and their
victory over the anti-Bolshevik White Army.
Question 8

This question required an essay discussion of the view that the peace in Europe in
1914 was shattered by divisive alliances, radical nationalism and bitter rivalries.
Several of the responses were disappointing because although candidates were
familiar with how the alliance systems and the nationalism in the Balkans led to the
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outbreak of the war in 1914, few effectively dealt with how economic, naval and
political rivalries heightened tension and fueled a distrustful climate at the time.
Question 9
This question asked for an assessment of the role that Mohandas (Mahatma) Gandhi
played in the Indian independence movement. Some responses were generally
informed with some candidates properly linking Gandhi’s philosophy and activities
to the broadening of the base of the independence movement and inspiring greater
support for the movement within and outside of India. However, others tended to
describe his activities without underscoring their significance to the success of the
independence movement. Further, some of the responses focused too much on
Gandhi’s personal biography, particularly his early life in South Africa.
Internal Assessment, Unit 1 and Unit 2
Presentation of Paper
There was continued improvement in the presentation of the research papers, with
more doing typed papers, though this is not a requirement. Also, candidates made a
fair effort to explore a variety of topics, especially in Unit 1. This is understandable
since there is greater familiarity with the themes in this Unit and research materials
are more readily available. Importantly, teachers are to be commended for properly
guiding candidates in the use of footnotes and bibliography which are important
conventions of the historical method. However, in some instances, these were disregarded and teachers are warned that students will be severely penalized for plagiarism. Also, some candidates neglected to follow the convention for pr esenting a
research project with an introduction, a conclusion and a bibliography. In this regard, the teachers are reminded that it is important that the candidates are encouraged
to pay close attention to such important research skills. Although there is still evidence that too many candidates rely on CSEC textbooks, it is heartening to see that
they are being exposed to recent publications that are more appropriate to the CAPE
level. School libraries must be encouraged to invest in resource materials and various
recent publications. There is still a problem, though less pronounced, with the length
of the papers, some of which had unfocused introductions which contributed to the
disregard for the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words. The teachers are
strongly encouraged to provide guidance in this matter so as to guard against long,
rambling and unfocused papers. Additionally, candidates will incur a penalty for
papers that exceed the prescribed word limit.
Content and Discussion
One of the important tasks of the teachers is ensuring that the topics for the research
paper are relevant to the syllabus and are manageable. Candidates should be
encouraged to avoid topics with broad chronological periods which make it difficult
to keep within the word limit and present well‑structured papers. Many candidates
deserve to be congratulated for displaying fine research skills and teachers are to
be congratulated for their guidance. However, some projects were too descriptive,
rushed and contained sweeping and unsubstantiated generalizations.
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Administrative Forms
The relevant Record of Marks for Internal Assessment and Moderation Form, as well
as the Research Paper Cover Sheets were generally completed in accordance with
CXC’s requirements.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

The format of the Examination in CAPE History is similar for both Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Paper 01 in each unit consisted of nine short-answer questions, three on each Module. The questions were
intended to assess the range of content covered by the syllabus, and questions were set on each theme.
Candidates were expected to answer all nine questions. This paper was worth 30 per cent of the candidates’
overall grade.
Paper 02, on the other hand, emphasized depth of coverage. Three questions were set on each Module, one
of which required candidates to analyse extracts from a set of documents related to one of the themes in the
Module. The other two questions were extended essays. Both the document-analysis and the essay questions
required well-developed and clearly reasoned responses. Candidates were required to choose three questions,
one from each Module. They were required to respond to one document analysis and two essay questions.
Paper 03, was the internal assessment component. Candidates were required to complete a research paper
on a topic of their choice from within the syllabus.

Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Paper 1- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on Indigenous Societies and their encounter with the Iberians.
Question 1
This question required candidates to outline two ways in which the economic activities of two groups of
indigenous peoples from different categories listed in the syllabus were similar, and two ways in which they
were different. Several responses were informed, but too many either neglected to choose from different
categories or confused economic activities with social or political aspects of the respective groups. It is
clear that teachers need to impress on the candidates that they have to build on whatever information they
gathered on these societies at the CSEC level.
Question 2
This question asked for an explanation of three factors that encouraged Portuguese and Spanish activities in
West Africa before 1492. Several responses were informed, highlighting factors such as official backing for
exploration, the maritime revolution, trade in gold and slaves and the spread of Christianity. However, some
candidates simply listed the factors without explanation and lost marks. Others confused the Portuguese
and Spanish activity in West Africa before 1492 with the Atlantic slave trade, suggesting that this topic is
not being properly covered. Teachers are encouraged to utilize appropriate texts that provide relevant
information on the Atlantic developments before Columbus voyages to the Americas.
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This question required three descriptions of ways in which the indigenous peoples were affected by Spanish
settlements in the Caribbean up to 1600. Most of the responses were well informed, highlighting such
factors as the spread of European diseases, plants and animals, cultural transformation and political
subjugation. It is clear that there is good preparation for this aspect of the syllabus.
Module 2
This Module focused on the character and dismantlement of slave systems.
Question 4
This question asked for three factors that contributed to the high mortality rate among enslaved peoples on
sugar plantations in the Caribbean during the eighteenth century. Several relevant factors were provided,
such as poor and inadequate diet, harsh treatment, contagious diseases, severe work regime and high infant
mortality. However, some candidates misread the question and so included the conditions of the middle
passage as well. Teachers cannot overemphasize the importance of carefully reading the question.
Question 5
This question required candidates to explain two objectives of General Leclerc’s expedition to St. Domingue/
Haiti in 1802, and to suggest two reasons why Leclerc’s expedition failed. Overall, the responses were
disappointing and indicated that this aspect of the topic was not being properly covered, although a specific
objective in the syllabus is on the process by which Haiti achieved independence. Teachers must approach
the topic in greater depth as it is insufficient to concentrate on the slave revolt in 1791 and not the war for
independence.
Question 6
This question asked for a brief description of three strategies used by the abolitionists in Britain between
1790 and 1833 to bring about the legislative dismantlement of slavery. There were several good responses
that included the formation of societies which launched propaganda campaigns, parliamentary pressure,
mass mobilizations and petitions and the switch from gradualism after 1830. Some candidates confused
abolitionists’ arguments against slavery with their strategies to end it.
Module 3
This Module focused on post-slavery adjustments and nation building.
Question 7
This question required the candidates to select one of the three workers’ rebellions listed in the syllabus and
to explain three of the issues that provoked the protest selected. The 1865 Morant Bay (Jamaica) rebellion
was the popular choice and the candidates highlighted several factors, such as the lack of access to land,
injustice in the courts, government neglect of peoples’ sufferings and callous responses to their petitions.
However, alarmingly, candidates still confused the Sam Sharpe Rebellion (1831) with the Morant Bay
Rebellion and seem to have no appreciation of the different time lines involved, one taking place during
enslavement, and the other over thirty years after slave emancipation in 1834. This is a recurring problem
with this topic and teachers are encouraged again to ensure that this sort of confusion is avoided. Meanwhile,
the responses on the 1876 Confederation Riots (Barbados) and on the 1862 Labour Protest (St. Vincent)
were well informed.
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This question asked candidates to outline three factors that undermined Haiti’s development between 1804
and 1825. Candidates were most familiar with factors such as political instability, international isolation,
social conflict between the black and mulattoes and the destruction of the economic infrastructure during
the revolutionary war. However, as has happened in the past with this topic, some candidates confused the
time frame and included factors that related to the period before independence in 1804. Again, candidates
need guidance on how to approach questions and to focus on the relevant time frame.
Question 9
This question asked for three explanations for Cuba’s socialist transformation by 1970. The responses were
fairly well informed, emphasizing the United States hostility towards Cuba by way of the trade embargo,
the Bay of Pigs invasion, and the isolation of Cuba from the OAS, as well as Cuba’s relationship with the
Soviet Union, the growing influence of the Cuban communist party and Castro’s agrarian and social reforms.
Some candidates, however, incorrectly focused on the factors that brought Castro to power than on those
mentioned above. This strongly suggests that the topic is not fully covered. Teachers are reminded that the
structure of the examination requires that the syllabus be covered.

Paper 2- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of Spanish settlements in the
Caribbean up to 1600 and the candidates were asked four questions(a-d) related to the theme as developed
in these extracts. Many responses were fairly well informed with candidates demonstrating a good
understanding of the demographic impact of Spanish settlements on the indigenous population and the
enslaved Africans up to 1600. However, candidates still tend to list relevant information without considered
explanations. Teachers are reminded that the CAPE level requires higher skills of analysis and explanation
than at CSEC and candidates need help in acquiring skills to extend their thinking and extrapolate knowledge
appropriately.
Question 2
This question required a discussion of the factors that assisted the development of an advanced society of
any ONE mainland indigenous group in the Americas in the pre-Columbian period. Several of the answers
were unfocused and descriptive, providing outlines of the achievements of the respective group, rather than
discussing the factors that brought about the advanced societies. The good responses discussed issues such
as the availability of land resources, surplus agricultural production that allowed for specialization in labour
and more complex societies, the use of state religion to enforce obedience of subject peoples and large
armies that extended empire and enforced tribute collection. Essentially, candidates lacked an analytical
approach and relied on listing information.
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This question asked for an examination of the evidence for Nordic and West African presence in the
Americas before 1492. Generally, the responses were informed but not always sufficiently analytical.
Candidates have been exposed to relevant information, but candidates tended to describe the various pieces
of evidence without evaluating them. At this level, the importance of analytical skills cannot be overemphasized and once candidates are exposed to divergent views on this theme, they will be better able to
critique the evidence presented, rather than to simply regurgitate points as some of them did.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts that focused on the economic cultures of
enslaved peoples and the candidates were asked four questions (a-d) on the respective themes in the
documents. The responses suggested that candidates are generally informed on this topic. However, some
still approach the document questions as if they were exercises in comprehension and not stimulus materials
to elicit informed commentary. Accordingly, questions (a) and (c) attracted inadequate responses. Teachers
should ensure that candidates approach the document questions more analytically.

Question 5
This question required candidates to select any one of four slave rebellions mentioned in the syllabus and to
explain why the rebellion selected was suppressed. There were some well informed responses that stressed
factors such as superior military technology and resources, ethnic divisions among slaves, divided leadership
and inadequate planning. However, some candidates incorrectly outlined the context of the rebellion selected
and others confused aspects of other rebellions, and others still confused the Jamaica rebellion of 18311832 with the Morant Bay rebellion in 1865. Further, several responses demonstrated knowledge of the
course of events, but were not sufficiently analytical. More analysis and discussion must be encouraged.
Question 6
This question required candidates to assess the view that economic decline of the plantation system in
colonies which became British before 1793 was a major factor leading up to the abolition of slavery in the
British Caribbean in 1834. The issue of analysis and interpretation of the question surfaced again for several
responsesdescribed the economic decline of the plantations and failed to address the core of the question
that required an assessment of the relative weight of the economic argument over others, such as the
humanitarian factor, parliamentary reform and slave revolts, as the cause of the abolition of slavery. Candidates
must demonstrate better analytical and essay writing skills.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the experiences of immigrants in the Caribbean
in the nineteenth century with three questions (a-c) related to the extracts. Many candidates were familiar
with the issues in questions (a) and (b), but seemed not able to comment analytically on them, while the
uninformed responses to question (c) strongly suggest that candidates are still relying on prior CSEC
knowledge of this topic without deepening their understanding by more in-depth reading.
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This question required the candidates to discuss the factors that assisted the rise of the peasantry in the postslavery Caribbean up to 1900. This question was fairly well done with candidates pointing to the importance
of provision growing and marketing, the rise of free villages and a general desire for autonomy as factors
that aided the peasantry. Several answers included the importance of Indian peasantry as well. Some candidates
seemed determined to focus instead on the impact of the peasantry and others disregarded the time frame of
the questions and so wrote about more contemporary peasant developments.
Question 9
This question asked for an explanation as to why the movement towards political integration in the British
Caribbean after 1945 did not achieve its objectives. Though the objectives of the West Indies Federation
between 1958 and 1962 were not always mentioned, the responses suggested some familiarity with the
factors that undermined it, though they were only superficially discussed. Inexplicably, some candidates
also focused on integration developments since the 1970s.This strongly suggests that the syllabus is not
being covered evenly and teachers are reminded that candidates are required to attempt questions from the
three Modules.

Unit 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
Paper 1- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on interactions of the Atlantic World.
Question 1
This question asked for an outline of three effects of the Atlantic trade on West Africa up to 1800. Most
responses were quite competent, reflecting that candidates had been well exposed to the material. However,
for inexplicable reasons, some candidates confused West Africa and the West Indies. Teachers need to
ensure that candidates pay close attention to the question asked.
Question 2
This question required three explanations of the effects of the American War of Independence on the Caribbean
up to 1789. The answers were mediocre, with candidates emphasizing the disruption of trade and the severe
subsistence crisis for the enslaved.. It is important that candidates be exposed to a broader perspective on
this theme, appreciating that other issues such as the capture of territories by the British and French, the
arrival of freed blacks who accompanied loyalists to the Caribbean, particularly to the Bahamas, the restriction
of trade between the British Caribbean and the new Republic because of mercantilism.
Question 3
This question asked candidates to describe three effects of the French Revolution on the Atlantic region up
to 1799. There were some good responses, and the impact on Haiti was well known. However, candidates
did not know the wider impact on Western Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean. Accordingly, issues
such as the influence of creole nationalism in Latin America, and the French Revolutionary wars in Europe
and the Caribbean were not generally competently handled.
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This Module focused on issues of identity and industry in the Atlantic World.
Question 4
This question asked for an outline of three factors that stimulated economic growth in the United States of
America in the second half of the nineteenth century. Several responses were reasonably informed, mentioning
the abundance of raw materials, technological innovations, expanding markets for manufactured goods and
a large and growing labour supply. It is clear that this topic is being well covered. Still, a few candidates
confused the time period and so teachers are reminded to encourage candidates pay close attention to the
time frame of the question asked.

Question 5
This question asked for an explanation of two principles underlying the concept of Manifest Destiny and a
brief outline of one situation in the continental United States where the concept was applied. Candidates
persist in confusing internal expansion in the United States in the nineteenth century with expansion in the
Caribbean in the twentieth century. Teachers need to ensure that this topic is approached with greater clarity
and depth as some candidates were hard-pressed to instance a situation where the principle of Manifest
Destiny was applied.
Question 6
This question required an outline of three factors that facilitated independence in either Venezuela or Brazil.
Although there were good responses, particularly on Brazil, some candidates disregarded the time frame of
the respective independence movements and included factors that were more relevant to later in the nineteenth
century. This may well indicate that this theme in the syllabus is still neglected, and teachers are reminded
that coverage of the syllabus is vital if the candidates are to do well.
Module 3
This Module focused on global conflict and liberation movements in the 20th century.
Question 7
This question asked for three reasons for the outbreak of war in Europe in 1914. The responses were generally
informed and highlighted the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, the inflexible alliance systems, the
international rivalries among the European states for markets and trade and increased militarism among
European states. Still, some candidates, either from misinterpreting the question or from ignorance, focused
on World War II.
Question 8
This question asked candidates to explain three factors that contributed to the fall of the Provisional
Government in Russia in October 1917. There were several good responses, indicating that this topic had
been covered. However, some candidates wrote on the political failings of the Czar, rather than those of the
provisional government, and highlighted earlier conflicts such as the Russo-Japanese war, instead of focusing
on the social and economic crisis in 1917. Again, candidates need to answer the questions asked and to
arrive at clear time frames for issues in the topics.
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This question required the candidates to briefly describe three ways in which the activities of Mohandas
(Mahatma) Gandhi assisted the movement for the independence of India. Several candidates provided good
responses and appreciated how Ghandi’s gospel of non-violence and acts of civil disobedience, as well as
his personal asceticism inspired international support, thereby weakening British rule, and how his opposition
to communal hostilities broadened the base of the Indian National Congress Party.
Paper 2- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of European settlements in the
Americas in the seventeenth century and candidates were asked four questions(a-d) related to the theme as
developed in these extracts. The responses were generally satisfactory. However, the responses to sections
(b) and (d) were often confused as some candidates confused settlements in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. Accordingly, the experiences of the conquistadores were included even though the questions
dealt with non-Hispanic settlers in the seventeenth century. Further, candidates tended to paraphrase the
extracts or listed relevant information without offering explanations as was required. Teachers are reminded
that higher levels of analysis and explanation are required at this level and analysis and context are to be
stressed above the mere accumulation of information.
Question 2
This question required an essay examining the significance for the Atlantic World of the political ideas of
the European Enlightenment. Although this was not a very popular question, some of the responses suggest
that candidates had been exposed to the relevant material, though they were sometimes hard pressed to
demonstrate how they had impacted on the Atlantic World. The responses tended to be either descriptive or
repetitious, without really developing the points. Candidates need more guidance as to how to approach
essay questions.
Question 3
This question asked the candidates to discuss the view that severe social and economic crises led to the
French Revolution in 1789. This was a very popular question and the candidates generally handled it
reasonably well. Indeed, there were some outstanding answers that were very well informed and lucidly
written.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on industrialization and economic growth in
the United States of America in the nineteenth century and the candidates were asked four questions(a-d) on
the respective themes in the documents. Candidates were familiar with the material for (a) and (b), though
the responses were not always analytical and some paraphrased the extracts. Questions (c) and (d) were not
well done and the responses strongly suggested that either this aspect of the topic was not covered fully, or
candidates are learning details without thinking about their significance. It is cleat that candidates need
more guidance as to how to approach the document questions and in developing analytical skills.
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This question required an essay that discussed the view that some of the important causes of the Industrial
Revolution in England can be traced to the Atlantic economy. Several responses were unfocused as candidates
either wrote about the internal factors in England that contributed to the industrial revolution in England, or
its internal impact, and failed to discuss the extent to which the Atlantic economy contributed. These
incorrect approaches may have resulted from either poor essay writing skills or from the fact that this part of
the syllabus is inadequately covered or incorrectly taught.
Question 6
This question asked the candidates to discuss the factors that influenced the pace of economic development
in EITHER Brazil or Venezuela in the post-independence period up to 1900. Brazil featured in most of the
few responses, and several neglected the time frame of the question, writing instead on the factors that led
up to independence. It is clear this part of the syllabus is still only partially covered and candidates are not
being exposed to the post-independence developments.

Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on apartheid in South Africa, with four
questions(a-d) related to the extracts. There were some well informed responses, but sections (b) and (c)
were unevenly done as candidates did not fully appreciate why the ANC adopted the armed struggle after
1960 and how it developed strategic alliances with other groupings, such as trade unions, student and
women organizations after 1960. This strongly suggests that candidates have to be exposed more to the core
issues around the struggle against apartheid after 1948.
Question 8
This question required candidates to discuss the ways in which Adolf Hitler’s administration was characterized
by repression and anti-Semitism. This was a popular question and several of the candidates demonstrated
that they had been exposed to some of the relevant information, particularly the systematic persecution of
various social groups, including the Jews. While there were some very good answers, some candidates
showed poor essay writing skills, relying on narrative and not analysis. Others provided unfocused essays
and spent too much time on the factors that brought Hitler to power and not on how he governed.
Question 9
This question asked the candidates to weigh the extent to which World War II was caused by the aggressive
policies of Germany, Italy and Japan. Several responses were limited to Hitler’s expansionist policies and
his rejection of the terms of the Treaty of Versailles and the weaknesses and limitations of the mechanisms
to prevent war. There was little discussion on the aggression of Italy and Japan. It is likely that teachers are
hard pressed to fully cover this topic which is at the end of the syllabus. Still, teachers and candidates are
reminded that the structure of the examination require full coverage and candidates have to be encouraged
to read beyond the materials used in the classroom.
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Internal Assessment, Unit 1 and Unit 2
Presentation of Paper
There was continued improvement in the presentation of the research papers. Many candidates were properly
guided in the use of footnotes and bibliographical references. However, there are still instances where these
important conventions of the historical method were either not followed or were improperly done, and
candidates are severely penalized for plagiarism. Also, some candidates neglected to follow the convention
for presenting a research project with an introduction, a conclusion and a bibliography. In this regard, the
teachers are reminded that it is important that the candidates are encouraged to pay close attention to such
important research skills. These requirements are clearly set out in the syllabus.
The problem of an over- reliance on CSEC textbooks is a recurring one. It is necessary for candidates to be
exposed to more recent and higher level publications that relate to various aspects of the syllabus. This is
important for candidates to develop appropriate analytical skills. Wherever possible and relevant, the use
of primary materials is strongly encouraged.
The length of the papers remains a concern. Whereas in the past unfocused introductions contributed to
papers over the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words, some candidates now fall short of the minimum
number of words.
Content and Discussion
Many candidates demonstrated good research skills and analytical approaches to their topics. However,
some projects were too descriptive, appeared rushed and contained sweeping and unsubstantiated
generalizations.
One of the important tasks of the teachers is to ensure that the topics for the research paper are relevant to
the syllabus and are manageable.
Second, topics must not be specific and focused so that candidates will not be hard pressed to stay within the
word limit and to present well-structured papers. Still, too many papers were descriptive and not sufficiently
analytical and there was clear evidence that some projects were rushed.
Administrative Forms
Most teachers submitted the relevant administrative forms in accordance with CXC’s requirements.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

The format of the Examination in CAPE History is similar for both Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Paper 01 in each unit consisted of nine short-answer questions, three on each Module. The questions were
intended to assess the range of content covered by the syllabus, and questions were set on each theme.
Candidates were expected to answer all nine questions. This paper was worth 30 per cent of the candidates’
overall grade.
Paper 02, on the other hand, emphasized depth of coverage. Three questions were set on each Module, one
of which required candidates to analyse extracts from a set of documents related to one of the themes in the
Module. The other two questions were extended essays. Both the document analysis and the essay questions
required well-developed and clearly reasoned responses. Candidates were required to choose three questions,
one from each Module. They were required to respond to one document analysis and two essay questions.
This paper contributed 50 per cent to the candidates’ overall grade.
Paper 03, was the internal assessment component. Candidates were required to complete a research paper
on a topic of their choice from within the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the candidates’
overall grade.

Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Paper 1- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on Indigenous Societies and their encounter with the Iberians.
Question 1
This question required candidates to describe two economic features of either the Kalinago, Taino or Tupi,
and to outline two features of the political system of the group selected. The first part was adequately
answered but candidates were more familiar with the Tainos than the Kalinagos and knew very little about
the Tupi. The second part of the question was more challenging as candidates confused respective groups
with each other and often provided information relevant to their societies and economies than their political
systems, suggesting too much reliance on the sometimes faulty memory of CSEC preparation.
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Question 2
This question asked for one example each of three different types of evidence that indicated the presence of
Africans in the Americas before Columbus’ arrival in 1492. Generally, candidates
provided examples of evidence without categorizing them, suggesting that a more analytical approach is
required for this part of the syllabus.
Question 3
This question required an explanation of two factors that contributed to the Spanish conquest of Mexico and
Peru by 1550. Several responses were generally well informed as to relevant issues such as superior weaponry,
diseases, internal dissentions and indecisive leadership that weakened the response of the indigenous peoples.
However, too many candidates incorrectly focused exclusively on the motives for the Spaniards coming to
the Americas, suggesting that candidates are focusing on selected aspects of the syllabus only.
Module 2
This Module focused on the nature and decline of slave society.
Question 4
This question asked for a discussion of two reasons why chattel slavery replaced European indentureship in
the Caribbean during the second half of the seventeenth century. Several of the possible explanations were
mentioned, such as the permanence of chattel slavery over indentured contracts; the demand for labour of
the expanding plantations; the inability to compete for indentured labour with other areas of settlement in
the Americas; and African familiarity with tropical disease. However, candidates still confused European
and Asian indentureship. Teachers must ensure that candidates understand the respective time lines for
these two systems of indentureship.
Question 5
This question required candidates to select any one of four slave rebellions mentioned in the syllabus and to
outline three reasons why the rebellion failed. There were some well informed responses as to the failure of
the rebellion selected, such as superior military technology and resources, ethnic divisions among the enslaved
peoples, divided leadership and inadequate planning. Nonetheless, far too many candidates confused the
1831 rebellion in Jamaica with the Morant Bay rebellion. The recurrence of this error is cause for concern.
Question 6
This question asked for a description of two strategies employed by the British movement for the abolition
of the slave trade in its campaign against the trade, and also to outline the main provisions of the 1807
Abolition Act. There were many disappointing responses as some candidates incorrectly focused on the
amelioration and apprenticeship periods or confused the

reasons for abolition of the trade with the strategies employed. Also, ignorance of the provisions of the Act
was appalling, given the commemoration in 2007 of the bicentenary of the passing of the Act. Candidates
are reminded to differentiate between various stages of the abolition movement, and to be aware of the
relevant important details.
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Module 3
This Module focused on post-slavery adjustments and nation building.
Question 7
This question required the candidates to give two reasons for the introduction of Indian indentured labour in
the Caribbean after 1838 and to outline two hardships encountered by the Indian indentured labourers on
Caribbean sugar plantations in the nineteenth century. This question was fairly well done, especially the
second part of the question. However, too many responses to the first part presented reasons for Indians
leaving India instead of stating the conditions in the Caribbean that encouraged their introduction after
1838.
Question 8
This question asked candidates to explain two ways in which Cuban foreign policy affected CARICOM
member states between 1973 and 1983. Very few responses focused on how the establishment of diplomatic
links between Cuba and CARICOM affected relations with the USA in the context of the Cold War, as well
as how Cuba’s close links with selected CARICOM states led to tensions with other CARICOM states
which pursued different foreign policies to those of Cuba. Also, few candidates were aware of how some
territories benefited from the influx of trained Cuban professionals and technical resources, and from access
to professional training in Cuba for students mainly from Grenada, Jamaica and Guyana. Far too many
candidates demonstrated very poor knowledge of this aspect of the theme and they are reminded that coverage
of the syllabus is important.
Question 9
This question required candidates to briefly describe three changes that Department status brought to the
French Caribbean territories in 1946. Generally, the answers neglected relevant issues such as freedom of
movement between the departments and metropolitan France; the allocation of more public funds to overseas
departments (per capita) than any other part of France; the introduction of the French social security system
that led to higher standards of living and more social benefits; and, the equal enjoyment of political rights as
other French citizens.
Paper 02- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of Spanish settlement and conquest
in the New World. The candidates were asked three questions (a-c) related to the

theme as developed in these extracts. The responses on the changes that occurred in the society and economy
of Hispaniola by 1600 were fairly well informed with candidates demonstrating a good understanding of
the issues involved. However, some candidates failed to offer informed commentary on factors that enabled
Cortes to re-enter the Aztec capital in May, 1521, suggesting that the topic is being approached without any
analysis of dynamic turning points. Also candidates were uninformed on how the encomiendas were acquired.
Candidates are reminded that higher levels of analysis and explanation are required at this level and they
should be adequately prepared to respond to document-based questions.
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Question 2
This question asked for an essay which examined the similarities and the differences between the agricultural
practices of two indigenous groups from the respective categories in the syllabus before their contact with
the Europeans in 1492. Too many responses were descriptive and not analytical and some of the candidates
confused the respective groups. Further, some responses were unfocused, dealing with different aspects of
the societies and neglecting their agricultural practices. Others dealt with relevant aspects but did not develop
their essays. Essentially, these candidates were familiar with the material but lacked an analytical approach.
Candidates are again reminded that they must demonstrate skills of analysis and that a listing of information
is insufficient.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss the claims that Nordic and West African peoples came to the
Americas before Columbus. Generally, the responses were informed and some were sufficiently balanced
and questioned the merit of the evidence. However, the levels of analysis were inconsistent.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts that focused on the British Abolition Movement
and the candidates were asked three questions (a-c) on the respective themes in the documents. The responses
were mixed, with those to questions (a) and (b) most disappointing. Far too many candidates confused the
arguments for the abolition of the slave trade with those for the end of slavery itself. Also candidates seemed
not to appreciate fully the factors that prompted Abolitionists to shift from a gradual approach to an emphasis
on immediate abolition. Clearly, candidates need to read the extracts more carefully and are reminded that
reliance on memory from CSEC History will not suffice. More reading and careful study of this theme in
the syllabus is required.
Question 5
This question required the candidates to explain why the Caribbean slave populations on sugar plantations
generally did not increase by natural means. Several of the responses were informed and well argued. Some,
however, tended to focus exclusively on the actions of the enslaved people and neglected to address
issues that were inherent in the plantation regime such as back-breaking work, inadequate diet and widespread
disease that also affected mortality rates.
Question 6
This question required the candidates to discuss the statement that Haitian independence in 1804 resulted
from a combination of favourable circumstances and bold military campaigns. While candidates appreciated
the importance of the role of the enslaved in Haiti in the successful movement towards independence in
1804, several responses were narrowly focused on the bold leadership of Toussaint, Christophe and Dessalines,
without weighing the importance of other factors that were crucial to the outcome. More balanced essays
also addressed the French abolition of slavery in 1793, the decimation of Leclerc’s troops by yellow fever
and the support of mulatto regiments for independence. Candidates need to be exposed to the range of
issues surrounding the themes in the syllabus and to be encouraged to be more analytical in their approach.
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Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the economic activities of the freed people in
the British Caribbean up to 1900 with three questions (a-c) related to the extracts. The responses were
generally informed but some candidates simply repeated the stereotypes contained in Document II. Candidates
need to read the extracts more carefully and are to comment on the accuracy and significance of the extracts
and not merely to repeat or paraphrase them.
Question 8
This question asked for a discussion of the view that the first two decades of Haiti’s independence were
marked by instability at home and antagonism from abroad. The responses of the candidates focused more
on internal issues such as political divisions and rivalry; the conflict between blacks and mulattoes; and, the
destructive impact of the wars of independence. The responses did not address external isolation and hostility
from slave-owning countries and the indemnity that Haiti had to pay for France’s recognition of its
independence. Also, some candidates focused on the pre-1804 period, suggesting that the topic may not
have been covered.
Question 9
This question required a discussion of the factors that led Fidel Castro’s nationalist movement in 1959 to
move steadily towards communism by 1970. Several answers incorrectly focused on why Castro came to
power and few demonstrated a grasp of the processes that propelled Cuba toward communism by 1970.
There was appreciation of the impact of the USA’s antagonism towards Castro’s policies and the growing
reliance on the Soviet Union for trade and political support. In general, the responses were uninformed
which raises again the issue of insufficient coverage of the syllabus.
Unit 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
Paper 1- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
This Module focused on interactions of the Atlantic World.
Question 1
This question was concerned with the factors in Europe that encouraged European settlements in the Americas
and the factors in the Americas that attracted European settlement during the seventeenth century. There
were fairly well informed responses giving factors such as religious persecution; political upheavals and
economic conditions in Europe that encouraged people to cross the Atlantic, drawn by the vast land resources
in the Americas; the prospect of religious toleration; and, the presence of other resources such as fur, fish
and timber, as well as the reports of mineral wealth. However, some candidates confused the time period
and focused incorrectly on Spanish settlement in the Caribbean in the 16th century. This could also indicate
that candidates are still narrowing their focus to the Caribbean and not the Americas as is required by the
syllabus.
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Question 2
This question asked for three brief explanations of the political ideas of the eighteenth century European
Enlightenment. The responses were mixed: some were focused and a few offered no responses or provided
irrelevant ones. While there is evidence that this theme is now better covered than formerly, there is still
room for improvement and candidates are reminded that full coverage of the syllabus is required.
Question 3
This question asked for an outline of one factor that led to the outbreak of the French Revolution and an
outline of two consequences of the Revolution up to 1799. Most candidates identified a relevant issue that
caused the outbreak in 1789, but too many candidates were challenged to correctly identify two consequences.
Module 2
This Module focused on issues of identity and industry in the Atlantic World.
Question 4
This question asked for explanations of three ways in which the Atlantic economy contributed to the Industrial
Revolution in Britain. There were several focused and informed responses that emphasized the Atlantic as
a source of raw materials such as cotton and sugar which fostered manufacturing and refining industries in
Britain. The Atlantic also provided markets for industrial products such as textiles and metal ware, and the
economy stimulated the growth of Britain’s shipbuilding industry.
Question 5
This question asked for an outline of three factors that encouraged rapid industrial growth in the United
States of America between 1865 and 1900. The responses were generally well informed and it is clear that
the candidates were well prepared for this part of the syllabus. Among the points outlined was the provision
of cheap labour by European immigrants; the abundance of natural resources; inventions in science and
technology; and, improvements in communication and transportation.
Question 6
This question required a brief discussion of three factors that influenced national development in either
Brazil or Venezuela in the post-independence period up to 1900. There were good responses, particularly on
Brazil that highlighted significant overseas capital investments in railways, expansion in manufacturing
and agriculture, political stability and the influx of European immigrants after the abolition of the slave
trade. However, others incorrectly focused on the first two decades of the century, during the respective
successful independence movements, underscoring that this part of the syllabus is still being covered
selectively and partially.
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This Module focused on global conflict and liberation movements in the 20th century.
Question 7
This question asked for three measures that were adopted by the Bolsheviks in Russia between 1917 and
1924 to consolidate their power. Generally, the responses were disappointing as too many candidates focused
on issues that facilitated the Bolsheviks’ rise to power in Russia in 1917, neglecting how they then consolidated
that power up to 1924 by way of agrarian reform; the nationalization of banks and cancellation of Tsarist
debts; the execution of the royal family and suppression of political opposition; the defeat of the counterrevolutionary forces (white Russians); and, the end to the participation in World War 1. It must be emphasized
that candidates should pay close attention to the time frame of the question asked and not confuse related
developments over an extended period of time, and to cover this theme fully.
Question 8
This question required the candidates to discuss three factors that plunged Europe into a World War in 1914.
This question was generally fairly well done as candidates highlighted factors such as the rigid alliance
systems; radical nationalism in the Balkans; and, economic, naval and political rivalries.

Question 9
This question asked for an outline of two domestic strategies that were utilized by the African National
Congress (ANC) in South Africa in the struggle against apartheid and for an outline of one international
strategy that the ANC utilized in the struggle against apartheid. There were some good answers that highlighted
various constitutional methods, the use of armed struggle at home and the mobilization of the international
community.
Paper 2- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of the American War of Independence
and the candidates were asked three questions (a-c) related to the theme as developed in these extracts. The
responses were generally mixed and not focused and some candidates paraphrased the extracts rather than
address the issues. Essentially, the candidates’ approach to the document questions indicated that while
they were familiar with some relevant details and ideas, they were unable to analyze the significance of
these in the given context. When preparing for the documents, candidates are reminded of the need for
analysis and to pay attention to context.
Question 2
This question required an essay assessing the impact of the Atlantic trade on West African economy and
society up to 1800.This was a very popular question and was fairly well done. However, some candidates
wrote descriptive essays that lacked assessment and analysis.
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Question 3
This question asked the students to discuss the factors that contributed to rivalry among European countries
in the Americas up to 1800. Most candidates were unaware of the relevant information and either wrote
generally about rivalry or rehashed CSEC level information about privateers and illegal trading in the 17th
century.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on Manifest Destiny and Imperial identity in
the United States of America up to 1917, and the candidates were asked three questions (a-c) on the respective
themes in the documents. Candidates were familiar with the material and the responses to sections (a) and
(b) were generally informed. However, the responses to section (c) were generally poor, surprisingly so,
since the growth of the USA presence in the Caribbean up to 1917 and the importance of the Panama Canal
to the USA after 1902 are standard to the CSEC syllabus.

Question 5
This question required an essay that examined the impact of the British Industrial Revolution on the economy
of the Americas. The responses were generally unsatisfactory. Some candidates even reversed the question
and wrote on the impact of the Americas on the Industrial revolution in Britain.
Question 6
This question asked the candidates to discuss the factors that led to the independence of either Brazil or
Venezuela. As is customary in this theme, Brazil featured in the few responses and many candidates were
familiar with the European-based developments that assisted the independence movements. However,
candidates neglected factors in the Americas such as the Munroe Doctrine and the influence of the
independence movement in Spanish America.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on Nazism in Germany up to 1945, with three
questions (a-c) related to the extracts. While some candidates handled the material fairly well and were
informed, others were unfamiliar with the issues in section (c) that dealt with how the Nazis implemented
their political philosophy. This strongly suggests the recurrent problem of full coverage of the syllabus and
the accumulation of information without an appreciation of its context.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussion of the view that the causes of World War II maybe founded in the
Treaty of Versailles which ended World War I. Several of the responses were unbalanced since although
candidates were familiar with how German aggression was influenced by a desire to overturn the punitive
and humiliating aspects of the Versailles Treaty, the essays failed to address factors such as the failure of the
policy of appeasement and the inadequacy of the League of Nations to control defiant states.
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Question 9
This question asked for an examination of the role of Mohandas (Mahatma) Gandhi in the movement for
Indian independence. Some responses were well informed with some properly linking Gandhi’s philosophy
and activities to the broadening of the base of the independence movement and inspiring greater support for
the movement within and outside of India. However, others tended to describe his activities without
underscoring their significance to the success of the independence movement. Further, some of the responses
focused too much on Gandhi’s personal biography, particularly his early life in South Africa.
Paper 03
Internal Assessment, Units 1 and 2.
Presentation of Paper
There was improvement in the presentation of the research papers, with more candidates presenting typed
papers, though this is not a requirement. Candidates also made a fair effort to explore a variety of topics,
especially in Unit 1 with the more familiar themes and easily available materials.
While some teachers properly guided candidates in the use of footnotes and bibliography which are important
conventions of the historical method, some candidates demonstrated little or no knowledge of referencing
practices. Teachers are also reminded that candidates will be severely penalized for plagiarism.
Some candidates neglected to follow the convention for presenting a research project with an introduction,
a conclusion and a bibliography. As far as the use of sources is concerned, too many candidates are still
relying on CSEC textbooks, though a few candidates used recent publications that are more appropriate to
the CAPE level. It is vital that candidates have access to resource materials and recent publications.
The length of the research papers continues to pose a concern. Some papers had unfocused introductions
which contributed to a disregard for the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words. Teachers should
provide guidance in this matter so as to guard against long, rambling and unfocused papers.
Content and Discussion
Teachers must ensure that the topics for the research papers are relevant to the syllabus and are manageable.
Candidates should be encouraged to avoid topics with long chronological periods which present difficulties
for staying within the word limit and being well-structured papers.
Although some projects were too descriptive and contained sweeping and unsubstantiated generalizations,
many candidates demonstrated good research skills.
Administrative Forms
The relevant Record of Marks forms, the Moderation of Internal Assessment forms, as well as the Research
Paper Cover Sheets were generally completed in accordance with CXC’s requirements.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The format of the Examination in CAPE History is similar for both Unit 1 and Unit 2.
Paper 01 in each unit consisted of nine short-answer questions, three on each Module. The questions
were intended to assess the range of content covered by the syllabus, and questions were set on each
theme. Candidates were expected to answer all nine questions. This paper was worth 30 percent of
the candidates’ overall grade
Paper 02 emphasized depth of coverage. Three questions were set on each Module, one of which
required candidates to analyse extracts from a set of documents related to one of the themes in the
Module. The other two questions were extended essays. Both the document analysis and the essay
questions required well-developed and clearly reasoned responses. Candidates were required to
answer three questions, one from each Module. They were required to respond to one document
based question and two essay questions. This paper contributed 50 per cent to the candidates’ overall
grade.
Paper 03 was the Internal Assessment component. Candidates were required to complete a research
paper on a topic of their choice from within the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the
candidates’ overall grade.

DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
PAPER 01 – Short Responses that test coverage
Module 1
Question 1
This question related to the methods used by the Spanish to protect their settlements and trade in the
Caribbean from 1492 to 1600. The responses to this question were for the most part satisfactory.
Some candidates misinterpreted the question and wrote about the Spanish protecting their settlements
from Amerindians rather than other European powers. A few candidates also referred to the Spanish
Armada which did not relate to the question.
Question 2
In this question candidates knew the reasons why the Spanish settlements were attacked. However,
some candidates had difficulties identifying reasons in relation to the time period in question.
Question 3
This question dealt with the Spanish conquest of the Aztecs and Incas. It was well done by most
candidates and no challenges could be identified.
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Module 2
Question 4
This question asked for reasons why the enslaved people did not increase by natural means and
candidates gave good responses. Mention was made of diseases, malnutrition, and gynaecological
resistance by women, infant mortality and harsh labour regimes. Some candidates erroneously wrote
about the Amerindians rather than the enslaved African population.
Question 5
This question was on the Maroons and candidates were well aware of Maroon communities
cultivating their own food, building isolated communities in mountainous areas and raiding
plantations in order to survive. Teachers are advised to note the fortification of Maroon towns, the
signing of peace treaties and the creation of innovative cuisine.
Question 6
This question dealt with the British and French emancipation movements. Candidates were
knowledgeable about the strategies used by abolitionists to dismantle the system of slavery.
However, Part (a) of the question proved challenging. Candidates concentrated on the Haitian
Revolution, failing to link it to its contribution to emancipation. Teachers need to emphasise the ways
in which revolts, for example, damaged property and created instability which the metropole found
unnerving. Revolts brought the persecution of the missionaries into sharp focus. Revolts raised the
idea of emancipation from below, something that was abhorred by the plantocracy. In short, revolts
made the system of slavery difficult, and perhaps ungovernable.

Module 3
Question 7
This question required the contributions made by the peasants to the economy of the Caribbean.
Candidates wrote extensively on the diversification of crops, the establishment of cooperative
ventures and job creation by peace units. Too few candidates actually mentioned the specific
diversified crops introduced or expanded by the peasantry.
Question 8
This question dealt with the difficulties faced by Haiti from 1804 to 1826. The division of the country
between blacks and coloureds, political instability, the trade embargo and the destruction of the
infrastructure were the factors often cited by the candidates. Candidates did not address the division
of estates and the decline in sugar output. They could have focussed on the isolation of Haiti by the
international community. In addition, there was always a threat of invasion looming over Haiti.
Question 9
This question addressed the policies of Fidel Castro which resulted in tension between Cuba and the
USA between 1959 and 1965. Candidates expressed clearly Castro’s seizure and nationalisation of
US corporations. They also understood the issue of land reform policies. However, candidates
showed limited knowledge of the impact of the Soviet Union’s decision to place missiles on Cuban
soil and the export of the revolution to Latin America.
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UNIT 1
PAPER 02: Document Based and Extended Essay Questions
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short extracts on Spanish settlement in the Americas in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries and candidates were asked questions related to the theme. The responses to
this question were largely satisfactory.
Parts (a) and (b) (ii) were widely known and candidates were able to express their responses
reasonably well.
Parts (b) (i) and (d) seemed to have been challenging as candidates, for the most part, were unable to
present acceptable responses. Candidates were unable to see the Catholic Church as an agent of the
state which assisted in conquest and subjugation of the indigenous people. In addition, the church
was involved in censorship of books, building schools and converting the indigenous people.
Candidates were required to explain these points fully and most could not develop them.
Question 2
This question was very popular and related to the presence of Nordic and West African people in the
Americas in the pre-Columbian period. The candidates were well prepared knew the evidence for
both the Nordic presence and the West African presence but were unable to make comparisons of the
evidence as the question required. Some candidates, in their exuberance, gave information on the
influence of Egyptian culture on Mesoamerica. The question required the evidence about West
Africa.
Question 3
This question addressed the political and economic organisation of the indigenous peoples in the
Americas and was well done by most candidates. They were familiar with the requirements of the
question. However, some candidates were unable to separate the social system from the political and
economic. Teachers are advised to assist candidates in to making the distinction between the social,
political and economic systems of the indigenous peoples.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short extracts on the abolition of the trans-Atlantic trade in Africans
and candidates were asked questions related to the theme. This question was a popular one.
Candidates wrote quite well about the inhumanity and injustice of the trans-Atlantic trade in Africans.
Perhaps this was as a result of their exposure to the topic at the CSEC level. Candidates experienced
some difficulty in explaining how the end of the trade would result in a loss of property in Britain.
Some candidates focused their attention on how abolition affected the planters rather than Britain.
Candidates should have focused on the shipping industry and its effects on employment of sailors, the
drop in manufactures (guns, cloth), and the decline in the importance of ports like Liverpool and
Glasgow.
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Question 5
This question was related to the Haitian revolution and, on the whole, it was well done by the
candidates who attempted it. Candidates were generally knowledgeable on the role of leadership as a
main factor in the success of the Haitian Revolution. However, some responses were more of a
narration of the events than a detailed discussion of the factors that led to the success of the
revolution.
Question 6
This question required a comparison between chattel slavery and European Indenturship and it was
not a popular question. Generally, candidates were knowledgeable about the nature of chattel slavery
and European indentureship. However, some candidates had difficulty making the comparison
between the two systems. The overall approach was not a balanced one. Teachers need to provide
opportunities for candidates to write essays which require comparative analysis of data. It is clear that
this is a weakness of candidates throughout the region.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts and related questions on the integration movement and
they attracted some good responses. Candidates were familiar with the major reasons for the demise
of the federation, especially the impact of the withdrawal of Jamaica. The provisions and objectives
of the Treaty of Chaguramas posed some difficulties for candidates. The answers tended to focus on
social interaction instead of institutions that reflected true integration, such as University of the West
Indies and the Caribbean Examinations Council.
Question 8
This document-based question on labour protests attracted a large number of responses. The Morant
Bay rebellion was the most popular of the labour rebellions. Candidates highlighted the majority of
the causes such as injustices in the society, economic hardships, drought conditions, lack of political
representation and the role of Governor Eyrc. However, too many candidates made the fundamental
error of constantly referring to the black population as slaves and as such mentioned issues which
existed in slavery. In addition, some candidates included information related to the Sam Sharp
rebellion and the Haitian Revolution.
Teachers must find creative ways to help candidates to understand the importance of time periods, for
example, the sixteenth century and the corresponding years (1500 – 1599). Some candidates had no
understanding of these time periods and the major events and issues that occurred at the time.
Question 9
The question on Fidel Castro’s rise to political power in Cuba did not attract a large number of
candidates. Candidates were well prepared for the factors that led to the rise of Fidel Castro but some
did not understand the focus of the question on the July 26 Movement. Some candidates
misinterpreted the USA/Cuba rebellion, implying that the USA assisted Cuba. In addition, most
candidates adopted a narrative approach instead of a critical analysis of the evidence.
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PAPER 01 – Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
Question 1
This question dealt with the Spanish settlement in Americas up to1625. This question was widely
known. However, too many candidates concentrated on the resistance of the Kalinagos. It must be
noted that the Lesser Antilles did not possess large amounts of precious metals and they were far from
the main trade and shipping routes.
Question 2
This question dealt with the effects of the American Revolution on the British Caribbean and it was
poorly done by some candidates. Candidates could have mentioned the food shortages created for the
enslaved population, malnutrition and starvation, the disruption of trade in salted meats, rice and
lumber, the loss of the Caribbean rum market.
Question 3
This was a popular question on the European Enlightenment and it was well known by most
candidates. However some candidates confused the ideas of the Enlightenment with the Renaissance
and some candidates discussed events of the French Revolution.

Module 2
Question 4
This question was on the Industrial Revolution in the U.S.A. and it generally well handled by most
candidates who appeared familiar with the content. A few candidates tended to repeat the same points
in different words.
Question 5
This question asked for ways in which the Atlantic economies contributed to the British Industrial
Revolution. Most candidates focused on the area of profits accumulated by Britain. The use of
capital to finance the trade was widely acknowledged. Some candidates tended to suggest that slave
labour was used in the factories of England. They also had difficulty in explaining how the trade
contributed to the shipping industry.
Question 6
This question required the reasons for the US intervention in Latin America and the Caribbean up to
1917 and was well done by most candidates. However, some responses tended to focus on US
expansion into Latin America by way of Mexico and Venezuela, largely ignoring the Caribbean. A
few candidates wrote about America’s Westward expansion, completely missing the focus of the
question.
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Module 3
Question 7
This question required the factors that led to the Russian Revolution of 1917. The weakness of the
provisional government and the economic distress caused by Russia’s involvement in World War I
were well known. Candidates had little knowledge of the breakdown of the old social structure.
Generally, the responses were satisfactory.
Question 8
Candidates seemed to have had a satisfactory grasp of all areas of this question which addressed
Mahatma Gandhi’s role in the Indian Independence movement. Gandhi’s civil disobedience and nonviolence campaign were the areas most widely known.
Question 9
This question which asked for measures used to suppress the African Congress (ANC) in South Africa
attracted satisfactory responses from most candidates. The imprisonment of Nelson Mandela and the
banning of the ANC were areas well known. Candidates did not explore the policy of encouraging
black rivals to the ANC, such as the Zulus.

UNIT 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformation
PAPER 02- Document-Based Questions and Extended Essay Questions
Module 1
Question 1
This document-based question on European settlement and rivalry in the Americas up to 1800 did not
attract many candidates. Parts (a) (ii) and (c) (ii) were well done. Candidates were not aware that
France and Britain were rivals as they desired to build an empire in the Americas and, furthermore, by
destroying the plantations in Martinique and Guadeloupe, Britain was destroying competition from
France.
Question 2
This question on the trans-Atlantic trade in Africans attracted many candidates and it was done fairly
well. The adverse socio-economic consequences of the trans-Atlantic trade in Africans was well
known but the benefits to the Haitians were not known. Candidates did not explore how African
rulers accumulated benefits or gained power to start or stop the trade at will and had leverage in
negotiating terms of trade.
Question 3
This was a popular question with most candidates and addressed the French Revolution of 1789. The
socio-economic problems leading to the French Revolution were well known. However, the role of
royal ineffectiveness was often overlooked or addressed in a limited manner. Candidates failed to
emphasize Louis XVI’s mishandling of the meeting of the Estates General, and the dismissal of
Neuker and Turgot, both of whom had stirred some hope of financial reform.
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Module 2
Question 4
This document-based question was on the Industrial Revolution in Britain. Part (a) of the question
appeared to be familiar to most candidates as they were able to identify and link the benefits of the
slave trade to Britain’s industrial and economic growth. However, Part (b) was poorly done.
Candidates seemed unfamiliar with the Navigation Acts and the effects of these Acts on the
mercantilist system.
Question 5
This question was on the Industrial Revolution in America and was not a popular choice with most
candidates. However, the candidates who attempted it were quite knowledgeable on the economic
and technological benefits of the revolution. Many candidates did not demonstrate sufficient
knowledge and awareness of the political and social effects of the Industrial Revolution in the USA.
Candidates could have explored the role of immigrants, migration of workers from the South, the rise
of the city bosses, the emergence of trade unions and the role of industrialization in accelerating
westward expansion and closing the frontier by 1900.

Question 6
This question tested candidates’ understanding of the independence movements in Brazil and
Venezuela. Candidates were quite comfortable with the question on Brazil. Few attempted the
question on Venezuelan independence. A familiar weakness was the way in which candidates wrote
generally about Brazil without linking the facts to an analysis of the impact of the transference of the
royal court on achieving independence. Teachers are advised to explore the role of regional rebellions
in Brazil and events in Portugal that led to the break with Portugal by Brazil.
Module 3
Question 7
This document-based question was on the Russian Revolution and well done by the candidates who
attempted it. The economic problems and the unbearable difficulties that led to the outbreak of the
Russian Revolution were well known. Candidates seemed unfamiliar with the New Economic Policy
and its effect on the Russian economy. For example, agrarian production was boosted by permitting
the peasants some freedom, industrial production was restored and some capitalistic policies were
tolerated.
Question 8
This question dealt with the outbreak of World War 1 and was well done by most candidates. The
alliances, the assassination of Arch Duke Ferdinand and the arms were well known by the candidates.
However, the ideological revolution in the late nineteenth century proved difficulty for some
candidates. Teachers are advised to use timelines to explain the sequence of events leading up to
World War I.
Question 9
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This question related to the work of Mohandas Mahatma Gandhi and was well done by most
candidates who attempted it. It is clear that they were well prepared. The better answers not only
discussed Gandhi’s work, but examined the contribution of other nationalists such as Nehru.

PAPER 03 - Internal Assessment, Unit 1 and Unit 2
Presentation of Paper
There was continued improvement in the presentation of the research papers. Several papers were
typed in double space which made them more reader friendly. Also, many candidates properly used
footnotes and bibliographical references and candidates demonstrated an understanding of the wider
historical context of the topics that they investigated.
However, they are still instances where these important conventions of the historical method such as
the use of endnotes/footnotes and a bibliography, were either not followed or were improperly done.
Also, some candidates did not follow the convention of presenting a research project with an
introduction, a conclusion and a bibliography. Teachers should encourage candidates to pay attention
to these important research skills. These requirements are clearly set out in the syllabus and the
teachers are reminded that it is their responsibility to guide the candidates in their use. Additionally,
teachers are reminded that candidates will be severely penalized for plagiarism and candidates must
be warned against “cut and paste” projects which access to the internet, unfortunately, encourages.
This is a serious issue that has to be addressed early as too many candidates arrive at tertiary level
institutions and claim ignorance of the malpractice.
It is the responsibility of teachers to wean candidates from the CSEC literature and to expose
candidates to higher level publications so that the candidates will develop the analytical skills and be
more aware of the content required for the CAPE level. Accordingly, teachers have to encourage
respective schools to expand the holdings of their libraries.
The length of the papers remains a problem for some candidates who either include rambling and
unfocused introductions that push papers over the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words, or
present minimal efforts.

Content and Discussion
Many candidates deserve congratulations for demonstrating good research skills and analytical
approaches to their topics and their teachers deserve commendations for their guidance. However,
there is still room for improvement and teachers’ guidance is crucial as some projects were too
descriptive, rushed and contained sweeping and unsubstantiated generalizations.
The teachers have the task of ensuring that the topics for the research paper are relevant to the
syllabus and since the syllabus has clearly stated objectives candidates have no excuse for choosing
topics extraneous to the syllabus. Topics must be specific and focused so that candidates will not be
hard pressed to stay within the word limit and to present well-structured papers. Still too many papers
were descriptive and not sufficiently analytical and there was clear evidence that some projects were
rushed.
Administrative Forms
Most teachers submitted the relevant documentation in accordance with CXC’s requirements.
Recommendations
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On the whole, most candidates had some knowledge of the requirements of the examination.
However, there is still room for improvement. Some attention should be paid to the following areas:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Structured reading exercises
Supervised research
Use of resource materials, such as documentaries on the American Revolution
Time lines involved in most historical events
Practice in answering document-based questions
Developing a sense of historical time period
Greater use of primary sources which could improve analytical skills
Concept mapping
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The format of the Examination in CAPE History is similar for both Unit 1 and 2.
Paper 01 in each Unit consisted of nine short-answer questions, three on each Module. The questions
were intended to assess the range of content covered by the syllabus, and questions were set on each
theme. Candidates were expected to answer all nine questions. This paper was worth 30 per cent of
the candidates’ overall grade.
Paper 02, on the other hand, emphazied depth of coverage. Three questions were set on each Module,
one of which required candidates to analyse extracts from a set of documents related to one of the
themes in the Module. The other two questions were extended essays. Both the document analysis
and the essay questions required well-developed and clearly reasoned responses. Candidates were
required to choose three questions, one from each Module. They were required to respond to one
document analysis and two essay questions. This paper contributed 50 per cent to the candidates’
overall grade.
Paper 03, was the Internal Assessment component. Candidates were required to complete a research
paper on a topic of their choice from within the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the
candidates’ overall grade.

Unit 1: The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Paper 01- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
Question 1
This question required candidates to outline three ways in which the economic activities of two
groups of indigenous peoples from different categories listed in the syllabus were different. Several
responses were informed, but too many either neglected to choose from different categories or
confused economic activities with social or political activities of the respective groups, or failed to
offer comparisons. Teachers need to ensure that the candidates expand on the sometimes basic
information they gathered on these societies at the CSEC level.
Question 2
This question asked candidates to state two different types of evidence that indicate a Nordic presence
in the Americas in the pre-Columbian period and to give two examples of each type of evidence.
Several responses were informed about archaeological evidence, such as woodworking items, Viking
architectural structures and various Norse artifacts or Nordic sagas. However, others confused the
Nordic with the African presence, suggesting that the topic had not been covered fully.
Question 3
This question required three brief descriptions of ways in which the Caribbean was transformed by
Spanish settlement up to1600. The responses were generally well informed, highlighting factors such
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as the spread of European diseases, plants and animals, the introduction of a new religion and new
social and political institutions. There is good preparation for this part of the syllabus.

Module 2
Question 4
This question asked for three factors that contributed to the high death rate among enslaved Africans
in the Caribbean during the eighteenth century. Several relevant factors were provided, such as poor
and inadequate diet, harsh treatment, contagious diseases, severe work regime and high infant
mortality. However, some candidates misread the question and so included the conditions of the
middle passage or focused on the indigenous peoples in the 16th century. Teachers cannot
overemphasize the importance of carefully reading the questions.
Question 5
This question required candidates to select any one of four slave rebellions mentioned in the syllabus
and to explain why the rebellion selected was suppressed. There were some well informed responses
stressing factors such as superior military technology and resources, ethic divisions among slaves,
divided leadership and inadequate planning. However, some students still confuse the Jamaica
rebellion of 1831-1832 with the Morant Bay rebellion in 1865.
Question 6
This question asked for an outline of three arguments that were used by the supporters of the abolition
movement to justify the ending of the trans-Atlantic trade in enslaved Africans to the British colonies.
Several responses incorrectly focused on the abolition of slavery, and not the abolition of the slave
trade. Teachers are again encouraged to cover the syllabus and also to guide candidates to pay
particular attention to questions.

Module 3
Question 7
This question required the candidates to select one of the three workers’ rebellions listed in the
syllabus and to outline three consequences of the workers’ rebellion selected. The 1865 Morant Bay
(Jamaica) rebellion was the popular choice and the responses on the 1876 Confederation Riots
(Barbados) and on the 1862 Labour Protest (St. Vincent) was fairly well informed. However,
candidates still confused the Sam Sharpe Rebellion (1831) with the Morant Bay Rebellion and seem
to have no appreciation of the different time lines involved. This is a recurring problem with this topic
and teachers are encouraged again to ensure that this sort of confusion is avoided.
Question 8
This question asked candidates to briefly outline three internal factors that hindered Haiti’s
development between 1804 and 1825. Candidates were most familiar with factors such as political
instability, conflict between the black and mulattoes and the impact of the destruction of the economic
infrastructure during the revolutionary war. However, some candidates confused the time period and
included factors that related to the period before 1804 or included external factors. Again, candidates
need to focus on the relevant time frame and on the issues asked.
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Question 9
This question asked for an outline of three factors that contributed to the growth of nationalism in the
British Caribbean after 1930. Informed responses mentioned the growth of trade unions and political
parties, the support for the idea of federation, the influence of independence movement in India and
Africa and the emergence of strong nationalist leaders. Several responses however, were unfocused
and misinformed indicating that this topic is not widely covered. Teachers are reminded that the
structure of the examination requires that the syllabus be covered.

Paper 02- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of Spanish conquest in the
Americas up to 1550 and the candidates were asked four questions (a) – (d) related to the theme as
developed in these extracts. This was a very popular question and several of the responses were fairly
well informed with candidates demonstrating a good understanding of the salient issues, though some
answers confused sections (b) and (c), and found question (d) challenging. Teachers are reminded
that they must encourage candidates to develop thoughtful approaches to topics since the CAPE level
requires higher skills of analysis and explanation than at CSEC. This is vital since the questions in the
document based items are not specific to the precise content of the extracts but requires candidates to
transfer knowledge appropriately.
Question 2
This question required an examination of the evidence of well-developed political and social systems
in any one advanced mainland indigenous group in the Americas in the pre-Columbian period. The
candidates focused primarily on the Mayas but some of the answers were descriptive and basic.
Essentially, candidates lacked an analytical approach and relied on listing information. Candidates
have to develop critical thinking skills and teachers are expected to assist this transition from CSEC
level responses.
Question 3
This question asked for a discussion of the factors that led to contact between West Africa and Europe
in the fifteenth century. There were few responses and several focused incorrectly on the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries at the height of the transatlantic trade in African captives. Instead, the
question required a discussion of the factors that accounted for the European presence on the West
African coast before Columbus. Indeed, one is left to wonder if this section of the syllabus was
covered.

Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts that focused on the Haitian Revolution,
1791-1804 and the candidates were asked four questions (a) – (d) on the respective themes in the
documents. Surprisingly, given the centrality of the topic to both the CSEC and CAPE syllabi, the
responses suggested that candidates are ignorant of how the cultural practices of the enslaved assisted
their revolution or how the coming of the French Revolution provided favourable circumstance to the
success of the slave revolt in Haiti. This suggests that the topic is not being properly covered and
teachers are strongly urged to reassess their approach to this topic.
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Question 5
This question required candidates to explain how the economic systems that were developed by the
enslaved people in the Caribbean contributed to their survival. There were some well informed
responses that stressed factors such as how the provision grounds provided vital psychological space
for the enslaved, improved their diet and marketing and huckerstering earned economic resources that
benefitted the enslaved community. However, some candidates incorrectly focused outside the period
to include post slavery society. Further, several responses demonstrated knowledge of the material but
were not sufficiently analytical. Teachers must give special attention to how candidates approach
questions. More analysis and discussion must be encouraged.
Question 6
This question required candidates to assess the factors that contributed to the abolition of the transAtlantic trade in Africans to the Caribbean. The main challenge in this case was one of analysis and
interpretation of the question for several responses confused the respective abolitions of the slave
trade and slavery. Further, several responses focused exclusively on the British Caribbean to the
neglect to the French and Spanish areas. Again, the issue of proper coverage of the syllabus must be
raised and teachers are reminded that this is required if the candidates are to perform well. Candidates
also need develop better analytical and essay writing skills.

Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of federation in the British
West Indies in the twentieth century with three questions (a) – (c) related to the extracts. Many
candidates were familiar with the issues in questions (b) and (c), but did not always comment on
them analytically, while the uninformed responses to question (a) underscore lack of full coverage of
the topic and the continued reliance on prior CSEC knowledge of this theme without further exposure
at the CAPE level.
Question 8
This question required the candidates to assess the extent to which Indian indentured labourers’
experienced exploitative working conditions in the British Caribbean between 1860 and 1917. This
question was very popular and generally satisfactorily done and the better responses presented
informed and balanced answers, highlighting both the exploitative experience and the benefits that the
Indians gained from their experience. Still, better marks would have been earned if more answers
were analytical and less descriptive and teachers are reminded of the importance of essay writing
skills.
Question 9
This question asked for a discussion of the view the closer relationships between Cuba and the
English-speaking Caribbean countries brought both benefits and political tensions to the region
between 1974 and 1983. The responses were very mediocre and unfocused in several instances. Few
candidates articulate clearly how the Caribbean benefitted from Cuban resources and professional
expertise, but that this strained their traditional relationship with the United States in the context of the
Cold War, and also led to tensions within CARICOM since territories and political parties had
different approaches to socialism. Some answers somehow focused on the relations between Cuba
and the USA relations after 1959. This strongly suggests that this topic in the syllabus is not being
covered evenly.
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Unit 2: The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
Paper 01- Short Responses that Test Coverage
Module 1
Question 1
This question asked for an outline of three factors that contributed to European rivalry in the
Americas up to 1763. The responses were informed and focused on issues such as areas of settlement,
strategic potential of some islands, economic resources and religion.
Question 2
This question was in two parts. First, candidates were asked to state the reason why West Africa’s
trade expanded from the trans-Saharan route to the West Africa cost after 1450. Second, students
were to explain two effects on West Africa of the expansion from the trans-Saharan route to the West
African coast. The answers to part one were particularly uninformed because students seemed
unfamiliar with that part of the syllabus. Indeed, answers to part two were a little more focused as
candidates manipulated information on the West African slave trade, though sometime more relevant
to a later stage. Teachers are reminded that the syllabus should be fully covered and the European
contact with West Africa preceded the Trans Atlantic trade.
Question 3
This question asked the candidates to outline three reasons for the growing rift between Britain and
her North American colonies in the years leading up to the outbreak of the War of Independence in
1776. There were some good responses, informed and focused that confirm coverage of the topic.
However, some answers confused the time period and the issue by writing about Manifest Destiny.

Module 2
Question 4
This question asked for an outline of three consequences for the Atlantic world of the Industrial
Revolution in Britain. The responses were very mixed and some candidates were clearly informed on
relevant issues such as the spread of industrialization, the overseas investment of surplus capital in
colonies and independent areas such as North America and Latin America. However, other responses
focused incorrectly on the internal impact on Britain or seemed uninformed as to the concept of the
Atlantic World. Teachers are reminded again to cover the syllabus and to encourage candidates to
pay close attention to the question asked.
Question 5
This question asked candidates to outline three reasons for the United States of America’s continental
expansion in the nineteenth century. There were some focused answers but too many candidates
confused internal expansion in the United States in the nineteenth century with expansion in the
Caribbean in the twentieth century. Teachers need to ensure that this topic is approached with greater
clarity.
Question 6
This question required an explanation of two external factors that contributed to the independence of
either Venezuela or Brazil. Although, they were good responses, particularly on Brazil, some
students disregarded the time frame of the respective independence movements and included factors
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that were more relevant to the post independence period in the nineteenth century. Others incorrectly
focused on internal factors, indicating that this theme in the syllabus is still neglected, and teachers are
reminded that coverage of the syllabus is required.

Module 3
Question 7
This question asked for an explanation of three factors that assisted Adolf Hitler’s rise to power in
Germany by 1933. The responses were generally informed and highlighted the political instability
and social and economic hardships that encouraged people to support Hitler who promised strong
government and to restore German pride that felt humiliated by the Treaty of Versailles. Still, some
candidates misinterpreted the question and focused on the effects of Nazism. Teachers need to
emphasize to candidates the importance of paying close attention to questions.
Question 8
This question had two parts. First, candidates were asked to identify two international agreements in
the 1930s that contributed to the outbreak of war in 1939. Second, they were asked to briefly explain
how each agreement so identified contributed to the outbreak of war in 1939. The responses were
disappointingly uniformed and unfocused, as several candidates were unfamiliar with the Munich
Agreement (1938) and the Soviet-German Pact (1939). Indeed, even candidates who attempted
relevant answers had limited understanding of the topic. It is clear this section of the syllabus was not
covered and teachers must bear in mind that neglect of aspects of the syllabus will only lower the
performance of candidates.
Question 9
This required the candidates to explain how the Indian nationalist movement benefited from the
principles of Mohandus (Mahatma) Gandhi. Several candidates provided good responses and
appreciating how Gandhi’s principles of non-violence and acts of civil disobedience, as well as his
personal asceticism inspired international support for the nationalist movement, and how his
opposition to communal hostilities broadened the base of the Indian National Congress Party. It is
clear that this part of the syllabus was well covered.

Paper 02- Structured Document Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the theme of the French Revolution
and candidates were asked three questions (a) – (c) related to the theme as developed in these extracts.
The responses were generally satisfactory, especially for sections (a) and (b). However, the responses
to section (c) were often confused as some candidates seemed ignorant of the strong measures that
were adopted by the National Convention in 1793, as well as the context of their adoption, suggesting
incomplete coverage of the topic. Also, candidates tended to list relevant information without
offering explanations as was required (b). Teachers are reminded that higher levels of analysis are
required at this level and that they should stress analysis and context above the mere accumulation of
information.
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Question 2
This question required an essay examining the social and economic factors that influenced European
settlement in North America between 1600 and 1763. This was not a very popular question, but some
of the responses indicate that candidates were familiar with the relevant material, though others
confused the time frame and focused incorrectly on the earlier period of discovery and conquest.
Also, some of the responses were descriptive and did not develop the points. Candidates need more
guidance as to how to approach essay questions.
Question 3
This question asked the candidates to discuss the main ideas of the European Enlightenment and to
comment on their impact on the American War of Independence. This was a popular question and the
candidates were clearly informed on the ideas of the Enlightenment. However, some were challenged
to apply them to the American War of Independence. This raises the issue of approaches to the
material for it is pointless to accumulate information and not have an appreciation of its significance
in the period. One expected more candidates to have demonstrated how the ideas of the
Enlightenment inspired the Americans. Teachers are reminded of the importance of developing both
analytical and good essay writing skills.

Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on industrialization in the United States of
America in the nineteenth century and the candidates were asked four questions (a) – (d) on the
respective themes in the documents. Candidates were familiar with the material for (a) and (c),
though the responses were not always analytical and some paraphrased the extracts. Questions (b)
and (d) were not well done and the responses strongly suggested that either this aspect of the topic is
not covered fully, or candidates are learning details without appreciating their significance. It is clear
that candidates need more guidance as to how to approach the document questions and in developing
analytical skills.
Question 5
This question required an essay that examined the view that the Atlantic economy contributed
significantly to the Industrial Revolution in Britain. There were some informed answers but several
responses were unfocused and candidates wrote about the internal factors in England that contributed
to the Industrial Revolution in England and neglected to discuss the extent to which the Atlantic
economy contributed. Such incorrect approaches may have resulted from either poor essay writing
skills or from the fact that this part of the syllabus is inadequately covered. Again, teachers are
reminded of the importance of covering the topics in the syllabus and in developing good essay
writing skills.
Question 6
This question asked the candidates to discuss the factors that influenced economic development in
either Brazil or Venezuela after their independence up to 1900. As is often the case, Brazil was the
place of choice. However, the responses often neglected the time frame of the question and focused
instead on the factors that led up to independence. This indicates that this topic is still only partially
covered with candidates receiving limited exposure to post independence developments.
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Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the outbreak of World War 1, with
four questions (a) – (d) related to the extracts. This was a very popular question and there were some
well informed responses, and it is clear that candidates have been reasonably exposed to issues around
the outbreak of World War 1, a striking contrast to the situation with World War 2. It is important to
ensure that the topics are evenly and properly covered.
Question 8
This question required candidates to discuss the factors that led to the Bolshevik’s seizure of power in
Russia in 1917. There were some very good answers and many candidates demonstrated that they had
been exposed to the relevant information, such as the failure of the Provisional Government to address
pressing issues of land reform and the self rule for national minorities, the corrosive effects of World
War 1 and the return and leadership of Lenin. However, some candidates were defeated by poor
essay writing skills, relying on narrative and not analysis. The issue of essay writing needs to be
addressed.
Question 9
This question asked the candidates to assess the view the Apartheid system in South Africa was
defeated mainly by internal developments after 1960. The responses were unbalanced and
demonstrated a general inability to weigh the significance of internal as against external developments
to the ending of Apartheid. This may be a result of candidates with limited knowledge of the topic and
inadequate writing essay skills. It is critical that candidates complete the syllabus and build on the
CSEC level of analysis and writing.

Internal Assessment, Unit 1 and Unit 2
Presentation of Paper
There was continued improvement in the presentation of the research papers. Several papers were
typed in double space which made them more reader friendly. Also, many candidates properly used
footnotes and bibliographical references and candidates demonstrated an understanding of the wider
historical context of the topics that they investigated.
However, they are still instances where these important conventions of the historical method such as
the use of endnotes/footnotes and a bibliography, were either not followed or were improperly done.
Also, some candidates did not follow the convention for presenting a research project with an
introduction, a conclusion and a bibliography. The teachers should encourage candidates to pay
attention to these important research skills. These requirements are clearly set out in the syllabus and
the teachers are reminded that it is their responsibility to guide the candidates in their use.
Additionally, teachers are reminded that candidates will be severely penalized for plagiarism and
candidates must be warned against “cut and paste” projects which access to the internet,
unfortunately, encourages. This is a serious issue that has to be addressed early as too many
candidates arrive at tertiary level institutions and claim ignorance of the malpractice.
It is the responsibility of the teachers to wean candidates from the CSEC literature and to expose
candidates to higher level publications so that the candidates will develop the analytical skills and be
more aware of the content required for the CAPE level. Accordingly, teachers have to encourage
respective schools to expand the holdings on their libraries.
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The length of the papers remains a problem for some candidates who either include rambling and
unfocused introductions that push papers over the word limit of between 1500 and 2000 words, or
present minimal efforts.
Content and Discussion
Many candidates deserve congratulations for demonstrating good research skills and analytical
approaches to their topics and their teachers deserve commendations for their guidance. However,
there is still room for improvement and teachers’ guidance is crucial as some projects were too
descriptive, rushed and contained sweeping and unsubstantiated generalizations.
The teachers have the task of ensuring that the topics for the research paper are relevant to the
syllabus and since the syllabus has clearly stated objectives candidates have no excuse for choosing
topics extraneous to the syllabus. Topics must be specific and focused so that candidates will not be
hard pressed to stay within the word limit and to present well-structured papers. Still too many papers
were descriptive and not sufficiently analytical and there was clear evidence that some projects were
rushed.
Administrative Forms
Most teachers submitted the relevant administrative forms in accordance with CXC’s requirements.
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HISTORY
CARIBBEAN ADVACED PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS
MAY/JUNE 2009
GENERAL COMMENTS
The format of the examination in CAPE History is similar for Units 1 and 2. The year 2009 marked
the first examination in which Paper 01 in both Units was examined by 45 multiple-choice questions,
fifteen on each Module. Candidates were required to answer all questions and each correct answer
was rewarded with no penalty for incorrect answers. Paper 01 contributed 30 per cent to the
candidate‟s overall grade in each Unit. The questions aimed at assessing the range of content and
skills covered by the syllabus.
Paper 02 comprised nine questions and candidates were required to answer three. This paper
contributed 50 per cent to the candidates‟ overall grade and assessed depth rather than breadth of
knowledge. Three of the questions, one from each Module, required candidates to analyse extracts
from primary documents on one of the themes in the Modules. Candidates were required to answer
one of the three document-based questions. The responses were to be reasoned, clear and welldeveloped. The other six questions were extended essay question and candidates were required to
answer two of these with clearly stated and well-developed arguments.
Paper 03A, the Internal Assessment component, required candidates to submit a research paper on a
topic selected from the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the overall grade of the
candidate.
Paper 03B was the alternative paper to the Internal Assessment for private candidates. These
candidates were expected to demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic
related to one of the six themes in the three Modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the
candidate‟s overall grade.

DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT I
The Caribbean in the Atlantic World
Paper 01
Multiple-Choice Questions
This paper represents a change in the format of the examination. Prior to 2009, candidates were
required to provide short responses to nine questions covering the three Modules. In 2009, the paper
assessed candidates‟ coverage of the syllabus with multiple-choice questions which tested their recall
of content, as well as their interpretive and analytical skills. There were fifteen questions on each of
the three Modules for a total of forty-five questions. The performance was satisfactory though
candidates‟ content coverage of several themes seemed to have been limited.
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Paper 02
Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
This paper examined candidates‟ depth of knowledge, their ability to understand and analyse
historical data and their ability to communicate using a well structured argument.
Module 1
Question 1
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the early contact between West
Africans and Europeans up to 1492 and the Spanish settlements in the Americas up to 1600. The
candidates were asked four questions, (a) to (d), related to the themes as developed in these extracts.
Candidates too often treated this and other similar questions as if they were comprehension questions.
The questions required the candidates to use each extract as a stimulus and bring their own knowledge
of the issue/event addressed by the extract to answer the question.
Question 2
This question required an analysis of the view that the technological superiority of the Spaniards did
not fully explain the conquest of the Aztecs and Incas between 1519 and 1533. Generally, candidates
demonstrated knowledge of the encounter between the Europeans and the indigenous groups and
some were able to debate the relative importance of the different factors of the conquest, taking the
analysis to a higher level.
Question 3
In this question, candidates were required to compare the political organization of two indigenous
groups, one from each category (Category 1: Aztec, Inca, Maya); (Category 2: Kalinago, Taino,
Tupi). Most candidates had a general knowledge of the groups selected though they almost all
ignored the Tupi. However, too many candidates wrote generally of the lifestyles of the groups
instead of focusing on their political organization. It was obvious that the candidates were not only
relying on Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC) knowledge, but also that the prevailing
tendency was to narrate instead of collate or classify historical data.
Module 2
Question 4
This question comprised three short extracts from primary documents on slave resistance and
planters‟ control. The candidates were required to answer four questions, (a) to (d), on the theme as
represented in the document. The candidates, while not ignorant of issues of resistance, found it
difficult to apply such knowledge to the questions asked.
Question 5
This question required an essay that discussed the similarities between chattel slavery and European
indentureship in the Caribbean. Too many candidates focused on Indian (and to a lesser extent
Chinese and Portuguese) indentureship and addressed the similarities between slavery and the
conditions of the Asian immigrants when the question required a discussion on „European
indentureship‟. The responses suggested that candidates did not study topics with an understanding of
which Module covered that theme. Candidates also seemed to have prepared questions and on
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recognising a term from the prepared question, proceeded to write the prepared response instead of
carefully reading the actual question asked. In reference to this particular question, while the concepts
used were lifted from the syllabus, candidates did not seem to recognise the context from which they
were taken.
Question 6
This essay question required a discussion of the view that the disintegration of the system of
enslavement was the result of forces from within as well as from outside the Caribbean. Candidates
offered responses which tended to generalise about causes of emancipation and were skewed towards
the emancipation movement in the British Caribbean.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the Cuban Revolution and its impact
on Cuba and Cuba‟s international relations up to 1970. Candidates were asked to answer four
questions, (a) to (d), related to the extracts. This was a popular question but candidates used CSEC
information on Cuba from the theme on the USA in the Caribbean and demonstrated a lack of
knowledge of the 1959 revolution and its aftermath as covered by the documents. They clearly did
not read the documents carefully and/or did not have adequate knowledge of the period cited or the
persons referred to in the documents.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussing the claim that the challenges faced by Haiti in creating a
free society after independence were due mainly to external factors. Candidates had knowledge of
Haiti leading up to independence but were not very conversant with the events that occurred
immediately after. Once again, inadequate preparation could have led candidates to fall back on
previous but irrelevant knowledge. The question reflected the wording of the syllabus objective
which deals with attempts to “create a free society” and the time frame of the question is reflected in
the theme in the syllabus which refers to Haiti after independence: 1804 – 1825.
Question 9
This question asked candidates to discuss the movement towards regional integration in the British
Caribbean between 1947 and 1974. Too many candidates demonstrated a lack of knowledge of this
theme which requires specific knowledge on the topic. The question lifted a sub-theme from the
syllabus for this question. The sub-theme set out clearly the categories to be addressed, which meant
that, with adequate preparation, the question could have been very well answered.

UNIT 2
The Atlantic World and Global Transformations
Paper 01
Multiple Choice Questions
This paper represents a change from nine short-answer questions to 45 multiple-choice questions. As
in Unit 1, there were fifteen questions on each of the three Modules in the syllabus. The specific
nature of some of the questions could have proven a challenge to those candidates who were
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unprepared for the breadth of the knowledge required. Candidates are advised that satisfactory
performance in this paper requires adequate coverage of all themes in the syllabus.
Paper 02
Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1
Question 1
This question comprised three short documentary extracts on the theme of European settlement and
rivalry in the Atlantic up to the seventeenth century. The candidates were asked four questions, (a) to
(d), related to the theme as developed in these extracts. The responses suggested that candidates were
generally not very conversant with how to answer document-based questions.
In responding to document-based questions, candidates are expected to demonstrate relevant skills
and knowledge over and beyond that contained in the extract. Hence, document-based questions
should not be viewed as a comprehension exercise.
Question 2
This question required an essay discussing how West African societies were affected by the contact
with Europeans from the mid–fifteenth century to the end of the eighteenth century. Candidates
tended to focus on the traditional perspective of the negatives of the contact and the theory of
underdevelopment.
Question 3
In this question candidates were required to discuss how the ideas of the Enlightenment shaped the
birth of the American republic between 1775 and 1787. Most candidates had general knowledge of
the ideas of Enlightenment but only some of those who attempted this question were able to apply that
knowledge to show how the ideas were reflected in the birth of the American republic. That there
were some exceptional thinkers among the candidates was evidenced in the thorough and
comprehensive responses from regrettably few candidates.
Module 2
Question 4
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents which sought to test
candidates‟ understanding of Manifest Destiny. The candidates were required to answer four
questions, (a) to (d), on the theme as represented in the documents. Many candidates had difficulty in
providing the required response to Question (a); they clearly did not grasp the principles underlying
the concept of Manifest Destiny even though it is explicitly identified in the theme. Nevertheless,
some knew the specifics of the actions motivated by Manifest Destiny.
Question 5
This question required an essay on the events which led to the achievement of political independence
in either Brazil or Venezuela in the 1820s. Most candidates chose to write on Brazil but the question
was not well done; candidates were unable to identify specific events and make the link between such
events and the achievement of independence. Responses spoke of the „influences‟ as opposed to the
„events‟ as required by the question. Some events were not recognised as such. Once again,
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responses suggested that candidates prepared questions rather than general themes which impacted on
their ability to respond adequately to various aspects of particular themes.

Question 6
This question was based on a quotation and required an essay on the claim that the Industrial
Revolution contributed significantly to the Atlantic economies with reference to the developments in
Britain after 1750. The question proved challenging for many candidates as they seemed to have been
accustomed to approaching the theme from a different perspective. Some candidates misinterpreted
the question and wrote on the developments in Britain without relating them to the contribution that
such developments made to the Atlantic economies. Where a causal link was seen between the
developments and the Atlantic economies, the usual approach to them was taken – that is, the
contribution of the Atlantic economies to the developments in Britain (the Eric Williams thesis).
In responding to this question, therefore, some candidates generally ignored the quote and
misinterpreted the question which they apparently read in isolation from the quote. This led them to
write in a single-minded way on the Industrial Revolution itself rather than on how it contributed to
the Atlantic economies.
Module 3
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the liberation struggles in South
Africa. Candidates were asked to answer four questions, (a) to (d), related to the extracts. Some
candidates lacked specific knowledge of various aspects of the topic, for example, the Soweto
uprising. Some candidates managed to obtain a few marks for Part (d) which tested their knowledge
of the factors responsible for the overthrow of the Apartheid system in the 1990s. However, they
provided general current knowledge with limited or no historical context.
Question 8
This question required an essay assessing the factors that led to the outbreak of World War II in
relation to the assertion that the Treaty of Versailles brought a formal end to World War I and paved
the way for World War II. Candidates wrote generally about the causes of the war and did not
examine the clauses of the Treaty of Versailles which led to the outbreak of the second war. This
suggested that candidates prepared for specific questions and did not attempt to understand what the
current question required.
To perform satisfactorily on this examination, candidates should understand all aspects of each theme
in the syllabus and not rely on the recall of prepared questions.
Question 9
This question asked candidates to discuss the view that Germany had become a racial and fascist state
by 1945. The candidates who attempted the question obviously studied the topic and were reasonably
familiar with the issues. They were able to identify the issues related to the categories identified in
the question – „racial‟ and „fascist‟.
General Comments
While the papers were set with careful attention to the objectives being tested in each Module, some
candidates seemed ill-prepared to address any question that did not follow the established pattern of
previous years. In some instances, it was evident that the responses proffered by candidates were for
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questions for which they had prepared rather than for questions actually asked, although the content of
their responses related to the particular theme. Candidates and teachers are urged to use the syllabus
to prepare so that all possible interpretations of a theme as guided by the stated objectives can be
explored and examined.
Paper 03A
Internal Assessment
This paper is the Internal Assessment component for Units 1 and 2. In general, candidates adhered to
the word limit stipulated by the syllabus, and produced work of acceptable quality. However, there
were instances where the following weaknesses were evident:
(a)

the poor construction/conceptualization of thesis statements ;

(b)

the over-reliance on CSEC texts;

(c)

the limited knowledge displayed by candidates regarding the conventions for writing
a History research paper;

(d)

failure to provide the historical setting for the research papers, giving instead personal
reasons for doing the research;

(e)

the overuse of headings and subheadings in the body of the work which distracted
from the flow of the work, and the preponderance of narrative at the expense of
analysis;

(f)

failure to demonstrate an understanding of what goes into the conclusion of a paper
by introducing new information at this point, for example;

(g)

the overuse of pictures in the body of the research.

With regard to the administrative requirements of the Internal Assessment, it is evident that most
teachers followed the stipulated criteria for marking the research papers and that documents submitted
were accurately and fully completed.

Paper 03B
Alternative to Internal Assessment
Paper 3B is the alternative to the Internal Assessment for private candidates and was written by a very
small number of candidates. Questions were based on the research that would have been conducted
by these candidates. However, performance on this paper was extremely weak. Candidates were
clearly not aware of what was generally required and this was particularly evident in the responses to
Question 4 which required a summarisation of the findings of the research and an assessment of the
significance of those findings. In addition, candidates provided no evidence of specific sources. It is
obvious that the preparation done by the candidates was inadequate to meet the demands of this paper.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The format of the examination in CAPE History is similar for Units 1 and 2. The year 2010 marked the
second examination in which Paper 01 in both units was examined by 45 multiple-choice questions, 15 on
each module. Candidates were required to answer all questions and each correct answer was rewarded
with no penalty for incorrect answers. Paper 01 contributed 30 per cent to candidates’ overall grade in
each unit. The questions aimed at assessing the range of content and skills covered by the syllabus.
Paper 02 comprised nine questions and candidates were required to answer three. This paper contributed
50 per cent to candidates’ overall grade and assessed depth rather than breadth of knowledge. Three of
the questions, one from each module, required candidates to analyse extracts from primary documents on
one of the themes in the modules. Candidates were required to answer one of the three document-based
questions. The responses were to be reasoned, clear and well-developed. The other six questions were
extended essay question and candidates were required to answer two of these with clearly stated and welldeveloped arguments.
Paper 03/1, the Internal Assessment component, required candidates to submit a research paper on a topic
selected from the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the overall grade of candidates.
Paper 03/2 was the alternative paper to the Internal Assessment for private candidates. These candidates
were expected to demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic related to one of the
six themes in the three modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to candidates’ overall grade.

DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT I
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions
This paper represents a change in the format of the examination. Prior to 2009, candidates were required
to provide short responses to nine questions covering the three modules. From 2009, the paper assessed
candidates’ coverage of the syllabus with multiple-choice questions which tested their recall of content as
well as their interpretive and analytical skills. There were 15 questions on each of the three modules, a
total of 45 questions. Performance was satisfactory though candidates’ content coverage of several
themes seemed to have been limited.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
This paper assessed candidates’ depth of knowledge, understanding, evaluation, interpretation and
problem-solving as well as their ability to present a structured and well-expressed historical argument.
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Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts from primary documents on the conquest of the
Amerindians in the sixteenth century. Candidates were asked four questions (a–d) related to the
themes as developed in these extracts. Some candidates treated these as comprehension
questions, giving quotations from the extracts as answers. The questions required candidates to
use each extract as a stimulus to recall the history of the encounter between the Amerindians and
the Spaniards in relation to the issue addressed by the extract. Candidates were expected to give
short answers to the question as directed to discuss, outline or explain. The question was fairly
well done by most candidates in that they knew the basic content; however, some found it
challenging to use the knowledge to address the specifics of the question.
Question 2
This question required an essay on the lifestyles and social arrangements of the pre-Columbian
Amerindian cultures of two indigenous groups, one from each category (Category 1: Aztec,
Inca, Maya; Category 2: Kalinago, Taino, Tupi). Candidates were expected to compare the
lifestyles and social arrangements of the two groups they chose. Candidates demonstrated basic
and general knowledge of the Amerindian groups they chose but were unable to distinguish
between social, economic and political features of the societies. Too often, there was no
comparison to show either differences or similarities as required by the question and, in most
cases, candidates wrote on economic and political arrangements instead of on the social. It
appeared that candidates were relying on CSEC knowledge and found it difficult to classify and
collate their historical knowledge.
Question 3
In this question, candidates were required to examine the claim that Europeans did not penetrate
the interior of western Africa up to 1600. This question was not well done. Some candidates
who had knowledge of European contact with Africa ignored the date [up to 1600] and the
specifics of the question as it related to European contact with Africa. Too often, candidates
wrote a narrative of European exploration, confused the penetration of the interior of Africa with
the arrival of Africans in the Americas and focused on the trans-Atlantic trade, rather than on the
extent of the penetration into the interior of Africa. This suggests the need for candidates to
develop a historical sense of time, place and event.
Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents that related to the experiences
and strategies of survival of enslaved peoples. Candidates were required to answer four
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questions (a–d) on the theme as represented in the document. Candidates, while not ignorant of
issues related to the experiences and strategies of survival of enslaved peoples, found it difficult
to use the knowledge to solve the problems given. For example, they were unable to distinguish
between actions of planters and their causes and those of the enslaved as required for Part (a).
As such, rather than addressing the reasons for planters allotting provision grounds to the
enslaved (causes), most responses dealt with how the enslaved made use of the provision
grounds (effects).
Question 5
This question required candidates to assess the effectiveness of non-violent strategies of
resistance used by the enslaved during slavery. This was a popular question with a few good
responses. The quality of the responses indicated that far too many candidates had knowledge of
the relevant content but were unable to adequately explain the impact of the strategies on the
plantations and the system of slavery.
Question 6
This question required an essay that discussed the contribution of Eric Williams’ decline thesis to
the explanation for dismantlement of the British slave system. The responses were mixed; some
candidates were very clear on the requirements of the question and were fully conversant with
the thesis, the challenges to it and were able to provide a historiographical analysis. Other
candidates merely wrote on the reason for the dismantlement of the British slave system.
Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts that related to the attempts by
Haitian revolutionary leaders to create a free society between 1804 and 1825. Candidates were
asked to answer four questions (a–d) related to the extracts. This was a popular question but
there were only a few good responses; candidates lacked the knowledge required for this
question and encountered some challenges with the relevant vocabulary. It appeared that
candidates’ responses were limited to CSEC knowledge or knowledge from Module 2.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussing the obstacles to worker solidarity between the Asian
immigrant groups and the formerly enslaved in the British Caribbean during the second half of
the nineteenth century. Candidates demonstrated knowledge of immigrants but had a problem
distinguishing between Asian immigrants and other nineteenth-century immigrants. The question
proved challenging for some candidates who did not appear to understand the meaning of the
word ‘solidarity’. Responses often focused on ‘obstacles’ and addressed obstacles encountered
by the two groups.
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Question 9
This question asked candidates to examine the development of regional integration in the British
Caribbean from 1956 to the 1970s. This was a fairly popular question and most candidates
understood the demands of the question. However, some candidates ignored the stated time
frame and wrote of integration before and after the stated period.
Further Comments
Examiners reported that candidates tended to pay very little attention to those areas of Module 1
with which they were familiar and consequently depended on their CSEC knowledge. They also
reported that candidates were inadequately prepared for Module 3 as this Module was taught
during the third term of the school year which was usually cut short by end-of-year examinations
and other co-curricular activities. One recommendation from an Examiner was to start the year
with the less familiar Module 3 to get candidates involved and motivated. Teachers and students
need to approach the programme of study by focusing on the specific objectives as stated in the
syllabus.
UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice Questions

This paper consisted of 45 multiple-choice questions, with 15 questions on each of the three
modules. The questions covered an extensive area of knowledge as set out in the syllabus and
required candidates to recall information as well as to evaluate and assess claims made against
historical evidence. The responses of candidates were generally satisfactory but it must be
reiterated that candidates need to take an interpretative approach to the questions to achieve the
best results.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays

Module 1: Atlantic World - Interactions
Question 1
This question had three short documentary extracts on the American and French Revolutions of
the late eighteenth century. Candidates were asked to answer four questions (a–d) related to
these revolutions and themes developed in the extracts. The responses suggested that candidates,
generally, had not acquired the skill of answering document questions. However, there were a
few good responses, although Parts (b) and (c) were misunderstood or candidates lacked the
relevant knowledge. This suggested that, in some instances, these objectives and themes may
have been misinterpreted.
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Question 2
This question focused on rivalry among European nations in the Americas and required an essay
assessing the causes of that rivalry. Candidates seemed to have understood the requirements of
the question but the responses needed to be more structured.
Question 3
In this question, candidates were required to discuss the extent to which the trans-Atlantic trade
in Africans was a continuation of the social and economic structures that already existed in West
Africa. Candidates discussed the impact of the trans-Atlantic trade in Africans on the Caribbean
rather than on Africa. In instances where they discussed the effects on Africa they spoke of
perceived conditions in Africa — housing and social life — rather than the impact of the trade.
This was surprising since the syllabus addresses this theme in a specific objective and there is
available material for study.
Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents on the Industrial Revolutions in
Britain and the United States of America. Candidates were required to answer four questions
(a–d) on the theme as represented in the document. The question was popular, but, as with most
document questions, was treated as a comprehension exercise rather than a question where the
document should be used as a stimulus. Knowledge of the Industrial Revolution in the USA was
also inadequate and, as a result, candidates had problems interpreting the phrase ‘labour
responded’.
Question 5
This question required an essay that examined the attempts by the USA to fulfil the ideals of
Manifest Destiny within continental North America between 1845 and 1867. There were mixed
responses to this question. Candidates encountered challenges with the concept of ‘continental
North America’ and wrote on the Americas in general. This may be a reflection of candidates’
dependency on the material from CSEC which addresses Manifest Destiny.
Question 6
This question required an essay discussing the view that international developments in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were responsible for the independence of either Brazil
or Venezuela. Most responses focussed on Brazil. The question proved difficult for a few
candidates who were unclear about the meaning of the term ‘international developments’, while
others focused on international developments without discussion of internal developments.
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Module 3 – International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the Russian Revolution.
Candidates were asked to answer four questions (a–d) related to the extracts. This was not a
popular question and there were few good responses. The responses reflected inadequate
preparation.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussing the factors that contributed to the outbreak of World
War I. Candidates were asked to refer to three schools of thought in their responses. The
question was popular and responses demonstrated that candidates were conversant with the topic.
A few candidates wrote about causes of the outbreak generally and ignored the reference to the
‘schools of thought’ but there were some who recognized that they were expected to write about
historians’ perspectives on the causes. The question seemed to have posed a challenge to some
candidates, but speaks to the need for students and teachers alike to be aware of the
interpretations put forward by historians.
Question 9
This question asked candidates to discuss the extent to which the nationalist strategies used by
Mahatma Gandhi to decolonize India were effective. Candidates were familiar with the actions
taken by Gandhi and presented them as steps taken towards independence. Few candidates took
the analysis beyond the narrative account to a more analytic presentation designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of what he did. However, it was a popular question and generally well done.
Further Comments
Performance on Module 3, as reported by the examiners, was only fair; this was felt to be a
reflection of inadequate preparation due mostly to activities during the school year which
militate against completion of the topics.
As stated in earlier subject reports, candidates seemed ill-prepared to address questions that did
not follow the established pattern of previous years. This suggested that candidates rarely
focused on the objectives set out in the syllabus and, as such, when questions deviated from the
perceived pattern of earlier years, they found it difficult to present answers beyond the usual.
The most striking example from Unit 1, Paper 02 was Question 2 which required a discussion of
the lifestyle and social arrangements of the Amerindians. Examiners agreed that candidates
usually prepared questions on the economic and political arrangements of the indigenous peoples
of the Americas and so wrote on those arrangements. Once again, students and teachers are
urged to use the syllabus to prepare for the examination so that all the possible interpretations of
a theme as guided by the stated objectives can be explored and examined. It is also important
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that teachers assist students to become familiar with the language/vocabulary of history. Every
effort should be made to use the language of the discipline in teaching so that students become
familiar with the associated terms.
Paper 03/1 – Internal Assessment (IA)

This paper is the Internal Assessment for Units 1 and 2. In general, students adhered to the word
limit stipulated by the syllabus, and produced work of acceptable quality. However, the
moderation exercise revealed that the problems identified in 2009 persisted with glaring
weaknesses as follows:




Poor construction/conceptualization of thesis statements;
Overuse of narration at the expense of analysis; and
Failure to adhere to the conventions of writing history as it relates to referencing.

The following additional concerns need to be addressed by teachers and students:
 Over reliance on CSEC texts which helps to account for an inadequate level of analysis;
 Failure to provide the historical setting for research papers;
 Overuse of headings and subheadings in the body of the work which distract from the
flow of the work;
 Failure to demonstrate an understanding of what goes into the conclusion of a paper by
introducing new information at the end;
 Ignoring the time frame of the syllabus;
 Failure to carefully select topics which represent CAPE rather than CSEC themes and the
need to select topics which fit the time period of the syllabus;
 Need to pay attention to the historical context of the selected topic;
 Need to use appropriate literature (advanced texts rather than texts more appropriate for
the lower school or CSEC) and credible sources.
It is evident that most teachers followed the stipulated criteria for marking the research papers
and that documents submitted were well completed. However, care should be taken to avoid
giving more marks than are allotted for the criteria.
Paper 03/2 – Alternative to Internal Assessment (IA)

This paper is the alternative paper to the IA for private candidates in both units. Although the
number of candidates increased, performance continues to be weak.
Candidates were expected to respond to four questions (3–6) after they indicated the topic of
their research project. In general, the formulation of the topic was poor; little was provided
beyond the restating of the theme’s title and, when this was attempted, it was not well stated.
The stated reasons for the selection of the topic (Question 3 — the rationale) demonstrated that,
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in general, there was very little historical understanding.
personal.

The reasons given were highly

The procedure for citing sources and their evaluation was clearly not understood by candidates
(Question 4). In fact, there was little indication that there was any understanding of what
constituted an acceptable source.
Questions 5 and 6, which comprised the main part of the paper, were not well done. Candidates
were unable to adequately fit their research topic into the wider context of Caribbean history.
This requirement suggested that they were restricted to research on Caribbean history although
the syllabus has a wider focus. Candidates found it difficult to provide the main findings of the
research and the supporting evidence or assess the significance of the findings. At best, what was
mostly presented was a basic narrative account on the topic.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The format of the examination in CAPE History is similar for Units 1 and 2. The year 2011
marked the third examination in which Paper 01 in both units was examined by 45 multiplechoice questions, 15 on each module. Candidates were required to answer all questions and
each correct answer was rewarded with no penalty for incorrect answers. Paper 01
contributed 30 per cent to candidates’ overall grade in each unit. The questions aimed at
assessing the range of content and skills covered by the syllabus.
Paper 02 comprised nine questions and candidates were required to answer three. This paper
contributed 50 per cent to candidates’ overall grade and assessed depth rather than breadth of
knowledge. Three of the questions, one from each module, required candidates to analyse
extracts from primary documents on one of the themes in the modules. Candidates were
required to answer one of the three document-based questions. The responses were to be
reasoned, clear and well-developed. The other six questions were extended essay questions
and candidates were required to answer two of these with clearly stated and well-developed
arguments.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment component, required candidates to submit a
research paper on a topic selected from the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to
the overall grade of candidates.
For Paper 032, the alternative to the School-Based Assessment, private candidates were
expected to demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic related to one
of the six themes in the three modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to candidates’ overall
grade.

In both Papers 031 and 032, candidates were expected to demonstrate mastery of skills
related to the discipline of history. These skills include interpretation and evaluation of
sources by assessing the usefulness of the sources used in their research, collation and
synthesizing of research data by providing the setting and the context of the topic, identifying
the main historical data found and commenting on the significance of those findings. An
important feature of this paper is the requirement that there should be proper referencing for
all sources using the referencing style of the discipline of history.

DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT I
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions

This paper used multiple-choice questions to test candidates’ coverage of all three modules.
The focus was on knowledge of the themes as well as interpretation and analysis of historical
data. Each of the three modules provided 15 questions for a total of 45 questions. Most
candidates seemed to respond adequately to what was expected in this paper. However, some
candidates still struggled with the skills required to treat questions that were not strictly based
on recall of knowledge. Every effort should be made to help candidates to develop the skill
of deductive reasoning to treat the higher-order questions which require skills of
interpretation and analysis.
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Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays

This paper examined candidates’ depth of knowledge of the content of the syllabus, their
understanding of historical interpretation and debate, and their ability to present a wellstructured, clearly expressed and coherent historical argument based on the evidence.
Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts from primary documents on the civilizations of the
indigenous American peoples and the arrival of the Spaniards. Candidates were asked four
questions (a–d) related to the two issues as developed in these extracts. Candidates were
expected to use the extracts to stimulate their recall of the cultures of the indigenous peoples
and the circumstances of the arrival of the Spaniards in the Caribbean and the mainland of
South America.
Candidates were expected to write short answers with reference to the issues discussed in the
extracts. The challenges identified in the past were still evident this year. There were mixed
responses: some information was widely known but some candidates were not able to link
extracts with specific indigenous groups. Some candidates continued to treat the document
questions as comprehension questions, using quotations from the extracts to give answers
instead of bringing their knowledge to bear on the issues identified in the question. It was
clear that candidates need to pay attention to the political geography related to the
issues/themes studied and to get practice in writing answers required for this type of
assessment.
Question 2
This question required an essay to examine the debate among historians and assess the claim
of a West African presence in the Americas before the arrival of Columbus. This was a fairly
popular question and candidates were aware of key issues in the debate. However, they
tended to recount the elements of the argument without discussion, debate or critique. They
ignored the instruction of the question to assess the view.
Question 3
This question required an examination of the effects of Spanish settlement on the indigenous
peoples of the Caribbean up to 1600. This was a popular choice and there were some
excellent responses. However, most responses were generally satisfactory. There was a clear
imbalance in the responses: candidates had detailed knowledge of the demographic disaster,
knew very little about settlement on the mainland as against the islands and too often focused
on conquest instead of settlement. This again suggested the need for candidates to expand and
deepen their knowledge of the historical geography of the regions whose history they study.
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Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents that related to chattel slavery
in the Caribbean. Candidates were required to answer four questions (a–d) on this theme as it
was discussed in the extracts. While this was not a popular question, some candidates
attempted it. The responses were poor, largely because candidates found the higher-order
questions difficult. Parts (c) and (d) required some abstraction and a comparison of the data
in the document. The candidates were obviously weak in the skills of interpretation and
analysis, skills that are crucial for the use of primary documents. Candidates’ performance
not only reflected limited knowledge of the internal marketing system, but also an inability to
make the distinction between urban and rural survival strategies employed by the enslaved.
Question 5
This question required candidates to discuss the view that one of four anti-slavery rebellions
failed to achieve its primary objective due to a combination of factors. Candidates were
expected to identify the primary objective of the selected rebellion and to discuss whether or
not the objective was achieved. Candidates were expected to provide evidence for the
position taken. There were some good responses but the majority of the responses gained
marks at the lower end of the range of marks.
The less than satisfactory performance of a number of candidates revealed that they did not
have a clear understanding of historical time and were unable to make a distinction between
course and causes, elements that are central to the study of any historical event. Candidates
were not able to make a distinction between the 1831–32 and the 1865 rebellions in Jamaica.
In many instances, there was no distinction between rebellions during slavery and after
slavery and this raises serious questions as to candidates’ understanding of a basic feature of
the discipline – timeline. Candidates need to be exposed to the concepts of ‘cause’ and
‘consequence’ (important second order concepts) and how to analyse the course of events to
understand these. If candidates could achieve this it would move the writing of their essays
beyond narrative accounts that lack a discussion of the specific issues raised in the questions.
Question 6
This question required a discussion on whether or not one of three laws which ended slavery
in the Caribbean was designed to compensate the planters. Candidates were expected to
focus on the provisions of the laws and discuss who the beneficiaries were —the planters or
the enslaved. Not many candidates selected this question and, in most instances when it was
attempted, candidates selected the 1833 Act which ended slavery in the British Caribbean.
The laws which ended slavery in the French and Spanish Caribbean were rarely attempted.
The question was poorly done because it was widely misunderstood. Candidates were
unprepared for this question although the syllabus includes the ‘legislative dismantlement of
the slave systems’ and ‘passing of the Emancipation Acts’. The responses suggested that
some candidates lacked the knowledge required and had prepared for questions on the decline
thesis, the process of or steps to, emancipation and what occurred after emancipation. Once
again, candidates seemed confused about chronology in history.
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Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
social and economic experiences of the Chinese, Indian and Portuguese immigrants during
the indentureship and post-indentureship periods. Candidates were asked to answer four
questions (a–d) related to the extracts. This was the most popular of the document questions
and the overall responses were barely satisfactory which suggested that candidates’
knowledge of immigration was inadequate, especially as it related to the Portuguese as a
distinct immigrant group. The responses also suggested that candidates were not very
knowledgeable about the attitude of the colonial government towards the immigrants and
how the ruling class facilitated the integration of the Portuguese. Candidates found difficulty
interpreting at the appropriate level as they lacked the relevant breadth of knowledge
required. The responses reinforced what was concluded from the other document questions (1
and 4)—that candidates found the document analysis challenging and, in far too many
instances, reverted to regurgitation of what was in the documents.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussing the strategies used by the British-colonized
Caribbean to attain independence in the 1950s and 1960s. This was not a popular question
and when attempted it was poorly done. Once again, candidates were unsure of the time
period addressed and the sequencing of events to produce the causes of another event. It
appeared that some candidates prepared for a question on integration and so wrote on that —
Federation, CARIFTA, CARICOM. Others who had some understanding of the question
wrote mainly on Federation.
Question 9
This question asked candidates to account for the failure of the movement for independence
in the French-colonized Caribbean up to the 1990s. This was one of the unpopular questions
and speaks to what appears to be a challenge in teaching the history of the Caribbean to
candidates in the English-colonized Caribbean. In most instances, the focus is on the
English-colonized Caribbean and so candidates demonstrate a lack of knowledge of the other
areas of the region. Knowledge of the French Caribbean was of Haiti, especially of the
period leading up to the revolution in 1791. As a result, candidates more often than not
wrote of Haiti’s ‘movement’ to independence although the question asked about the ‘failure
of the movement’ and addressed the twentieth century. While this misinterpretation was
likely due to lack of knowledge, it invariably returns to a recurring problem—understanding
the time period.
General Comments
Candidates’ selection of questions and their general performance on this paper indicated that
they were ill-prepared for the second half of the Unit 1 syllabus. The last four questions on
the paper, especially Questions 8 and 9, were poorly done as candidates not only lacked the
knowledge required to give satisfactory responses but were unable to relate the questions to
the historical timeline. Contributory factors may relate to the schools’ calendar and
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competition from co-curricula activities such as sports and other events which reduce
instructional time.
An equally important issue seems to be lack of resources. This was demonstrated in the type
of sources used in the School-Based Assessment projects and those cited in essays. The
texts used were those written for the CSEC level. As such, candidates may not be exposed to
the texts that will improve the depth of knowledge, level of interpretation and analysis
required for advanced level studies. With these limitations, some candidates continue to
focus on the familiar and seek to spot questions rather than prepare for the examination
guided by the objectives set out in the syllabus. Teachers are encouraged to help candidates
to be familiar with the requirements of each section of the syllabus—module, objectives and
themes–to provide a greater understanding as to where each topic fits. Teachers are also
urged to use instructional time to have candidates practise document analysis and prepare and
discuss responses to essay items which demand a range of performances—assess, compare,
discuss, among others.
UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice Questions

In this paper there were 15 questions from each of three modules for a total of 45 questions.
The questions required candidates to have extensive knowledge of the themes as set out in the
syllabus and were designed to test candidates’ ability to recall and analyse historical
information and evaluate and assess claims made against historical evidence. While the
performance of the candidates was generally satisfactory, it is important to emphasize that
this paper tests more than candidates’ ability to recall information. Candidates are expected to
apply all the interpretive skills that are key components of the practice of history. Candidates
are to prepare for this paper just as adequately as they prepare for the essay paper.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1: Atlantic World - Interactions

Question 1
This question had three short documentary extracts on the European Enlightenment.
Candidates were required to study the extracts and then answer four questions (a—d) on
themes developed in the extracts. The responses suggested that this was not a particularly
popular topic which proved surprising as, in the past, candidates seemed fairly conversant
with the Enlightenment and produced some good responses. This question was poorly done
as candidates encountered challenges decoding the questions, particularly Parts (b) and (d).
The overall treatment of this question reinforced what has become obvious—candidates were
not well prepared for the document questions. They struggled with the analysis of the
documents and the higher-order questions, and the synthesis of knowledge from different
sources.
Question 2
This question required knowledge of the reasons behind European settlements in the
Americas up to 1763. Candidates were expected to discuss the assessment that economics
was the motivation for settlement and should have included a discussion and evaluation of the
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reasons for European settlement in the Americas. The responses were satisfactory but
revealed many gaps in candidates’ knowledge of the theme as well as some serious
misconceptions. Candidates tended to focus on the settlement by the Spaniards only, ignoring
the English, French and Dutch. They also tended to write about conquest rather than
settlement. One area of confusion was between African slavery and the encomienda system.
Question 3
In this question, candidates were required to discuss the factors that led to the outbreak of the
French Revolution, with special reference to the role played by royal incompetence. It was
expected that candidates would give a position statement indicating the relative importance of
the failings of the Crown, socioeconomic problems characteristic of the Ancien Regime and
other developments such as famine and inflated prices. The question was fairly well done
with some excellent responses which demonstrated that the topic was well known. However,
some candidates wrote of the Haitian Revolution and of a King Nicolas instead of the French
Revolution and King Louis.
Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents on the emergence of the
United States of America as an industrial power and the consequences of this development.
Candidates were required to answer four questions (a—d) on the theme as presented in the
documents. The question was the most popular of the document questions but candidates
were clearly challenged by the technique of document analysis. The weakness in this area
resulted in a generally weak performance on this question.
Candidates generally lacked depth of knowledge of the theme and sometimes confused the
British Industrial revolution with the industrial revolution in the USA. The responses
demonstrated that candidates did not know the specific factual details that were expected.
Most surprising was their lack of understanding of terms/concepts such as ‘labour
movement’. This suggested that candidates need to get familiar with the vocabulary of the
discipline and the substantive concepts which relate to the topics studied.
Question 5
This question addressed the interest of the United States of America in the Caribbean from
the early nineteenth century to 1945. Candidates were required to write an essay that
explained the motivation for the USA’s involvement in the Caribbean. Generally, responses
were good but too many candidates were unclear about the political geography addressed by
the question, and were not aware that they needed to write a response from the perspective of
the USA. Too often the focus was on what the USA did rather than why they got involved in
the Caribbean.
Question 6
This question required an essay on the consolidation of independence in either Brazil or
Venezuela. Candidates were required to either discuss the view that, for Brazil, consolidation
was relatively easy between 1822 and 1840 or account for the challenges encountered by
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Venezuela in consolidating its independence between 1811 and 1830. The question on Brazil
was the more popular one and candidates were obviously familiar with the content. However,
they wrote narrative accounts rather than focused on the requirements of the question.
Few candidates selected the question on Venezuela and it was not well done. Generally,
candidates struggled with writing analytic responses. Candidates were unable to use their
knowledge of the movements for independence, the delay in gaining recognition, the reasons
for the delay or the factors which facilitated the recognition, in answering the question. They
seemed to struggle with the term ‘consolidate’ and this revealed that candidates need to
expand their reading in keeping with the requirements of advanced level history.
Module 3: International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts on the outbreak of World Wars I
and II. Candidates were asked to answer four questions (a—d) related to the extracts. This
was the most popular of the three document questions, and though there were a few good
responses, the majority of candidates who attempted this question encountered challenges.
The treatment of the question confirmed that candidates found it difficult to apply knowledge
to problem solving. Too many candidates were unable to distinguish between foreign policy
(the focus of the question) and domestic policy and so spent time addressing what Hitler did
within Germany.
Question 8
This question required discussion of the factors that contributed to the outbreak of the
Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, with specific reference to the role of World War I. Candidates
were expected to address the fact that there was no one explanation for the outbreak of the
revolution and that it was caused by an interplay of factors. The question was not only
popular but was well done by several candidates. Given that a number of candidates did well
on this question, it was of some concern that some candidates were unable to dissect the
question and wrote on World War I instead of the Bolshevik Revolution. Every effort must
be made to incorporate analysis of questions in preparation for the examination.
Question 9
This question required candidates to examine the reasons for the national liberation
movement in South Africa from the 1950s to the 1990s. Several candidates wrote very good
responses but too many of the responses indicated the challenges faced by candidates in
applying knowledge to problem solving, that is, how to interpret questions. Candidates’
responses seemed to suggest that they studied the biography of Nelson Mandela and so wrote
on his contributions or gave an account of his biography instead of reasons for the movement.
General Comments
Candidates’ performance was generally better in Unit 2 than in Unit 1. There was the
recurring concern as to the extent to which candidates were prepared for the examination and
adequately focused on the objectives and themes as set out in the syllabus. Candidates were
especially challenged by the document questions, and many seemed to be lacking in the skills
needed for the document analysis. For the essay questions, in both Units 1 and 2, it seemed
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that candidates were not sufficiently exposed to diverse types of questions and so found it
difficult to interpret some questions. For example, questions which provided a statement and
asked candidates to respond to the claim of the question proved especially challenging.
Candidates seemed distracted by the statements or failed to read them fully before beginning
a response. In some instances, it appeared that they either did not read the questions fully or
prepared particular questions and so reproduced whatever was prepared. Question 8 in Unit 2
was an example where candidates wrote on World War I instead of on the Bolshevik
Revolution. Some candidates clearly need to be taught how to dissect questions and should be
exposed to the different ways in which question are formulated.
It is important to reiterate that attention must be given to inculcating the following
requirements of the discipline of history:


The importance of time. Every historical event or experience has a timeline and a
context. Understanding the context and the time sequence helps in the explanation of
history, that is, deciding on the cause of the event or the experience.



Concepts that are characteristics of the discipline. This requires the explicit and
purposeful teaching of historical concepts (concept teaching). This will certainly help
candidates to differentiate between concepts such as war or revolt as against
revolution, and should reduce the likelihood of candidates confusing concepts such as
‘emancipation’ and ‘independence’ as they did in the current exam.
Paper 031 – School Based-Assessment

This paper represents the School-Based Assessment for Units 1 and 2. Candidates were
required to conduct independent research over the school year with ongoing guidance from
teachers.
Candidates were expected to select a topic for research relevant to the syllabus and the unit
studied, place the topic in its historical context, comment on the usefulness of the sources
used in the research for the study of the selected topic, formulate a thesis, write a fluent,
logical, well structured and coherent account of the research findings by providing evidence
to support the stated thesis. It is important too that the research paper is properly referenced
and a bibliography is provided in the format used in the discipline.
The samples moderated by the examiners revealed a number of weaknesses which suggested
that there were challenges in interpreting the criteria provided in the syllabus as well as the
demands of the discipline of history. Some of the challenges identified in the samples were
as follows:


Poor formulation of the topic: there was some confusion as to what constituted a topic
as opposed to a thesis.



Weak formulation of a thesis. In many instances, the thesis did not pose a problem –
there was nothing to discuss or debate. In two instances candidates had used questions
from past CAPE examinations as their thesis statements. Candidates are encouraged
to do their own research and so generate their own theses.
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Inadequate critique and use of the sources. There was very often no comment on the
usefulness of the sources. Sources were not used critically, with quotes given from
them and presented as part of the narrative. The problem identified here was
indicative of the problem encountered by candidates in answering the documentary
questions in Paper 02.



Lack of understanding of setting and context. Candidates need to be guided in
understanding the difference between setting and context and how to use such to
interpret the data extracted. Some candidates were unable to narrow or focus the
context for their papers and oftentimes went too far back in time, utilizing a
considerable portion of the words allowed to provide this context.



Synthesis and presentation of the research finding proved challenging as very often
the final paper was a narrative account with very little discussion of the issues. The
categories of analysis should be clearly linked to the issues raised in the thesis and
should be clearly identified. The use of subheadings within the ‘body’ of the paper
can help to give focus to it.



The application of the rules of the historian’s craft especially as they related to the
referencing style was frequently ignored. Candidates seemed unaware of the style
used in the humanities and history in particular.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment

This paper is the alternate to the School-Based Assessment for private candidates in both
units. The candidate population continues to be very small and performance continues to be
unsatisfactory. As with the School-Based Assessment, candidates seemed to encounter
challenges in interpreting the requirements of the syllabus. The questions which guided
candidates in reporting their research findings produced unsatisfactory results. Candidates
continued to encounter challenges in completing the following aspects of the report:


Formulating the topic. It was often vague, not specific enough, which suggested that
candidates were not very conversant with the theme from which it was selected.



Giving a rationale for selecting the topic. More often than not the rationale had no
relation to the topic and no historical content.



Identifying the sources used. Usually the type of source was given—books,
newspapers, even museums, but rarely specific sources. The sources specifically
identified were not usually suitable for research at this level.



Assessing the usefulness of the sources. Performance on this aspect was clearly
linked to the fact that many candidates were unable to present satisfactory sources.



Setting the topic in its historical context. The phrase ‘up to the contemporary period’
in the question may have led some candidates to try to link the topic to the modern
period, even if the topic came from the earliest times.
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Presenting findings. In most instances, the presentation was basic recall with no
clearly stated focus, lacking in structure, argument and analysis. There was usually no
well articulated conclusion to demonstrate the significance of the findings.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The examination in CAPE History maintains a consistent format for both Units 1 and 2. Since 2009,
Paper 01 in both units has been examined by 45 multiple-choice questions, 15 on each module.
Candidates were required to answer all questions and each correct answer was rewarded with no
penalty for incorrect answers. Paper 01 contributes 30 per cent to candidates’ overall grade in each
unit. The questions aimed at assessing the range of content and skills covered by the syllabus.
In Paper 02, there are nine questions and candidates are required to answer three. This paper
contributes 50 per cent to candidates’ overall grade and assesses depth rather than breadth of
knowledge. Three of the questions, one from each module, required candidates to analyse extracts
from primary documents on one of the themes in the modules and bring knowledge from the
secondary material to bear in addressing questions. Candidates were required to answer one of the
three document-based questions. The responses were to be reasoned, clear and well-developed and
specific to the issues raised. The other six questions were extended essay questions and candidates
were required to answer two of these with clearly stated theses and sub-theses and well-developed and
structured arguments.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment component, required candidates to submit a research paper
on a topic selected from one of the several themes in the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent
to the overall grade of candidates.
For Paper 032, the Alternative to School-Based Assessment, private candidates were expected to
demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic related to one of the six themes in
the three modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to candidates’ overall grade.
Candidates were expected to demonstrate mastery of skills related to the discipline of history in both
Papers 031 and 032. These skills include interpretation and evaluation of sources by assessing the
usefulness of the sources used in their research, collation and synthesizing of research data by
providing the setting and the context of the topic, identifying the main historical data found and
commenting on the significance of those findings. An important feature of this paper is the
requirement that there should be proper referencing for all sources using the referencing style of the
discipline of history.
DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT 1
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions
This paper tests candidates’ coverage of all three modules. It comprises 15 items from each of the
three modules for a total of 45 questions. The items focus on knowledge of the themes as well as
interpretation and analysis of historical information. While most candidates seemed to respond
satisfactorily to what was expected in this paper, some candidates found it challenging to respond
correctly to questions requiring skills that were not strictly based on recall of knowledge. Candidates
should be prepared to apply the skill of deductive reasoning and interpret and analyse so that they can
master higher order questions.
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Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Paper 02 examined candidates’ depth of knowledge of the content of the syllabus, their understanding
of historical interpretation and debate, and their ability to present a well-structured, clearly expressed
and coherent historical argument with supporting evidence.
Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts from primary documents on the early contact between West
Africans and Europeans up to 1492. Candidates were asked four questions (a–d) related to the issues
as developed in these extracts. They were expected to use the extracts to help them recall the
circumstances which led to contact between the people of West Africa, the assumptions held by the
Europeans and the outcome of the encounter.
Candidates were expected to write short answers with reference to the issues discussed in the extracts.
The challenges identified in the past were still evident this year as some candidates continued to treat
the document questions as comprehension questions, using quotations from the extracts to give
answers instead of bringing their knowledge to bear on the issues identified in the question. It was
also clear that candidates need to pay attention to the time period cited in the preamble to the
documents, the documents themselves and the questions asked. It is important that every attempt is
made to delineate the phases in the expansion of Europeans into the Atlantic World so that candidates
can be better prepared to apply the right body of knowledge to the questions asked.
Question 2
This question required an essay to compare the political and social organization of two selected
indigenous groups in the Americas at different levels of development. This was the most popular
question on this paper and most candidates had some knowledge of the indigenous peoples of the
Americas. A few candidates provided masterful responses in comparing the two groups with clearly
defined categories of analysis; however, there were those who just described in sequence the different
features of these civilizations. Some candidates still have challenges identifying the historical data
relative to the concepts of political and social.
Question 3
This question required a discussion of the relative role of diseases from Europe in the Spanish
conquest of the Americas. Candidates were expected to not only discuss the impact of diseases but to
say why these diseases proved to be such massive killers and discuss other contributory causes of the
conquests, once they discussed the role of diseases. Most candidates who attempted this question were
conversant with the role of diseases but there were those who focused on the role of diseases to the
exclusion of all other factors. They ignored the requirements of the question to discuss the extent, that
is, make an assessment.
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Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents that related to the dismantling of the
slave system in the Caribbean. Candidates were required to answer four questions (a–d) on this theme
as it was discussed in the extracts. This was a fairly popular question but some of the responses were
somewhat surprising; candidates were unable to make a distinction between the abolition of the slave
trade and slavery as well as to distinguish between what led to/cause [reason for] and the
aftermath/effect/consequences. Too many candidates wrote of the examples of gradualism, for
example, the apprenticeship system, rather than the reasons for that approach. This, as with so many
other questions which require candidates to consider causes, indicate that there is a challenge for
candidates as it relates to causation in history. This is an important part of the discipline and every
effort should be made to clarify this for candidates.
Question 5
This question required candidates to provide well-developed explanations of the philosophical and
institutional foundations of chattel slavery by delineating the justification provided for its existence
and the structure put in place to support its institutional framework. Candidates were expected to
demonstrate an understanding of the contradictions inherent in the system, paying specific attention to
the activities of the enslaved in carving out an economic and culturally independent life of their own.
This was the least popular question. It was clear that candidates were not introduced to the idea of
contradictions in the system of chattel slavery. A few candidates were not aware of the distinction
between the encomienda system and chattel slavery.
Question 6
This question required candidates to discuss the reasons for the success of the Haitian Revolution of
1791–1804. Candidates were expected to identify the fact that the revolution was more than a slave
revolt and that the different components of the revolution — slave revolt, war of independence and
international war — contributed to the difficulties France and the ruling classes in St Domingue faced
in suppressing the revolt. A significant number of candidates selected this question and, in most
instances, demonstrated some knowledge of the revolution. However, many responses indicated that
candidates were challenged by the demands of the question even though the wording was
straightforward. The problem identified was not specific to this question — it related to candidates’
ability to interpret the question, how to use knowledge and how to distinguish between the cause of an
action and the action itself.
Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents that related to the social and
economic reconstruction in Haiti, 18041825. Candidates were asked to answer four questions (a–d)
related to the extracts. The responses suggested that candidates were not very knowledgeable about
the post-independent development of Haiti. The responses reinforced that candidates found the
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document analysis challenging and suggest that candidates need to be encouraged to reflect on the
facts of history in order to develop a sense of historical understanding and to aid them in
interpretation.
Question 8
This question required an essay discussing the factors which led to the development of the integration
movement within the British Caribbean. Candidates were expected to examine both internal and
external factors and address significant attempts at integration — Federation, CARIFTA and
CARICOM. Candidates were not ignorant of the topic but some saw integration as equal to
Federation while others could tell of the attempts at integration, discussing milestones, but were
unable to enunciate the factors.
Question 9
This question asked candidates to account for the ascendancy of Fidel Castro as leader of Cuba in
1959. They were expected to indicate in the responses that Castro’s rise to power/leadership in Cuba
was due not only to his brave and revolutionary actions and the socio-political conditions of Cuba but
also to his personality, demonstrated patriotism and the support of other leaders as well as the nature
of Batista’s regime. The responses indicated that candidates had a problem with historical timelines,
and so causation in history. They too often wrote of Castro in power rather than Castro coming to
power. There were also instances of incorporating events that were too far removed to have been a
factor such as the ten years war of 18681878. A basic skill needs to be taught as a precursor to the
teaching of causation — how to develop a timeline/dateline so that relationships between events can
be recognized.
General Comments
This year’s performance in this unit was below par and was surprising given the straight- forward
nature of the questions. Candidates’ general performance on this paper indicated that many were illprepared for the second half of the Unit 1 syllabus. An equally important issue continues to be the
need for greater innovation in teaching familiar areas of history.
UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice Questions
This paper was designed to test candidates’ ability to recall and analyse historical information,
evaluate and assess claims made against historical evidence. There were 45 questions, 15 questions
from each of the three modules. To answer the questions candidates were required to have extensive
knowledge of most of the themes as set out in the syllabus, to recall information related to those
themes as well as apply all the interpretive and analytic skills that are central to the practice of history.
It is important to emphasize that candidates are expected to prepare for this paper just as adequately as
they prepare for the essay paper. While the performance of candidates was generally satisfactory,
there were some questions that proved challenging as candidates found it difficult to weigh the
evidence provided to support or challenge a claim.
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Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1: Atlantic World – Interactions
Question 1
This question had three short documentary extracts on the West African response to European contact
up to 1800. Candidates were required to study the extracts and then answer four questions (ad) on
themes developed in the extracts. The responses suggested that this was a popular topic which is in
keeping with the fact that the slave trade is a popular theme in the schools’ curriculum. Candidates
however found Parts (c) and (d) difficult as they were unable to make the distinction between the
changes to West African society because of impact of the trade in gold and slaves on West African
society and the changes in the nature of the slave trade. The responses suggested that candidates
treated the study of the trans-Atlantic trades as a trade between Africa and the Caribbean and did not
give sufficient attention to all aspects of the trade, the dynamic nature of the trade and its changing
impact on Africa.
Question 2
This question required candidates to assess the impact of the eighteenth century Enlightenment on the
place of religion in European society — the church’s control of education and intellectual life in
Europe up to the eighteenth century. It was not a very popular question which was unexpected as in
the past candidates demonstrated fairly good knowledge of the European enlightenment and its farreaching impact. While this was not a popular question, only a few of those who attempted the
question failed to relate the ideas with the central issues of the question, the shift from the centrality of
the religious thought... Candidates were expected to do more than merely relate the ideas of the
Enlightenment. An excellent response would address the issue of the centrality of religion and the
shift from the centrality, the move towards secularization of the society, would note that the
Enlightenment involved more than a reaction against religion, discussing its reaction against the
political, social and economic systems of the age.
Question 3
In this question, candidates were required to discuss the consequences of the French Revolution of
1789 for France and the Atlantic World up to 1800. Candidates were expected to demonstrate
knowledge that the French Revolution was a significant event which had repercussions beyond
France. Essays should have addressed the impact in France and Europe as well as in the Americas,
including Haiti. Most candidates demonstrated knowledge of the French Revolution but some wrote
of the causes rather than the consequences. The confusion between causes and consequences suggests
the need for candidates to be exposed to a template, a way to map historical events and to be guided in
how to apply such a map/template to any and every event.
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Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents related to the United States’
intervention in the Caribbean and Latin America up to 1917. Candidates were required to answer four
questions (a—d) on the theme as presented in the documents. The question was not only the least
popular of the document questions but the responses were the weakest of the questions attempted in
Module 2 in this paper. The responses demonstrated lack of knowledge of the specifics of the theme
and a failure to pay attention to the timeline of the documents and the questions asked. The document
questions continue to be a problem for candidates who tend to approach the question more as a
comprehension exercise than as an analysis of historical documents to which knowledge of the wider
historical context is brought to bear in problem solving.
Question 5
This question examined the claim that trans-Atlantic trades made an enormous contribution to
Britain’s industrial development. Candidates were expected to make reference to the debate among
historians as to the contribution made by Britain’s colonies of the Atlantic World to the Industrial
Revolution. The responses should have included the claim that by the eighteenth century those
involved in the Atlantic production had accumulated substantial profit that was needed and used in the
industrial expansion. This was the most popular question in both the module and the paper in general
and the performance was satisfactory. However, while most candidates were knowledgeable about the
slave trade, too often the links were not made between the trade and the specifics of the question ;
some responses dwelled too much on the trade itself and examined the effect on Africa. Points made
were not effectively developed. The best responses discussed the contribution of the trans-Atlantic
trades to the British Industrial Revolution and demonstrated awareness of the fact that there was a
debate among historians — some candidates were able to do this and produced balanced responses.
Question 6
This question required candidates to discuss the main features of national development in either Brazil
or Venezuela after independence and up to 1900. Candidates were expected to focus their explanation
on political, economic and social aspects of national development in Brazil or address both the
political and economic development of Venezuela from the recognition of independence in 1823 to
the end of the nineteenth century. The question was the least popular of the paper but for those who
chose to do this question, the majority selected Brazil. The responses were generally weak with
knowledge of Venezuela very limited. The responses for Brazil too often discussed factors leading to
independence rather than the features of national development. The quality of the responses reflected
a weakness noted generally — candidates are challenged in differentiating between cause and effect.
The study of historical phenomena often ends with the culmination of the situation with little attention
given to the aftermath.
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Module 3: International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
As with other documentary questions, this question consisted of three short documentary extracts.
These extracts were related to Nazism in Germany up to 1945. Candidates were asked to answer four
questions (ad) related to the extracts. This was not the most popular of the three document questions,
and those who attempted it did not do a good job; too often they merely summarized and repeated the
contents of the document. Generally, this question was poorly done, though Parts (c) and (d) were
better handled than the other parts.
Question 8
This question required candidates to assess the contribution of Nelson Mandela to the liberation
movement in South Africa. Candidates’ responses should have focused on the leadership role played
by Mandela as well as the strategies he designed to undermine the system of apartheid while
addressing other factors in the liberation movement, including the role of others who shared in the
movement. It was not a popular question and those who attempted it tended to write descriptive
accounts and to write generally on Mandela’s background with little substantive discussion on his
contribution. Here a recurring issue was identified in candidates’ responses — difficulty in the use of
knowledge through interpretation and analysis geared at problem solving.
Question 9
This question required candidates to discuss the view that World War II resulted not only from the
actions of Germany but also from the policies of Britain and France. Candidates were expected to
demonstrate that they were critically aware of the significance of Germany’s aggression as well as the
importance of the Anglo-French policy of Appeasement in the unfolding of the events that contributed
to the outbreak of war in 1939. They should have noted the connection between the two World Wars
in explaining Germany’s responsibility. This was a fairly popular question and saw candidates
performing better than they did on Questions 7 and 8. However, they tended to focus on the drafting
of the Treaty of Versailles and limited the discussion to the role of Britain and France in that, ignoring
the appeasement policy which followed. Candidates’ responses reflected limited preparation and a
lack of understanding of the different historical linkages, the possible relationship between
consequences of one event and the causes of events which followed.
General Comments
As noted in the past, candidates’ performance was generally better in Unit 2 than in Unit 1. While the
questions were quite straightforward, candidates were challenged in applying knowledge to the
problem to produce a reasoned response. Candidates continued to be challenged by the document
questions; responses suggest that they still have difficulty in applying knowledge to higher order
questions. This difficulty was reinforced in the essay questions, in both Units 1 and 2. In some
instances, it appeared that candidates prepared to answer specific questions and were unable to use the
knowledge from such questions in other questions on the same theme. There needs to be a concerted
effort to get candidates to prepare themes in conjunction with the specific objectives if they are to be
given the best chance to produce excellent work.
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Overall, in this year’s examination, performance suggests that the majority of candidates lack wide
ranging historical knowledge and were unable to write high level analytical essays as they did not
have a good understanding of different historical interpretations. These limitations were not helped by
the challenge they faced in producing very well structured and fluently written responses. These
skills have to be taught.
It was observed, however, that where candidates in fact had knowledge of the topic related to the
questions attempted but fell down in the use of their knowledge and struggled with the development
of answers, essay writing skills/techniques seemed to be generally weak. Students need to learn how
to answer essay questions; very often they produced rambling responses which lacked structure, and
bore no relation to the question asked. These weaknesses adversely affected their performance.
Students need to be taught how to develop a thesis, write an introduction, identify categories of
analysis and write a conclusion. This will help them to focus on the theme of the essay, avoid
rambling introductions and straying from the issue(s) addressed by the question. Interpretation of the
instructions also proved a problem — what does examine, evaluate, assess, require of a candidate?
Clearly, there is need for revisiting the higher order skills required in the practice of history.
It must be emphasized that candidates need to learn how to write a well-structured essay to include a
clear and purposeful introduction and conclusion. These should lead to and follow from the relevant
arguments presented in the development of the essay to substantiate their thesis which should be well
established by the end of the introductory paragraph. Candidates need to pay attention to the syllabus
and issues such as timeline, cause/consequence.
Paper 031 – School Based-Assessment (SBA)
This paper represents the SBA for Units 1 and 2. Students were required to conduct independent
research over the school year with ongoing guidance from teachers and to demonstrate in the final
project their understanding of the basic conventions of the discipline of history.
Students were expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select a topic for research relevant to the syllabus and the unit studied
Place the topic in its historical context
Comment on the usefulness of the sources used in the research for the study of the selected topic
Formulate a thesis
Write a fluent, logical, well structured and coherent account of the research findings by providing
evidence to support the stated thesis.
6. Provide a properly crafted reference [foot/endnotes], citing authors used in the research and
acknowledging the source of quotations
7. Provide a bibliography in the format used in the discipline.
This SBA component continues to be plagued by the same problems identified in the past:


There was no clearly stated topic and there was continued confusion of the topic of research with
the thesis. This view is strengthened by the way the cover sheet for the research paper is
completed; the thesis is more often than not given as the title of the research paper.
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The formulation of a clear and testable thesis. Theses were poorly formulated.
References were not properly done.
Evaluation of sources — students cited sources, they did not evaluate them.
Use of sources appropriate to CAPE level.
Adhering to the conventions of the discipline.
Development of arguments in support of thesis where identified.
The need to be more analytic in their work, relying less on mere narrative.
Teachers need to show evidence that projects have been examined by them.

There seems to be some confusion as to what should constitute the structure of the paper submitted
and the criteria for assessment. This needs to be clarified if both the performance of students and the
moderation process are to be advanced.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment
This paper is the alternative to the SBA for private candidates in both units. Very few candidates
register for this paper. Challenges identified with the alternative paper are long-standing ones. Some
of these are given below.









Candidates generally do not provide a topic for their project.
Candidates launch into providing a rationale for doing a project on a topic not identified.
Sources used are not identified with full bibliographic details; instead candidates write about the
features of primary and secondary sources; they do not know how to reference Internet-based
sources. Candidates have difficulty with assessing the usefulness of sources (Question 4b) and in
discussing the historical setting (Question 5).
Question 6 required candidates to give the major findings. They were rarely able to say what these
were or to indicate their significance.
In most cases, there was no clearly stated topic and there was continued confusion of the topic of
research with the thesis.
Theses were poorly formulated and references were not properly done. For Paper 032, candidates
generally showed very limited knowledge of what constituted an appropriate source.
Candidates struggled with deciding what constituted the historical setting and what was
considered significant as required for Question 6(c).
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The 2013 examination in CAPE History retained the format established since 2009. The
subject is examined in three papers for both Units 1 and 2.
Paper 01 is examined by 45 multiple-choice questions, 15 on each module and contributes 30
per cent to candidates’ overall grade in each unit. The objective was to assess the range of
content and skills covered by the syllabus. Candidates were required to answer all questions
and each correct answer was rewarded, with no penalty for incorrect answers.
Paper 02 is examined by nine questions, three on each module and contributes 50 per cent to
candidates’ overall grade. The paper aimed at assessing depth rather than breadth of
knowledge. Candidates were required to answer three questions one from each module, one
of which had to be a document-based questions. Questions 1, 4 and 7 from Modules 1, 2 and
3 respectively were document based and required candidates to analyse extracts from
documents on one of the themes in the modules. They were expected to bring knowledge
specific to the issues raised from the general literature to bear in reasoned, clear, welldeveloped responses. The other six questions were extended essay questions and candidates
were required to answer two of these with clearly stated theses and sub-theses and welldeveloped and structured arguments.
Papers 031 and 032 tested candidates’ mastery of skills related to the discipline of history.
These skills include interpretation and evaluation of sources by assessing the usefulness of
the sources used in their research, collation and synthesizing of research data by providing
the setting and the context of the topic, identifying the main historical data found and
commenting on the significance of those findings. An important feature of these papers is the
requirement that there should be proper referencing for all sources using the referencing style
of the discipline of history.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment component, required candidates to submit a
research paper of no more than 2200 words on a topic selected from one of the several
themes in the syllabus. This paper contributed 20 per cent to the overall grade of candidates.
Paper 032, the alternative to the School-Based Assessment, was taken by private candidates
who were expected to demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic
related to one of the six themes in the three modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to
candidates’ overall grade.
DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT I
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions

Candidates’ coverage of all three modules in Unit 1 was tested by 45 multiple-choice
questions, 15 from each module. They were required to have knowledge of the themes as
well as use such knowledge in the interpretation and analysis of historical information.
Candidates should be prepared to apply the skill of deductive reasoning and interpretation
and analysis so that they can master higher order questions.
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Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays

Paper 02 examined candidates’ depth of knowledge of the content of the syllabus, their
understanding of historical interpretation and debate, and their ability to present a wellstructured, clearly expressed and coherent historical argument with supporting evidence.
Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts related to early contact between Europe and the
Americas prior to 1492. Candidates were asked four questions, (a)–(d), related to the issues
as developed in these extracts. They were expected to take a methodological approach to
interpreting the extracts and answering the question. Specifically, they were expected to
demonstrate an understanding of how historians make use of different types of evidence in
making and supporting historical interpretations. Not many showed this capacity. Further,
this was not a popular question. Candidates did not appear to have the tools needed to use the
knowledge they had beyond recounting such knowledge.
It was also clear that candidates needed to pay attention to that part of the syllabus that speaks
of the skills of the historian — evaluating evidence. The responses indicate the ongoing
problem identified in the past with the document questions — the treatment of the extracts
and related questions as comprehension exercises and the tendency to paraphrase the extracts
as responses.
Question 2
This question required candidates to identify key features of an advanced indigenous
civilization and provide evidence that these features existed in the indigenous societies before
the sixteenth century. They were required to demonstrate that these societies were wellorganized with a clearly identifiable social structure, a social welfare system as well as a
philosophy for their existence. This was one of the more popular questions on this paper and
most candidates had some information on the indigenous peoples of the Americas although
some were not able to sufficiently distinguish between the several groups of indigenous
peoples. Far too many found it difficult to use the knowledge to prove that the selected group
was advanced; the answers in some instances were merely accounts of the life of the selected
group.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss different forms of resistance, including cultural
resistance and violent resistance employed by the indigenous peoples of the Americas to the
Spanish attempts at domination up to1600. Many of the candidates who attempted this
question were not able to distinguish between resistance by enslaved Africans after 1600 and
the ways in which indigenous peoples resisted. It was clear the candidates had limited
understanding of historical timelines and historical context and setting.
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Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question was based on three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
institution of slavery in the Caribbean. Candidates were required to answer four questions,
(a)–(d), on aspects of this theme as discussed in the extracts. The responses reveal that
candidates not only lacked depth and breadth of knowledge on a core area of Caribbean
history, but were unable to use what knowledge they had to explain issues related to slavery.
Candidates were challenged in going beyond the recall of the usual information; for example,
their knowledge of gender issues on the plantation was often limited to the role of women.
Item (d), required candidates to call on their knowledge of the plantation system and their
understanding of how the enslaved were organized in terms of labour. More importantly
however it required them to engage in inferential thinking. They showed a general inability to
do so.
Question 5
Candidates were expected to discuss the ways in which the conditions under which the
enslaved lived and worked in slavery adversely affected life expectancy on the plantation.
They were required to examine the causal relationship between reproduction practices on the
slave plantation and mortality of the enslaved. This was a very popular question. It was clear
that most candidates who attempted this question had satisfactory knowledge of the topic and
were able to appropriately apply it to the demands of the question with reasonable coherence.
Question 6
Candidates were expected to discuss what the selected rebellion achieved, stating whether or
not it achieved its goal, how the ruling class responded to it, how it affected the attitudes to
the enslavement of Africans, as well as examine the impact of the revolt on the system of
slavery. A significant number of candidates attempted this question and demonstrated some
knowledge of the selected revolution. However, many responses pointed to a recurring
problem; candidates are challenged by questions which required them to distinguish between
the cause of an event, the course of an event and the impact, outcome or consequences of an
event. Candidates who selected the Berbice revolt showed by their responses that they had
not mastered the complexities involved in this particular revolt and the challenges involved in
discerning the consequences of the actual outbreak as these emerged both during and as a
result of the outbreak of the revolt itself.
Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
establishment of the peasantry in the Caribbean in the nineteenth century. Candidates were
asked to answer four questions, (a)–(d), related to the extracts. This was the most popular
question. The responses indicated that while candidates had some knowledge of the
peasantry, that knowledge was limited; most candidates relied on general information on the
peasantry when the questions required specific knowledge of the different territories —
Barbados, Jamaica and British Guiana — as treated in texts recommended at the CSEC level.
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They were best able to write about the impact of the peasantry on the Caribbean, the (d)
component of the question.
Question 8
Candidates were required to identify the strategies used by the people of the British colonized
Caribbean to establish independence movements from the 1930s. They were expected to
address the formation of the trade union movement, political parties, demonstrations, strikes
and protests and other initiatives aimed at political reform. While a significant number of
candidates attempted the questions, the responses demonstrated that they lacked the
knowledge required to answer the question. Some candidates were not clear about the
difference between emancipation of the nineteenth century and independence of the twentieth
century. They also confused independence with integration movement.
Question 9
Candidates were required to examine the policy of France towards her colonies at the time of
decolonization in the region, the conditions which existed in the French Caribbean which
encouraged the decision as well as the reasons the people of Martinique and Guadeloupe
chose to accept departmentalization rather than independence. This was the least popular
question and the responses demonstrated that candidates were ill-prepared in this section of
the syllabus.
Further Comments
The general performance on this paper indicated that candidates have limited knowledge of
some areas of the syllabus and have not improved their general knowledge beyond CSEC
knowledge, especially in relation to deepening the level of their analytic skills. They were not
prepared for Module 3 of Unit 1 of the syllabus. It is also clear that candidates were not fully
conversant with how to use the diverse pieces of historical knowledge to formulate an
argument around a central idea or thesis. This is compounded by what appears to be the
practice of candidates preparing and being prepared for the examination by focusing on the
questions from past examinations rather than on the specific objectives of the themes.
UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions

The multiple choice items were designed to test candidates’ knowledge of the syllabus across
all three modules of the syllabus and their ability to apply the interpretative and analytic skills
of the discipline of history. There were 15 items on each module for a total of 45 questions
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1: Atlantic World - Interactions

Question 1
This question was based on three short extracts on European settlement and rivalry in the
Americas up to 1600. Candidates were required to study the extracts and then answer four
questions, (a)–(d), on issues raised in the extracts. There were some fairly good responses but
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there were some concerns since many candidates were not able to identify the different
phases of the conflict between the interlopers and the Spaniards. Candidates were not able to
distinguish between the reasons for attacks on Spanish fleet from attack on Spanish colonies.
Question 2
This question required candidates to assess the impact of the American War of Independence
on the continental USA and on the wider Atlantic World. Candidates were required to
demonstrate an understanding of how the War of Independence contributed to the continuing
rivalry among European nations in the Atlantic World and how that informed the outcome of
the war. They were expected to examine the outcome/impact on the 13 colonies and England
and other European nations with interest in the Americas. This was the least popular question
for Unit 2, Paper 02 and some of those who attempted the question discussed the causes of
the War of Independence although the question specifically asked for the impact. Those who
dealt with the impact of the war focused mainly on the impact on the wider Caribbean with
limited knowledge of the impact on the continental USA itself beyond the achievement of
independence. Candidates tended to apply generalized knowledge of the relationship
between Britain and her colonies to decide on the impact of the war.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss how the ideas of the European Enlightenment
contributed to the outbreak and development of the French Revolution of 1789. Candidates
were required to demonstrate an understanding that the Enlightenment gave birth to ideas that
had a far-reaching impact, providing ideas which challenged the existing political, economic
and social practices in France. They were expected to examine how specific ideas were
applied to France’s Ancien Regime and caused the overthrow of the then government as well
as shaped the revolutionary government. This was the most popular question in the module
but candidates’ performance varied. While a few candidates confused the Enlightenment
with industrialization, some demonstrated a total grasp of the requirements of the question,
making a clear link between Enlightenment and the French Revolution. While some
candidates were well informed about the ideals of the Enlightenment and the causes of the
French Revolution, they failed to make the link between the two. They tended to treat the
question as if it required an evaluation of the several causes, rather than an examination of
one factor. They wrote responses that had appropriate information but fell short on the use of
that knowledge to treat with the specific requirements of the question.
Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents related to industrialization and
economic growth in the United States up to 1900. Candidates were required to answer four
questions, (a)–d), on the issues raised in the documents. The question was fairly popular but
the responses point to the challenges candidates faced in understanding the distinction
between the concepts of the ‘nature of work’ and the ‘conditions of work’. The candidates’
responses suggest a lack of knowledge of the work of individuals such as Thomas Edison.
Some candidates found it difficult to apply the principle of Social Darwinism to the question
and so included information on biological factors in the responses. As with other document
questions, candidates struggled to make inferences from the documents.
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Question 5
This question required candidates to explain how the concept of Manifest Destiny led to
continental expansion in the United States up to the 1860s. Candidates were expected to
demonstrate an understanding of the origins and meaning of the concept of Manifest Destiny
and how it became both the motivation for, and the justification of the USA’s quest to
incorporate the lands, settled and unsettled by the European migrant nations into the union. It
was expected that the responses would include knowledge of specific information on the
progressive incorporation of different parts of the continent by 1867. Candidates
demonstrated that they had a clear understanding of the concept of Manifest Destiny but
many were unable to explain its justification. They knew about the expansionism of the USA
but were not always able to select the data specific to the continental USA and diverted to a
discussion of the USA’s expansion into the Caribbean.
Question 6
For this question, candidates were required to explain the main feature of the independence
movement in either Brazil or Venezuela. Candidates were expected not to merely describe
the course of the movements for independence but also demonstrate their understanding of
what constitutes the main/defining characteristics and events of the movements. Most
candidates attempted the question on Brazil with only a few attempting the question on
Venezuela; those who wrote on Venezuela had very little knowledge. Most candidates had
knowledge of Brazil but were challenged to move the responses beyond providing
information in a descriptive or narrative way to an explanation of the information as a factor
or significant feature of the independence movement.
Module 3: International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts related to Mohandas (Mahatma)
Gandhi and the nationalist movement in India. Candidates were asked to answer four
questions, (a)–(d), related to the extracts. The responses indicated that while candidates had
some knowledge of Gandhi’s contribution to the nationalist movement, especially his nonviolent approach, they lacked knowledge of other important aspects of his work, for example,
his support for the Khalifat movement. Too many candidates quoted directly from the
documents in their answers. They found the questions which required more than recall
challenging as they were unable to draw inferences from the documents in the (d) component
of the question.
Question 8
In this question, candidates were required to discuss the conditions which led to the outbreak
of the Russian Revolution of 1917. They were expected to provide details of the main factors
and interplay of factors which led to the Russian Revolution and show their relationship in
causing the revolution. Candidates were conversant with the course of the Russian
Revolution of 1917 and responses showed satisfactory interpretation, however too many
candidates settled for writing narrative accounts.
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Question 9
In this question candidates were required to discuss the extent to which the Treaty of
Versailles in 1919 led to the outbreak of World War II. Candidates were expected to give a
thesis statement which indicated the extent to which the Treaty of Versailles may have
created some of the conditions which contributed to World War II. They were expected to
make it clear that there were other contributing factors and to indicate the relative
significance of these factors. This was a fairly popular question and candidates were not only
conversant with the required knowledge, but some were able to give reasonably good
analysis. In quite a number of cases however, candidates literally rewrote the thesis
embedded in the question itself by writing too little on the contribution of Versailles to World
War II, and discussed at length other factors which were also linked to the war. In doing so
they failed to demonstrate convincingly the significance of Versailles to the overall outbreak
of World War II.
Further Comments
This year’s performance in Unit 2 was in keeping with the pattern established over the years
as candidates seem more prepared for this paper than they were for Unit 1. There was
greater coverage of the syllabus as reflected in how candidates selected questions and how
they performed. The challenges however are generally the same as those identified in Unit 1
— the absence of the skill sets needed to treat the document questions in a satisfactory
manner, the lack of depth of knowledge of some themes, the challenge in interpreting
questions, deciding on what questions require and the tendency to apply model responses to
questions on a given topic without taking note of the specific demands of the question.
For both units, there appeared to be some improvement in the overall quality of the language
skills of candidates although there continues to be weaknesses in general expression, spelling,
choice of words and paragraphing. A persistent problem is the issue of comprehension which
affects candidates’ ability to interpret questions.
Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment
This aim of this paper was to assess students’ ability to conduct independent research under
the guidance of teachers. Projects submitted should demonstrate students’ understanding of
the processes involved in doing basic historical research as well as their use of the
conventions of the discipline of history. Projects continue to demonstrate that sufficient
attention is not being given to conventions of the discipline. Students continue to demonstrate
that they







are unclear about what constitutes a thesis and what distinguishes it from a title for the
project or a research question
are not able to integrate critique of the sources used in their project
are not informed about how to use quotations
are not fully conversant with how to write about historical context and setting
do not know how to provide evidence specific to the thesis, develop an argument
through discussion of diverse issues
do not understand how to link the conclusion to the thesis
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are not sufficiently conversant with the conventions of the discipline as it relates to
providing end/footnotes and compiling a bibliography
continue to limit the quality of their analysis and depth of knowledge by the continued
dependence on texts created for the CSEC syllabus.

This paper continues to be fraught with challenges as the submitted projects






are not always correctly matched to the unit for which they are submitted
are not properly proofread before submission
exceed the limit of 2200 words and sanctions are not applied for projects that do
use the rubric for grading (meant for the teacher) as a template for the project
are photocopies of the original.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment

This aim of this paper was to test the ability of private candidates to carry out independent
research. Only a few candidates registered for this paper and the responses reflected the
ongoing challenges candidates face in clearly stating the topic of their research, writing a
rationale in keeping with the discipline for the topic selected, understanding what is meant by
‘source’ with full bibliographic details, assessing the usefulness of sources, and explaining
the historical setting. This year there were a few responses which met the requirements but
candidates need guidance in preparing for this paper.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
CAPE History offers examinations in two units, both of which are examined in three papers
in the format established since 2009.
Paper 01 is examined by 45 multiple-choice questions — 15 on each module — and
contributes 30 per cent to the candidates’ overall grade in each unit. The objective of the
examination is to assess the range of content and skills as set out in the syllabus. Candidates
are required to answer all questions.
Paper 02 is examined by nine questions in three sections. There are three questions on each
module, contributing 50 per cent to candidates’ overall grade. The paper is aimed at assessing
candidates’ depth and use of knowledge, as well as the skills related to the discipline of
history as set out in the syllabus. Candidates are required to answer three questions — one
from each module (section), and one of which must be a document-based question. Questions
1, 4 and 7 from Modules 1, 2 and 3 respectively are document based and require candidates
to analyse extracts from documents on one of the themes in the modules. Candidates are
expected to bring knowledge specific to issues raised from the general literature to bear in
reasoned, clear, well-developed but concise responses. The other six questions are extended
essay items and candidates are required to answer two of these with clearly stated theses and
sub-theses as well as well-developed, well-structured and clearly expressed arguments and
conclusions.
Papers 031 and 032 test candidates’ mastery of skills related to the discipline of history, with
specific reference to researching and synthesizing historical information from different
sources. These skills include interpretation and evaluation of sources by assessing the
usefulness of the sources used in their research. Candidates are also required to collate and
synthesize research data by providing the setting and context of the topic, identifying the
main historical data found and commenting on the significance of those findings. An
important feature of these papers is the requirement that there should be proper referencing
for all sources using the referencing style of the discipline of History.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA) component, requires candidates to submit a
research paper of no more than 2200 words on a clearly identified topic selected from one of
the several themes in the syllabus. This paper contributes 20 per cent to candidates’ overall
grade.
Paper 032, the Alternative to the SBA, was taken by private candidates. The candidates were
expected to demonstrate that they had carried out a research activity on a topic related to one
of the six themes in the three modules. This paper contributed 20 per cent to candidates’
overall grades.

3
DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT 1
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Candidates’ coverage of all three modules in Unit 1 was tested by 45 multiple-choice
questions — 15 from each module. For this paper, candidates were expected to demonstrate
knowledge and reasoning skills such as interpretation and analysis. The exercise of these
skills is critical to the mastery of higher order questions which are used at this level.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays

Paper 02 examined candidates’ depth of knowledge of the content of the syllabus, their
understanding of historical interpretation and debate, and their ability to present a wellstructured, clearly expressed and coherent historical argument with supporting evidence.
Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts related to Spanish settlement in the Americas up to
1600. In Parts (a) to (d), candidates were asked questions related to issues as addressed in
these extracts. They were expected to take a systematic approach to interpreting the extracts
and answering the questions. Specifically, they were expected to demonstrate an
understanding of how historians make use of different types of evidence in making and
supporting historical interpretations. Of the 24 per cent of candidates who opted to do this
question, 76 per cent gave satisfactory responses. While some of the candidates received
scores at the higher band of the range of marks, the majority produced average responses. It
was evident that candidates were generally knowledgeable about the topic tested but needed
to pay attention to the command verbs, note carefully the period addressed by the document
and questions, and read the questions fully instead of only responding to a single word, for
example, encomienda used in the questions. Attention should be given to the areas of the
syllabus which deal with evaluating evidence and techniques used in document questions;
some candidates still focus entirely on the information in the extracts to answer the question.

Candidates should avoid treating the document question as an extended essay; each part
should be clearly labelled as given in the question and each question specifically answered
with discrete responses. This will facilitate focused responses and demonstrate the
candidates’ full understanding of the requirements of each part of the question.
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Question 2
This question required candidates to examine the nature of the contact between West Africa
and Europe up to 1492. They were required to demonstrate the understanding that Portugal
was the European country which was in contact with West Africa up to 1492, and indicate
awareness that other European nationals were involved. Their responses were expected to
indicate the predominantly commercial nature of the contact and main commodities that were
of interest to the Portuguese while exploring other aspects of the contact, for example, the
political relationship.
This was not a popular question and most candidates who attempted it misinterpreted the
focus of the question. Of the eight per cent of candidates who attempted this question,
approximately eight per cent gave satisfactory responses. The responses indicated that
candidates were not conversant with the time period or the geographic location addressed by
the question. Candidates who attempted this question wrote on the basis of the connection
they made with a few key words such as contact, Europeans and Africans. They seemed to
have missed that part of the question which indicated that the focus was on contact between
these two groups on the African side of the Atlantic and before or up to 1492. Most
candidates therefore wrote on the contact of Africans with the Americas before Columbus.
The few candidates who attempted the question had vague and general knowledge in respect
to contact of Europeans with Africa. Candidates were clearly unprepared for the objective
that was tested.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss the political, social and economic organization
of the society of one of three indigenous groups who lived in the Americas before the arrival
of the Spaniards. This was the most popular question and of the 52 per cent of candidates
who attempted it, 71 per cent scored satisfactory marks. Most candidates wrote of the Tainos
and it was obvious that candidates who wrote on the Kalinagos and the Tupi had limited
knowledge of these groups. While there were a number of good responses, it was evident
that some candidates were not sure about the distinction between the several indigenous
groups of the Americas and sometimes included information about other mainland groups in
their responses. Others spent too much time comparing the different groups and did not focus
on the demands of the questions. Attention must be given to developing an understanding of
the basic concepts used in the classification of historical data; for example, candidates should
be exposed to the distinctions between the concepts social, political and economic as well as
how they interface.
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Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question was based on three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
physical and legislative dismantlement of the slave systems in the Caribbean. In Parts (a) to
(d), candidates were required to answer questions on issues related to the theme as discussed
in the extracts. Twenty-five per cent of the candidates answered this question and 63 per cent
of these scored satisfactory marks. The responses reveal that candidates were knowledgeable
about the strategies employed and the reasons for parliamentary support for the ending of
slavery, but were challenged in interpreting what was meant by perception and in
distinguishing between the benefits and advantages for planters and enslaved respectively.
Responses demonstrated that candidates need to become familiar with the Acts of
Emancipation, that is, the provisions as set out in the different clauses.
Question 5
This question required candidates to evaluate the claim that “the outcome of the Haitian
Revolution in 1804 resulted from favourable circumstances.” Candidates were expected to
discuss circumstances which were favourable to the success of the revolution as well as other
contributing factors. They were expected to demonstrate that the factors were both internal
and external to Haiti.
Twenty-six per cent of the candidates who sat this paper attempted this question and 63 per
cent scored satisfactory marks. There were some very good responses but several candidates
were challenged in applying knowledge about the outcome of the revolution and evaluating
the reasons for it. Candidates too often wrote of the causes without attempting to apply that
knowledge to show success. Attention must be given to developing an understanding of the
concepts of cause, course and consequences in relation to historical events; some candidates
were unable to distinguish among the elements of an unfolding event.
Question 6
The question required candidates to discuss the view that life for enslaved women was more
difficult than it was for enslaved men. They were expected to examine both sides of the
issue, showing an awareness of gender blindness and gender specific allocation of tasks, and
gender blindness in the treatment of the enslaved. Candidates were also expected to include
data from both rural and urban life during slavery.
This was a fairly popular question with some 40 per cent of the candidates attempting it.
Some candidates did not demonstrate an understanding of the requirements of the question;
only 48 per cent of those who attempted it wrote satisfactory responses. The quality of the
responses ranged from poor to good. Some concentrated on women in resistance, ascribed
general experiences of the enslaved to women only and wrote extensively on sexual
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exploitation of women so the responses were not truly comparative. The responses suggest
that candidates need to be exposed to basic gender analysis, how to recognize questions that
require comparison, how to write comparative responses and how to avoid over
generalization.
Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
Cuban Revolution of 1959. Candidates were asked to answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d),
related to the extracts. This was the most popular document question with 35 per cent of the
candidates attempting it. The majority were unable to treat the questions as expected; only 38
per cent of those who attempted the question performed satisfactorily.
Candidates lacked understanding of concepts such as revolution as used in the document and
social structure. The tendency was to look at the period before the revolution with some
candidates focusing on the Batista years, ignoring the specific date referred to in the question.
Responses were often vague statements that were lacking in specific historical data. Also,
points or issues provided as responses were too often not well explained.
Question 8
This question required candidates to explain the social, economic and political factors which
contributed to the outbreak of one of three labour protests of the second half of the nineteenth
century – the Labour Protest, St Vincent, 1862; the Morant Bay Rebellion, Jamaica, 1865 or
the Confederation Riots, Barbados, 1876. They were expected to demonstrate knowledge of
the social, economic and political factors that led to the selected labour protest.
This was the most popular question in Module 3 with 37 per cent of candidates writing
responses; only 40 per cent of those scored satisfactory marks. The majority of the
candidates opted to write a response for the Morant Bay Rebellion. It was clear that
candidates were not as knowledgeable about the Confederation Riots and the St Vincent
Protest as they were about the Morant Bay Rebellion. While this situation may be due to
available literature, every attempt must be made to address all areas of the syllabus.
Candidates who wrote strong responses demonstrated good knowledge of the existing
conditions which fostered unrest and rebellion, provided adequately developed points and
wrote introductions which demonstrated accurate interpretation of the question. This allowed
them to provide some structure to their responses. Those candidates who fell below
expectations presented jumbled discussions and included information related but not relevant
to the question, or lacked adequate knowledge. Candidates treated the Morant Bay Rebellion
as a slave rebellion, using information from revolts like the Sam Sharpe/Christmas Rebellion
of 1832. Candidates whose responses were based on the Confederation Riots or St Vincent
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Protest, had limited information, and wrote points that were so vague or generic they could
have been applied to any protest.
Question 9
This question required candidates to examine the contribution of Chinese immigrants to the
British Caribbean societies during the nineteenth century. They were expected to demonstrate
an understanding of the contribution of the Chinese immigrants to the Caribbean during the
second half of the nineteenth century. The responses were to indicate that their contribution
was limited up to 1900.
This was not a preferred question with only 18 per cent of the candidates writing responses.
Of these, only nine per cent wrote satisfactory responses. The responses demonstrated that
candidates lacked the breadth of knowledge required for this question. Many concentrated on
the cultural and business contributions of the Chinese with little reference to other
contributions, while others wrote of reasons for their arrival into the Caribbean. In general,
candidates’ responses suggest that they called on contemporary knowledge of the Chinese to
make response to the history of their arrival and activities after they left the estates.
Further Comments
While general performance on this paper indicated that there is some improvement in
candidates’ performance, there is evidence that they continue to have limited knowledge of
some aspects of the syllabus. Misinterpretation of questions or poor responses seems directly
linked to what appears to be the practice of candidates preparing for the examination by
focusing on questions from past examinations not just for practice in essay writing but in
preparing content for regurgitation. Rather, candidates should take as their starting point in
preparing for their exams, the specific objectives of the syllabus and the related themes.
Candidates had the tendency to take points which should function as evidence and use them
as the argument itself. For example, in discussing the role of leadership in the success of the
Haitian Revolution (Question 5), the evidence of effective leadership (such as the strategic
alliances leaders like Toussaint made) is seen as a separate issue. This speaks to the need for
teachers to help students move beyond recounting facts to using facts to make and support an
argument. An obvious challenge for some candidates is the issue of historical setting and
context in relation to timelines/historical periods. This was seen in the treatment of the
Morant Bay Rebellion as a slave rebellion, writing about the 1830s rebellion in western
Jamaica and the American War of Independence instead of the American Civil War in
relation to the Morant Bay Rebellion.
The quality of the analysis, the concentration of acceptable responses at the lower range of
the satisfactory band and significant numbers who continue to perform at an unsatisfactory
level seem to be linked to the fact that candidates have not improved their general knowledge
beyond that of CSEC. This is evident in the limited knowledge and understanding of
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historical interpretation demonstrated by several candidates and the inability to apply
knowledge to solve historical problems. Candidates need to understand the general context
and setting of The Atlantic World and the geographic and conceptual definition of that world.
It must be made clear that that world is not merely the Americas and/or the Caribbean. When
this is understood, it is likely that candidates would focus on that part of the course that
addresses the wider Americas and would be less likely to misinterpret questions such as
Question 2 on the contact between Africa and Europe.

UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple-Choice Questions

This paper is designed to test candidates’ ability to apply the interpretative and analytic skills
of the discipline of history. It consists of 45 multiple-choice items which tests candidates’
knowledge across all three modules of the syllabus. There are 15 items on each module.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1: Atlantic World – Interactions

Question 1
This question was based on three short extracts on the causes of the American War of
Independence and the French Revolution. Candidates were required to study the extracts and
then answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d), on issues raised in the extracts.
This was the second most popular question on the paper with 34 per cent of the candidates
attempting it. Of the candidates who attempted the question, 76 per cent wrote satisfactory
responses but candidates demonstrated uneven knowledge of the two revolutions. They
tended to be very knowledgeable about the Enlightenment and therefore spent much time on
this aspect in their responses.
Question 2
This question required candidates to discuss the extent to which European settlements in the
Americas up to 1800 were primarily to achieve political supremacy. Candidates were
expected to demonstrate an understanding that political supremacy during the period was
derived from economic sources, and that there was a close link between the search for
political supremacy and economic gain. They were expected to discuss the interplay between
economic, political and social factors.
This was the least popular of the questions on this paper with seven per cent of the candidates
writing responses. Thirty-nine per cent of the responses were satisfactory or good. It was
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expected that this question would have been manageable for candidates but they were not
very conversant with the concept of political supremacy. Candidates were not ignorant of the
topic but were unable to link the issues of land, wealth and power to political supremacy.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss the changes which occurred in West African
economies in response to European contact between 1450 and 1800. Candidates were
expected to show an understanding of West African economies prior to the arrival of the
Europeans. They were to discuss the changes that occurred as a result of contact during the
stated period.
Of the 19 per cent of candidates who attempted this question, not many were able to give
excellent or even good responses. Forty-eight per cent wrote appropriate responses. There
was evidence of knowledge of slavery and goods traded but candidates did not differentiate
between economic and social changes. The tendency was to treat the question as if it was one
about the effects of the coming of Europeans on different areas of life in Africa rather than
the economic changes which occurred because of the contact.
Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents related to the United States
intervention in the Caribbean and Latin America up 1917. Candidates were required to
answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d), on the issues raised in the documents.
Only 12 per cent of the candidates attempted this question. Candidates found this question
difficult, especially the explanation of USA’s attitude to the Caribbean, so only four per cent
addressed the question appropriately. While it was clear that candidates were not generally
distracted by the phrase “turning of the eyes outward, instead of inward only”, the tendency
was to provide very simplistic and literal responses to Part (a) rather than to relate the phrase
to their knowledge of the focus of the United States on continental expansion (turning of the
eye inward) before they became interested in expanding outside the continent, and the role of
the concept of Manifest Destiny in this process.
Question 5
This question required candidates to examine the causes of industrial growth in the United
States of America during the nineteenth century. Candidates were expected to demonstrate an
understanding of the factors which led to the industrial growth and they were expected to
discuss such factors as human and natural resources, wealth, entrepreneurship and
technological development.
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Twenty-three per cent of the candidates who did this paper attempted this question and fortyfive per cent of those wrote appropriate responses with the majority scoring marks in the
satisfactory band. Candidates demonstrated knowledge of the history of industrialization in
the United States but were at times unable to extract the causes. The long-term causes became
the essay for some candidates who focused on the background to the Industrial Revolution.
Where other factors were identified, candidates were challenged in developing them.
Question 6
For this question, candidates were required to discuss the view that the causes of the
Industrial Revolution in Britain can be traced to the Atlantic economy. Candidates were
expected to demonstrate understanding of the link between the Atlantic economy and the
Industrial Revolution in Britain as well as an understanding that there were other causes
internal to Britain.
This was not a popular question; only twenty-two per cent of candidates attempted it. Thirtyeight per cent wrote satisfactory responses, with candidates demonstrating some
understanding of the British Industrial Revolution and its link to the wider Atlantic economy.
Some candidates spent much time focusing on defining the resources in Britain, focusing on
the internal factors without any attempt to link the development to the Atlantic economy,
while others had limited knowledge of the internal factors as well as limited understanding of
the link with the Atlantic economy. The better responses were those where candidates wrote
analytic and objective essays discussing the internal factors and examining the counterargument from historians like Eric Williams.

Module 3: International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts related to the liberation struggles
in South Africa. Candidates were asked to answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d), related to
the extracts. The questions, as with document questions generally, required answers to
specific questions testing knowledge of the topic in terms of content and
interpretation/explanation.
Only twelve per cent of the candidates wrote responses to this question and forty-seven per
cent wrote appropriate responses with a few candidates writing very good ones. Candidates
had uneven knowledge on the different parts of the items. While they were able to respond to
the item which tested their knowledge of the measures used by the South African government
to entrench the apartheid system, not many knew of the reasons for the change to a “new
form of struggle”. They were a little more knowledgeable however of the role of international
support in the overthrow of the apartheid system.
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Question 8
In this question, candidates were required to examine the reasons for the policy of
discrimination against certain groups in Nazi Germany up to 1945. Candidates were expected
to provide a clear definition of what the discriminatory policy entailed. They were to indicate
that the policy was a central feature of the Nazi regime from 1933–1945 and was applied to
several groups, not just to the Jews.
This was not a popular question with only seven per cent of the candidates attempting it. The
responses tended to focus on discrimination against the Jews and demonstrated limited
knowledge about the other groups such as gypsies, the disabled and homosexuals. While
candidates could tell of the policy and practices of discrimination, in too many instances they
were unable to give reasons for the policy. Performance ranged from poor to very good.
Question 9
In this question, candidates were required to examine the factors which led to the outbreak of
World War I in 1914. Candidates were expected to demonstrate an understanding that
although the immediate trigger that started the conflict was the assassination of Crown Prince
Franz Ferdinand by a Serb nationalist, it was largely the system of alliances and the growing
militarism within Europe which made the event into World War I.
This was the second most popular question in this paper; 32 per cent of the candidates
attempted it. While sixty-six per cent wrote satisfactory responses with a significant number
scoring marks in the higher grade bands, the marks ranged from poor to good. Some
candidates who attempted this question demonstrated that they had knowledge of the topic
and were aware of some, if not all the factors that led to the outbreak of WWI. However, the
discussions were often generalized or consisted of a mere listing of factors that were not
integrated. The best responses did not merely demonstrate knowledge but were focused, with
well-written introductions, well-structured, and with issues appropriately explained. The
weaker responses lacked specific knowledge and there was little application of that
knowledge.
Further Comments
The popularity of the questions attempted in Unit 2 suggests that, in preparing for the
examination, candidates focused on particular topics and related questions. For the other
topics, they lacked depth of knowledge and the ability to use knowledge to solve problems.
Most had just enough knowledge to write satisfactory responses while lacking breadth of
knowledge about a given topic. For example, candidates knew much about Hitler’s
biography but not as much as they should about his policies and Nazism. They linked
discrimination with the Jews, indicating a lack of knowledge of the full policy and its
application.
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For both units, there appeared to be some improvement in the overall quality of the language
skills of candidates although there continues to be weaknesses in general expression, spelling,
choice of words and paragraphing. A persistent problem is the issue of comprehension which
affects candidates’ ability to interpret questions. Misinterpretation of questions could also be
linked to limited knowledge or the tendency to prepare specific questions related to a theme.

Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
This paper is designed to assess students’ ability to conduct independent research under the
guidance of teachers. Students are expected to select a specific topic related to a specific
objective and theme of the syllabus and conduct research of the selected theme. The research
project submitted is expected to demonstrate students’ understanding of the processes
involved in doing basic historical research as well as their use of the conventions of the
discipline of history. Evaluation of the submitted projects continues to reveal that students do
not understand the requirements for the project.
The projects submitted are assessed using a basic rubric as set out in the syllabus. The rubric
seeks to capture those elements of a research paper that demonstrate the conventions of the
discipline. These elements include






a clearly stated topic and the location of the topic within a historical context and
setting
a critical examination of the sources used in the research and presented in a
bibliography using the appropriate reference style
a central idea (the thesis) which focuses the research and is supported by historical
evidence
a structured and clearly stated set of arguments which are developed around the
central idea and which lead to a conclusion that reinforces the thesis/central idea
all the conventions for historical study including proper acknowledgement of source
of ideas and information, and well-structured, well-written and coherent presentations.

This year, the submitted projects reflect the concerns noted in the past as students continue to
present projects






without clearly stated titles or with titles that have no relationship to the unit or
syllabus
with theses that are in fact titles or research questions or poorly articulated theses
without end/footnotes or with end/footnotes and bibliography that are not crafted in
the style set out in the syllabus and required in the conventions of the discipline
with quotations that are not referenced and not used in the required format
with the sources used only as a source of information, without evaluation as required
by the syllabus
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with conclusions which were not proven or clearly linked to the thesis
that demonstrate that they are not fully conversant with what constitutes historical
context and setting
with wide ranging information that may be related but not relevant to the thesis
that show that there is a lack of understanding with regards to using/marshalling
evidence specific to the thesis, developing an argument and providing a conclusion
which is in congruence with the arguments presented
that continue to reflect knowledge garnered from texts created for the CSEC syllabus.

This paper continues to be fraught with challenges as the submitted projects






are not always correctly matched to the unit for which they are submitted
are not properly proof-read before submission
exceed the limit of 1500 words; sanctions are not applied for projects that do
use the rubric for grading (meant for the teacher) as a template for the project
demonstrate collusion and cosmetic plagiarism.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment (SBA)

This paper was designed to test the ability of private candidates to carry out independent
historical research and present the research findings under examination conditions. It is not a
popular paper; only a small number of candidates enter for and actually sit the examination.
The responses to the questions demonstrate that most candidates are not conversant with what
is required. In almost every instance




there is no clear statement of the topic of their research
the rationale is not clearly linked to the value of researching history and the issues of
interest or curiosity in relation to the particular topic chosen
it is demonstrated that the concept and terms which form a part of the conventions of
historical studies are not clearly understood. For example, what is meant by ‘source’
with full bibliographic details, usefulness of sources, and the historical setting seem to
be fuzzy for candidates.

This year, there were a few responses that demonstrated some understanding of what is
required, but candidates do need and should seek guidance in preparing for this paper.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
CAPE History offers examinations in two units, both of which are examined in three papers
in the format established since 2009.
Paper 01 is examined by 45 multiple-choice questions — 15 on each module — and
contributes 30 per cent to candidates’ overall grade in each unit. The objective of the
examination is to assess the range of content and skills as set out in the syllabus. Candidates
are required to answer all questions.
Paper 02 is examined by nine questions in three sections. There are three questions on each
module, contributing 50 per cent to candidates’ overall grade. The paper is aimed at assessing
candidates’ depth and use of knowledge, as well as the skills related to the discipline of
history as set out in the syllabus. Candidates are required to answer three questions — one
from each module (section) and one of which must be a document-based question. Questions
1, 4 and 7 from Modules 1, 2 and 3 respectively are document based and require candidates
to analyse extracts from documents on one of the themes in the modules. Candidates are
expected to bring knowledge specific to issues raised from the general literature to bear in
reasoned, clear, well-developed but concise responses. The other six questions are extended
essay items and candidates are required to answer two of these with clearly stated theses and
sub-theses as well as well-developed, well-structured and clearly expressed arguments and
conclusions.
Papers 031 and 032 test candidates’ mastery of skills related to the discipline of history, with
specific reference to researching and synthesizing historical information from different
sources. These skills include interpretation and evaluation of sources by assessing the
usefulness of the sources used in their research for the study of the selected topic. Candidates
are also required to collate and synthesize research data by providing the historical setting
and context of the topic, identifying the main historical data found and commenting on the
significance of those findings. An important feature of these papers is the requirement that
there should be proper referencing for all sources using the referencing style of the discipline
of history.
Paper 031, the School-Based Assessment (SBA) component, requires candidates to submit a
research paper of no more than 2200 words on a clearly identified topic selected from one of
the several themes of the relevant unit in the syllabus. This paper contributes 20 per cent to
candidates’ overall grade.
Paper 032, the Alternative to SBA, is taken by private candidates. The candidates were
expected to demonstrate in an examination that they had carried out a research activity on a
topic related to one of the six themes in the three modules, using the guidelines for the
research paper. This paper contributed 20 per cent to candidates’ overall grades.

3
DETAILED COMMENTS
UNIT 1
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

Candidates’ coverage of all three modules in Unit 1 was tested by 45 multiple-choice
questions — 15 from each module. For this paper, candidates were expected to demonstrate
knowledge and reasoning skills such as interpretation, assessment and analysis. The exercise
of these skills is critical to the mastery of higher order questions which are used at this level.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays

Paper 02 examined candidates’ depth of knowledge of the content of the syllabus, their
understanding of historical interpretation and debate, and their ability to present a wellstructured, clearly expressed and coherent historical argument with supporting evidence.
Module 1: Indigenous Societies
Question 1
This question had three short extracts related to Spanish settlement in the Americas up to
1600. In Parts (a) to (d), candidates were asked questions related to issues as addressed in
these extracts. They were expected to take a systematic approach to interpreting the extracts,
paying attention to the author, date, information and ideas addressed in the documents. They
were expected to demonstrate an understanding of how historians make use of different types
of evidence in making and supporting historical interpretations, drawing on established
historical information and interpretation of the issues of the period. Of the 429 candidates
who opted to do this question, 81 per cent gave satisfactory responses. While some of the
candidates received scores at the higher band of the range of marks, the majority produced
average responses. Candidates were not generally conversant with the knowledge needed to
address all parts of the question. While they were conversant with the impact of diseases and
the nature of the resistance of the indigenous people they were not generally conversant with
Las Casas’ position on the treatment of the indigenous people or with other causes for death
of the indigenous peoples. This deficiency can be corrected with the planned teaching of the
skills related to the interpretation of historical documents, using actual documents to
formulate questions requiring interpretation. Candidates are to be encouraged to apply the
labelling used in the question and not to treat the responses to the document questions as
extended essays with introductions. They are expected to recognize that each part of the
question requires focused and specific responses using skills related to the use of documents
and historical information such as giving explanations.
Question 2
This question required candidates to assess the view that the Aztec or Inca or Maya displayed
advanced levels of economic and political organization in the pre-Columbian period. They
were required to indicate that there is evidence to suggest that the Aztec/Inca/Maya were
quite advanced in both their political and economic organization, explain why the way they
organized those areas of their lives was seen as ‘advanced’. Candidates were expected to
discuss the level of centralization of power and the military strategies employed, their
policies towards other groups they conquered and integrated into their society, the
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integration of religion into their political arrangements, the quality of the planning and tax
collection, the ability to conquer environmental obstacles to agriculture, the level of
agricultural techniques which led to surplus production and the network of trade facilitated by
effective transportation systems. This was a fairly popular question with 452 candidates
attempting the question. Of this number, 39 per cent gave satisfactory responses. The
responses indicated that candidates were generally conversant with the basic knowledge
needed to write satisfactory responses but were unable to properly classify the data and, in
some instances, were not able make a clear distinction between different indigenous peoples
(which is surprising since the syllabus requires that they focus on one of the groups). From
the responses it appears that students need to be taught key concepts associated with the
discipline of history, the skill of classification of data, and introduced to a range of critical
thinking skills.
Question 3
This question required candidates to assess the merits of the Van Sertima thesis for a preColumbian African presence in the Americas. They were expected to write responses which
give a full explanation of Van Sertima’s thesis and demonstrate that they understand that
there were challenges to the thesis. Of the 298 candidates who attempted the question, 73 per
cent scored satisfactory marks. Most candidates were conversant with the points of the thesis
but too many were unable to score marks in the higher grade bands because they were not
able to adequately develop the points or provide the counter-arguments. Attention must be
given to developing an understanding of the challenges to Van Sertima’s argument; equally
important, students should be taught what it means to assess a view or thesis.
Module 2: Slave Systems – Character and Dismantlement
Question 4
This question was based on three short extracts from primary documents that related to
European indentureship in the seventeenth century. In Parts (a) to (d), candidates were
required to answer questions on issues related to the theme as discussed in the extracts —
recruitment, conditions of work, response to the conditions of work and treatment.
Candidates were expected to bring to the answers more than comprehension skills,
incorporating knowledge of the system of European indentureship as established in the
historical literature.
Fifty-three percent cent of the 478 candidates who answered this
question scored satisfactory marks with the majority obtaining marks in the 12–18 range (out
of 30). The responses indicated that candidates were knowledgeable about recruitment and
treatment but found the questions related to reason for treatment and their response
challenging. In fact, candidates continue to confuse European indentureship of the
seventeenth century (Module 2) with post-slavery indentureship (Module 3). They also
confused the nature of the resistance of the indentured servants with resistance to slavery.
Responses revealed that candidates need to become familiar with the distinction between
enslavement of Africans and other forms of unfree labour as well as the difference between
seventeenth and nineteenth century indentureship.
Question 5
This question required candidates to assess the impact of slavery on the demographic
structure and the family in Caribbean slave plantation society. Candidates were expected to
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show that they had a keen understanding of the demographic structure of plantation society,
its racial composition and the factors, such as reproduction patterns, which affected it as well
as the different ways in which the family was constructed and shaped by gender. Of the 500
candidates who attempted this question, 21 per cent scored satisfactory marks. The responses
indicated that there were varying levels of knowledge with some candidates understanding
the requirements of the question but unable to fully develop or explain the issues identified
while others lacked knowledge of aspects of the topic covered by the question. Candidates
demonstrated that they had a limited understanding of Caribbean slave plantation society and
so did not discuss the place of whites in the demographic structure or in the family. Attention
must be given to providing an understanding of the difference between sociology and history
as some candidates tended to use sociological data to address the question.
Question 6
The question required candidates to evaluate the decline thesis of Eric Williams and the
debate which it has generated. Candidates were expected to demonstrate the central facets of
Williams’ arguments concerning the reasons for the decline of slavery and the discussion the
thesis has generated among historians. They were to demonstrate their knowledge of the key
issues raised by those who contributed to the debate on the thesis. This was the least popular
question with only 198 candidates attempting it. However, 63 per cent of those who
attempted it scored between 12 and 27 (out of 30) marks. Candidates demonstrated that they
understood the main elements of the decline thesis and had knowledge of the other factors of
decline. They could cite Drescher as an opponent to the thesis but were unable to fully
explain his argument. While they knew the factors of decline they found it a challenge to
apply that knowledge to assessing the thesis.
Module 3: Freedom in Action
Question 7
This question consisted of three short extracts from primary documents that related to the
movements towards independence, assimilation and departmentalization in the Caribbean in
the twentieth century. Candidates were asked to answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d), on
issues related to the theme as discussed in the extracts — move towards federation of the
British West Indies, the French Caribbean becoming fully French, the opposition to the move
towards and the benefits of departmentalization. They were expected to be able to bring their
knowledge of the theme to explain the reasons for the difference in the paths taken. This was
the least popular document question with 282 candidates writing responses and only 23 per
cent of that number writing satisfactory responses. The majority wrote poor responses.
Candidates lacked knowledge of the French-colonized Caribbean and the path to becoming
an overseas department of France. Attention must be given to expanding candidates’
knowledge beyond the British Caribbean and to addressing the specific objective and theme
related to the French-colonized Caribbean.
Question 8
This question required candidates to discuss the view that the international community was
hostile to Haiti between 1804 and 1825. They were expected to discuss the context which led
to independence and the way Haiti got its independence, but focus should have been on the
internal and external challenges faced by Haiti after 1804, including the persisting perception
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of the nation. Candidates were expected to demonstrate understanding of the fact that the
hostility towards the new nation was deliberate. This was the most popular question in
Module 3 with 579 candidates attempting the question. However, only 31 per cent got marks
in the higher bands of the mark scheme. Candidates who wrote the better response
understood the demands of the question and had the requisite knowledge. Too many,
however, ignored the dates of the question and wrote about the pre-independence period.
Attention must be given to establishing a clear understanding of historical periods in relation
to significant events.
Question 9
This question required candidates to discuss the reasons for Cuba’s international influence by
1983. They were expected to demonstrate an understanding of Cuba’s foreign policy and
explain how this policy after 1959 reflected her anti-imperialist stance, her strategy to built
support as defence against possible intervention by USA, her desire to spread the revolution
giving support to progressive movements and bringing her into relationship with different
liberation and independence movements which caused other countries to look at her with
favour. This was not a preferred question with only 274 candidates writing responses. Of
these, only 16 per cent wrote satisfactory responses. The responses demonstrated that
candidates lacked the breadth of knowledge required for this question. The responses
revealed that candidates tended to have knowledge of Cuba’s relationship with the USA and
USSR but lacked knowledge of the other areas of Cuba’s foreign policy.
Further Comments
The general performance on this paper indicated that there is a significant decline in the
quality of candidates’ performance. A significant number of candidates did not attempt any
question in Module 3 of the paper, suggesting that some candidates entered the examination
unprepared in terms of the breadth and depth of the content required to master the course.
Candidates were not only less than adequately prepared in terms of the content, they were
unprepared in relation to aspects of the syllabus which speak to the skills and abilities to be
assessed (CXC A4/U2/04, page 3). The responses from candidates indicated that they too
often had a limited sense of key historical concepts; they were unable to differentiate between
historical times and were very limited in the ability to use historical knowledge in relation to
a problem posed. A few responses highlighted some of these deficiencies: for Question 5 the
specific terms used were lifted directly from the syllabus (such as demography) but
candidates either did not understand the terms/concepts or could not develop it in relation to
the question asked. The responses to Questions 4, 8 and 9 revealed that candidates did not
understand the implication of the dates in relation to the event or historical situation nor in
relation to the module being tested.
What has been a recurring issue over the years seems to have been even more highlighted this
year. As stated in the 2014 Subject Report:
The quality of the analysis, the concentration of acceptable responses at
the lower range of the satisfactory band and significant numbers who
continue to perform at an unsatisfactory level seem to be linked to the fact
that candidates have not improved their general knowledge beyond that of
CSEC. This is evident in the limited knowledge and understanding of
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historical interpretation demonstrated by several candidates and the
inability to apply knowledge to solve historical problems.
Candidates find it difficult to follow the instructions given as it relates to the number of
questions to attempt from each section/module of the paper. A few candidates did two
questions from some modules or did three document questions. This might have been a
result of being unprepared for the three modules, as even those who attempted a question
from a particular module wrote a single paragraph. But whatever the cause, it adversely
affected the performance of candidates.
The specific demands of the questions are too often ignored in favour of writing about the
topic generally. Candidates continue to merely quote from the document instead of bringing
wider knowledge on the issues to bear as required in these types of document questions. For
the essay questions, the distinctive content, time period, interpretation and methodology of
the discipline of history seems to be overlooked as candidates use sociology and social
studies material in the attempt to answer questions. In Question 5, which dealt with
demographic structure and family in Caribbean slave plantation society, some responses
addressed what has occurred since slavery and included information couched in modern
terms, such as the enslaved getting minimum wage. It is important that the nature of the
discipline remains central to the teaching and learning process.
UNIT 2
Paper 01 – Multiple Choice

This paper is designed to test candidates’ ability to apply the interpretative and analytic skills
of the discipline of history. It consists of 45 multiple-choice items which tests candidates’
knowledge across all three modules of the syllabus. There are 15 items on each module.
Paper 02 – Structured Document-Based Questions and Extended Essays
Module 1: Atlantic World – Interactions

Question 1
This question was based on three short extracts on the American War of Independence.
Candidates were required to study the extracts and then answer four questions, Parts (a) to
(d), on issues raised in the extracts, including the reasons for the opposition to the imposition
of taxes from Britain; the measures imposed by Britain on her colonies to enhance revenue;
the action of American colonists before the Second Continental Congress which would have
undermined Britain’s authority over the colonies and the reason for the evolution from protest
to the severing of political ties with Britain in 1776. Forty-nine per cent of the candidates
who attempted this question scored marks that were satisfactory which meant that a larger per
cent found it challenging. While candidates were knowledgeable about the measures for
revenue collection they were less conversant with the reasons for opposition and the reasons
for the shift from protest to the severing of political ties. The suggestion is that attention
should be given to the course of events and the relationship between the different stages of
the course to help to build an understanding of causation and enhance students’ ability to
explain historical phenomena and experiences.
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Question 2
This question required candidates to discuss the view that the establishment of European
settlements in the Americas up to 1763 were predominantly influenced by economic
considerations. Candidates were expected to indicate that there was an interplay of economics
with other factors such as social and demographic issues in the metropole, political
factors/empire building and religion which influenced European settlement in the Caribbean.
Three hundred and thirty-eight candidates wrote responses but only 50 per cent wrote
responses that scored marks ranging from 12 to 30. It was anticipated that candidates would
have mastered this question but the responses indicated that candidates’ knowledge was
skewed towards English settlement. There was little evidence that candidates were aware of
the motivation for French settlement. Attention should also be given to the difference
between the motivation for exploration and the motivation for settlement.
Question 3
This question required candidates to discuss the impact of the main political and social ideas
of the European Enlightenment on the French Revolution. Candidates were expected to
identify the main political and social ideas of the European Enlightenment and explain how
those ideas informed the outbreak, development and outcome of the French Revolution. This
was a fairly popular question with 492 candidates attempting to write responses with 56 per
cent scoring satisfactory marks. However, some responses scored marks which suggested
that candidates had limited understanding of the demands of the question. This was especially
reflected in the inability to make the link between the Enlightenment and the outbreak, the
development and outcome of the French Revolution. Attention must be given not only to the
themes of the syllabus but the specific objective related to the themes; specific to this
question is the objective that states: evaluate the relationship between the ideas of the
European Enlightenment ... and the French Revolution. If this is done then candidates can
avoid just writing about the philosophers and ideas of Enlightenment and then writing about
the causes of the French Revolution without linking both.
Module 2: Atlantic Development – Identity and Industry
Question 4
This question had three short extracts from primary documents related to the Atlantic causes
and global consequences of the Industrial Revolution in England. Candidates were required
to answer four questions, Parts (a) to (d), on the issues raised in or inferred from the
documents such as the contribution of Caribbean sugar planters to the development of the
Industrial Revolution in England, the reasons for the increase of foreign trade in English
towns such as Manchester, the benefits of export of British-made goods over re-export of
colonial goods and the consequences of the Industrial Revolution for the Atlantic colonies.
This was the second most popular question — 727 candidates attempted this question. Only
31 per cent of the candidates were able to write satisfactory responses. Candidates found this
question difficult, especially for those sections that had to do with the impact on the trade of
British industrial towns. Yet candidates were able to write of the benefits for Britain rather
than what the question asked — the benefits for the Atlantic colonies. Attention needs to be
paid to the study of the Industrial Revolution as an Atlantic World phenomenon which had
specific outcomes for the different areas of the Atlantic World.
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Question 5
This question required candidates to assess the contribution of the network of railroads to the
emergence of the United States as an industrial power in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Candidates were expected to discuss the contribution of the railroad in relation to the
need for transportation, examine factors which were necessary for the development and
growth of the USA as an industrial power by 1900 and assess the role of the railroad against
other factors. This was not a very popular question, contrary to what was expected, and only
50 per cent of those who wrote responses did so satisfactorily. The responses indicated that
candidates did not understand the demands of the question; the tendency was to write on the
benefits of the development of the railway without linking it to the emergence of the United
States as an industrial power.
Question 6
For this question, candidates were required to discuss the extent to which the view that the
newly independent Latin American republics of either Brazil or Venezuela faced great
problems in the aftermath of independence in the 1820s was true. Candidates were expected
to state clearly the position taken on the issue and for




Venezuela, discuss developments in post independent Venezuela with focus on the
challenges in shaping a new Venezuela after recognition of independence in the
1820s. The response should also examine the positive development of the areas of
social order, the economy and political life.
Brazil, indicate that there were major challenges that came with independence, the
persistence of the old order with power in the hand of a few, that there were
unrealized political expectations and discontent with the government’s domestic and
foreign policies but that some peace was achieved because of prosperity with coffee.

This was the least popular question; only 84 candidates attempted it, and eight per cent of
those wrote satisfactory responses. This is a marked difference from previous years in which
candidates at least demonstrated knowledge if not use of knowledge of the topic. Most
candidates chose to write on Brazil but completely missed the period addressed by the
question; far too many candidates wrote of the pre-independence period, ignoring the
statement in the aftermath of independence. This suggested that candidates did not adequately
prepare for the examination in this topic; the specific objective given in the syllabus is very
precise and with adequate attention given there should have been no surprise in the question
asked.
Module 3: International Relations – Conflict and Liberation
Question 7
This question consisted of three short documentary extracts related to Nelson Mandela and
the liberation movement in South Africa. Candidates were asked to answer four questions,
Parts (a) to (d), related to the extracts. The questions, as with document questions generally,
required answers to specific questions testing knowledge of the topic in terms of content and
interpretation/explanation. The questions addressed the conflicting living conditions in South
Africa up to and beyond 1944, the Campaign for the Defiance of Unjust Laws, the change
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from non-violent to armed protests and Mandela’s role in the struggle against apartheid up to
the 1960s. This was the least popular document question, but 60 per cent of those who
attempted it scored satisfactory marks. The responses, however, revealed that candidates did
not have the comprehensive knowledge needed to address all parts of the question. While
candidates generally were informed about the conflicting living conditions in South Africa
and policies of segregation as well as the reasons there was a change from non-violent to
armed protests, many candidates were unaware of the reasons for the change to armed protest
and of the Campaign for the Defiance of Unjust Laws.
Question 8
In this question, candidates were required to assess the view that the war in Europe in 1914
resulted largely from the existence of an alliance system. Candidates were expected to make a
position statement addressing the comparative significance of the alliance system leading to
the outbreak of war in June 1914. They were to examine whether the alliance system was a
necessary but not sufficient cause of the outbreak of war and discuss the contribution of the
nationalist activities and demands as essential background factors that triggered the war. This
was the most popular question with 727 candidates attempting responses. Sixty-two per cent
of those who attempted it scored between 12 and 30 marks. Most candidates were aware of
several factors which led to World War I, but the responses were largely a narration of these
factors and little assessment of the relative significance of the alliance system as required by
the question. A significant number of candidates were only able to demonstrate that they had
appropriate information with some analysis. An even larger number were unable to do more
than state limited and descriptive information. Emphasis needs to be placed on developing
skills as stated in the syllabus.
Question 9
In this question, candidates were required to examine the factors which contributed to
Gandhi’s success in achieving national independence for India. Candidates were expected to
examine Gandhi’s political and religious aspirations for India, including liberation from
colonial rule and religious unity, and the factor/issues which informed Gandhi’s work. They
were expected to provide well-supported arguments in their assessment of Gandhi’s
successes and failures in relation to the context in which he operated. Fifty-nine per cent of
the candidates who attempted this question scored marks above 12 (out of a possible 30
marks) with a few scoring in the higher grade bands. The main challenge of the candidates
seemed to have been less than comprehensive knowledge of the topic; they knew about
Gandhi and his philosophy and his strategy of non-violence but were less knowledgeable
about other factors such as Gandhi’s work with the Indian National Congress, the wider
context in which he operated.
Further Comments
It was expected that candidates would write very well structured and fluently expressed
essays, demonstrating wide-ranging information, a high level of analysis and an excellent
understanding of different historical interpretations. About 45 per cent of the candidates who
sat the Unit 2, Paper 02 examination satisfied some aspects of this expectation. The
performance on this paper revealed that some candidates had not completed the syllabus in
preparation for the examination. A number of candidates were unable to attempt questions in
Modules 1 and 2. Some of those who attempted scored zero as nothing of relevance could be
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extracted from what was written. A persisting issue is the inability of candidates to apply or
use knowledge to solve problems. Attention needs to be given to providing a learning
experience beyond recall of historical data to the interpretation and explanation of
information given or researched. This is an essential part of what is history. It is important
also that candidates are guided in examination techniques in relation to the way the
examination is structured. For example, candidates need to be made aware that the document
questions are not to be treated as extended essay questions; they are to avoid introductions
and conclusions related to the wider topic, but focus on the specifics of the questions asked,
Parts (a) to (d), labelling the responses to match the question asked.
Paper 031 – School-Based Assessment (SBA)
This paper is designed to assess students’ ability to conduct independent research under the
guidance of teachers. Students are expected to select a specific topic related to a specific
objective and theme of the syllabus and conduct research of the selected theme. The research
project submitted is expected to demonstrate students’ understanding of the processes
involved in doing basic historical research as well as their use of the conventions of the
discipline of history.
Evaluation of the submitted projects continues this year to reveal that students do not
understand how to










distinguish between topic, research question and thesis. Thesis statements were
generally poorly constructed. Many were posed as questions and were generally
vague in nature.
evaluate sources. Many of the papers presented were largely narrations with mere
mention of the authors/historians in lieu of an evaluation of the authors’ work and
their significance to the issues being discussed.
present the findings. There were inconsistencies in the use of research formats, that is,
lack of uniformity in format selected, outdated citation formats that is,
footnotes/endnotes) incomplete bibliographies. This was a major problem identified
throughout most of the projects examined; students did not know how to document
the sources used for the research by constructing bibliographies in keeping with the
required style for history or how to acknowledge the sources of the ideas and views
included and the quotations used, that is, by using foot/endnotes and in the correct
format.
write good historical setting and context. Historical context was found to be either too
limiting or too expansive. For example, in examining issues surrounding post-slavery
indentureship, some students were inclined to go as far back as the early colonization
period. Students need to explore the historical setting within both a regional and
global context.
classify data to write an argument to support the thesis when it was identified. Too
often there was no identifiable thesis. With vague and unfounded thesis statements,
the support and justification of theses were generally weak particularly with regard to
supporting evidence taken from credible sources.
communicate their findings in a well-structured argument with a conclusion which is
linked to the thesis. New and unsubstantiated ideas were sometimes introduced in the
conclusion. Synthesis of arguments demonstrated poor classification of data,
organizational skills and approach to essay writing. Inaccuracies and irrelevant data
were also identifiable problems in these school-based projects.
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ensure an excellent presentation. Communication skills saw poor sentence
construction, grammatical errors and typographical errors, all of which undermined
the quality of the overall presentations.

This year a number of projects used online sources. While there is no reason not to do so,
students need to be guided in how to select such sources, how to use and acknowledge them.
There were instances where students took and submitted essays from online sources as their
project. This is plagiarism, which is unacceptable. There is also the continued dependence on
texts created for the CSEC syllabus which means that students are not lifting their level of
analysis or providing the depth and breadth of knowledge as required at the CAPE level.
Care should be taken to ensure that the submitted projects are always correctly matched to the
unit for which they are submitted, are proofread before submission and do not have evidence
of collusion and plagiarism.
Paper 032 – Alternative to School-Based Assessment (SBA)

This paper was designed to test the ability of private candidates to carry out independent
historical research and present the research findings under examination conditions. It is not a
popular paper; only a small number of candidates enter for and actually sit the examination
and while there was some improvement seen this year, candidates do need and should seek
guidance in preparing for this paper. The same issues noted in the past continued as listed
below
 There is no clear statement of the topic of their research.
 The reason for selecting the topic is not clearly linked to the value of researching
history or the significance of the topic.
 Candidates are unable to give full bibliographic details even with demonstrated
understanding of what is an appropriate source.
 Candidates continue to struggle with articulating usefulness of sources as it relates to
the topic selected.
 Candidates do not clearly understand what is meant by historical setting.

